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VX-150
Compact yet incredibly
rugged 2 -meter handheld
is designed to perform
under the most difficult
operating conditions.
And it's packed with the
leading -edge features
you've come to expect
from a Yaesu product.
Five Watt power -output.
209 memories. DCS/CTCSS.
7 digit alphanumeric
display, automatic repeater
shift and much more.

VX-110
This incredibly rugged 5 Watt
VHF handheld features 209
memories, Smart Search:"
DCS/CTCSS. simple 8 key
operation and Omni Glow -
display illumination for
night time operation.

VX-1R

The pocket -sized VX-1R is small in
size only. Featuring Smart Search;"
DCS/CTCSS. Dual Watch, ARTS:"
wide -band coverage (76-999*
MHz plus AM BC). The VX-1R
provides 291 memory channels,
and puts out ./ Watt (1 Watt
w/optional E -DC -15 DC Adapter).

* Cellular Blocked
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This durable, multi -
featured
5 Watt Dual Bander is
manufactured to rigid
MIL -810 standards.
Featuring wideband
frequency coverage'
CTCSS/DCS operation.

Dual Watch. 112
memory channels, and
Digital Voice Storage.

FT23RMKII/F133R

These ultra -compact. 5
Watt VHF FM Handhelds

feature rugged die-cast
aluminum cases. 10
memory channels, option-
al CTCSS, and multiple

scan modes. The
FT23RMKII (2M) and the

FT -33R (222 MHz) are

easy to operate. and give
outstanding performance.

FT411MKII

The affordable F1411MKII

is compact and durable.
This 5 Watt VHF FM Handheld
features a die-cast case,
40 memory channels, 10 DTMF

memories, built-in VOX. CTCSS,

and multiple scan modes.

VR-500
This miniature Handheld
Receiver provides FM, AM,

SSB and CW reception on
100 kHz -1300 MHz, with
1091 memory channels,
Smart Search:" versatile
Dot Matrix display, Band
Scope, and Dual Watch.

VX-5R

Although Yaesu's newest In -Band Handheld Transceiver is the world's
smallest. it offers the performance of a full-size unit. The VX-5R operates
on the 50 MHz. 144 MHz and 430 MHz bands with 5 Watts of power output.
along with ultra -wide receive coverage of the VHF and UHF spectrum, plus
AM medium- and short-wave broadcast reception. The V)( -5R is military
rated. so its durable. lightweight design allows you to take it anywhere.

It is equally suited to walking through the concrete Jungle as it is
to forging the raging rivers of a real one. Along with

a temperature display. the optional barometer
pressure sensor unit gives a read-out

of barometric pressure and altitude.

TOUGH GUYS.
When you're small, you get pn_kea on. Isn't teat how it goes? Well not in Yaesu territory, because
not only do we design compact handhelds for efficiency, but we give these clever little guys
plenty of muscle. Yaesu handheld transceivers have earned the bragging rights for being the
smallest handhelds with the most durable water resistant casings ever created. And packed
inside the brawn are engineering accomplishments in performance that are unmatched in the
industry. Our high-tech handheld transceivers provide clean power output on the VHF and
UHF bands and offer revolutionary features that allows these tough guys to continually
outperform the competition. Learn more about Yaesu products on the web at www.yaesu.com

-"SCA E S U...leading the way.
02000 Yaesu USA. 17110 Edwards Road. Cerntos. CA 90/03 3,4 , notice Specifications guaranteed
only within amateur bands Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas Check with you local Yaesu dealer for specific details



PCR1000
Special

Sale price
wfICOM
coupon

Communications
Receiver For Computer

 Covers 01 1300MHz
 All Mode WFM, FM, AM. SSB. CW
 Employs Band -Tracking RF Filters
 Connects to Your PC Enter.

NEW PCR100, Similar to

PCR1000 Less SSB

$199.95 SALE
UPS Included

IC -R10
i Wideband, All

Mode Receive
Capability
From 100 kHz
to 1300 MHz.
1000 Memory
Chan. With
8 -Character
Alphanumeric
Names.
Many Other

Features!

$299.95 Special Sale
price w ICOM coupon

UPS included

I

1C -R8500

Communications
Receiver

 Wideband. All Mode
Receive From 0.1
to 2000 MHz.

 Many Features
Similar to IC -R10

CALL FOR PRICING!
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IC -R2
Ultra Compact, Super Wide Band

 The New Mini -Sized
199.95 Scanner From ICOM

is Now Available.
UPS Inc.  500kHz-1.3GHz (Less

Cellular) AM/FM/WFM.
 Loud And Crisp Audio, Backlit LCD.
 Triple Conversion, Built -In Attenuator
 400 Memories. 8 Banks of 50 Chan.
 CTCSS Tone Squelch and

Tone Search.
 Includes 2 AA Size Ni-Cd

Batteries and Charger.
 PC Programmable (Software

and Connection Cable Optional).
 More!

IC -R75

689.95
UPS Inc.

w ICOM Coupon

NEW IC -R75 HF Receiver

 Receives .03-60MHz.
AM/FM/SSB/CW/RTTY
Triple Conversion Receiver

 Synchronous AM detection
 Twin Passband Tuning
 Automatic Notch Filter
 Front Mounted Speaker

Optional Digital Signal Processing
 Up to Two Optional Filters

SANGEAN
ATS505

ATS505
 New Low

Priced
Shortwave
Receiver with
SSB Capability! $129.95

 AM/FM UPS Incl.
Stereo/SSB

 Lighted Display. 45 Mem.
 Inc, Earbuds & Carrying Case
 More

ATS909
ATS909

Shortwave Receiver

 AM/FM Stereo/
USB/LSB

 306 Memory Presets
29 Separate Pages

 RDS Reception
 Lighted LED.

Clock with Alarm Earplugs
 Ind/ Carring Case.  Much More

$259.95
UPS Incl.

SW Antenna.

unidene
BC895XLT

"TrunkTracker"

$219.95
UPS Included

BC245XL
Handheld

'TrunkTracker II"

$219.95
UPS Included

SC180 $174.95 UPS includedSC200 $199.95

ASR
AR8200B

USA, Inc
ALSO

AVAILABLE
NEW AR -16B

Mon, Handheld 500kHz 1 36Hz
(Cellular Blocked,

 5-2040MHz $219.95
 AM. NFM. AR8000B ARD-2

WFM. AR5000 + 3 AR3000A
SSB. CW. AR7030 Plus

 Alpha-Num. FULL LINE OF AOR
 Computer ACCESSORIES

Pma I CALL FOR MORE INFO
&4;549.95 Unblocked versions available

to qualified agencies

RANGER
RCI.6300/RCI.6900

RCI-6300/RCI-6900
 10 Meter
 AM/FM AM/FM/SSB
 Low and High Power Models
 Built -In Frequency Counter

High Sensitivity Receiver Design
Variable Power Output

 More CALL FOR LATEST PRICING

RCI2950DX/RCI2970DX

RCI-2950DX/RCI-2970DX
 New Dual 12 and 10 Meter Bands
 AM/FM/SSB
 Low and High Power Models
 Programmable Repeater Offset
 Receiver Clarifier
 Noise Blanker/ANL Circuitry
 More

Drake Shortwave Radios MAGNUM
R88 (new).. ..... .

...$1159.95  $14 UPS MAGNUM 257 30W 10 Meter Mobil $249.95

SW8.....$779.95  $10 MAGNUM 3570X 150W 10 Meter 1.100119 $399.95

SW1 ........................5199.95 UPS
MAGNUM 4570X 200W 10 Meier 14001141 $479.95

.

Galaxy CB
SONY DX949 AM SSB Mobil _$199.95
1CF.2010 CALL$$ DX959 A14 SSB Mobile.
1CF-51907 . CALM Free Coon., 4249.95

Galaxy 10 Meter

1CF-5W1000T5
ICF-SW100S
1CF.2010

1CF.SC1

1CF-SC1PC

Luke

CALLSS 0044 9249.95
CALLff DX77HML $299.95

DX669 $329.95
CALLSS DX7311 $33995
CALLSS DX2517 B9941 $499.00

DX99V $399.95

DP -976 $39.95 2 Year Factory Warranty on All Galaxy

YAE SU
EMI

Yaesu VX-5R Tri Band Handheld Transceiver
 Wide Band Receive

RX: 0,5 - 15.995 MHz.

NEWT
RX:

MHz.
800-998.990 MHz
(Cellular Blocked)
TX: 50-54 MHz.
144-148 MHz. 430-450 MHz

.5W Power Output 8 Character

.220 Memories Alpha Display.
AM/NFM/WFM ADMS-1E
CTCSS Windows'.
Encode/Decode. PC Programmable
Digital Coded (Optional)
Squelch (DCS)  Much. Much More

CALL FOR PRICING!

VR-500
High Performance Miniature

$329.95 Communications Receiver
 Freq Range: 100khz to

1300 MHz
 All -Mode! AM/WFM/NFM/LSB/

USB/CW
 1000 Memory Channels
 8 Character Alpha Numeric

Display.
 Direct Keypad Frequency Entry
 Dual Watch/Band Scope
 Much More!

Call For Availability and Pricing!

GRUNDIG
Shortwave

NEW!
Grundig Satellit 800

$499.95
$15 UPS

Yacht Boy 400PE

$199.00
UPS Included

Yacht Boy 205
Analog Shortwave
SALE $49.95

RELM
MS180

$169.95
UPS Included

HS200

$199.95
UPS Included

HOURS: M -F 10am - 6pm SAT 10am-4pm of'S G

Colima ;2! ch Help 860-66, -
Web Site: www.lentinrcomm.com

ALINCO.
DJ -X10

Wide Range Receiver
 Multi -Mode Reception

From .1 to 2000MHz.
 Channel Scope.
 AM/WFM/FM/SSB/CW.
 1200 Memories.
 Superb Sensitivity

Clear Sound.

C.O.D.'s OK
SAME DAY
SHIPPING 21 Garfield St. Newington, CT 06111 ---

VISA
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OK 74e ecoei
This U.S. Army Ranger from the 1st Battalion, 75th
Ranger Regiment uses his radio at Hunter Army
Airfield, Georgia in a training exercise. How far
Washington is willing to go with helping the Colombian
army fight insurgency and the illegal drug business
there is anyone's guess. But in the meantime, Colombia
remains a hot radio target. Gerry Dexter's "Catching
The Colombians" feature on page 8 gives you the
scoop on Colombian shortwave stations YOU can hear!
(Photo by Larry Mulvehill)
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Universal Radio - Quality equipment since 1942.
.1,1* Ow.
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JOE CARR's LOOP
ANTENNA HANDBOOK

By Joseph Carr. Here is your com-
plete, 133 page guide to understand-
ing and building high performance
large and small loop antennas. Many
designs are offered for models cover-
ing longwave, medium wave, short-
wave and even VHF. Loops can be
the answer if you have limited space
or a limited budget. 133 pages.

Order #0016 519.95

JOE CARR's RECEIVING
ANTENNA HANDBOOK

By Joseph Carr. This 189 page
guide to high performance antennas
is written in Joe's clear, easy -to -un-
derstand, friendly style. Arguably the
best book devoted to receiving an-
tennas for longwave through short-
wave. 189 pages.

Order #3113 519.95

6/Buy BOTH Carr books and save!
Order #4120 529.99

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
PAST & PRESENT

By F. Osterman. Your comprehen-
sive guide to over 770 shortwave,
amateur and commercial communi-
cations receivers manufactured in
the last 55 years. With photos and
information including: coverage, cir-
cuit type, display, features, perfor-
mance, new & used value, reviews,
etc. Third Edition. Huge 473 pages.

Order #0003 524.95

BUYING A USED
SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

By F. Osterman. This affordable
market guide features the top 100
most sought after portables and
tabletops produced in the last 20
years. Photo, specs, features, rat-
ings, plus new/used values. 4th Ed.

Order #0444 55.95

 Buy BOTH Osterman books and save!
Order #3240 528.99

www.DXing.com

COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVERS

SETRIPIE

1151111111G

sumEaooN

aim aim
RRRRR HELMS

 Glenn Hauser's Continent of Media  Don Schimmel's Radio Intrigt e
 Glenn Hauser's Shortwave DX Report  Joe Carr's Tech Notes
 Favorite Tube Type SW Receivers  Modern SW Receiver Survey

Universal Radio, Inc.
6830 Americana Pkwy.
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
43068-4113 U.S.A.
ill 800 431-3939 Orders & Prices
it 614 866-4267 Information
D 614 866-2339 FAX Line
 dx@universal-radio.com

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
THE VACUUM TUBE ERA

By R.S. Moore. This book reviews
and reflects on the golden years of the
vacuum tube receivers; 1932 to 1981.
Key facts, features and photos of:
Breting, B&W, Collins, Echophone,
Gonset, Hallicrafters, Howard, Na-
tional, Hammarlund, McMurdo Silver,
Drake, Sargent, RME, etc. Fourth
Edition. 141 pages.

Order #2945 $19.95

TRANSMITTERS, EXCITERS
& POWER AMPS 1930-1980

By R.S. Moore. Over 550 transmit-
ters from 118 companies are featured
including Collins, Drake, Eldico, ETO,
Galaxy, Gonset, Gross, Hallicrafters,
Hammarlund, Harvey, Heath, Henry,
Johnson, TMC, WRL etc. 470 photos
144 pages.

Order #0338 $21.95

1/Buy BOTH Moore books and save!
Order #3264 530.99

SHORTWAVE LISTENING
GUIDEBOOK

By Harry Helms. This noted author
shares understandable information
on: selecting and operating a short-
wave receiver, antennas, time sta-
tions, pirates and much more. With
tables and diagrams. Provides the
reader with a solid understanding of
shortwave radio. ©1993 Second Edi-
tion. 323 pages.

Order #2984 519.95

ALL ABOUT
HAM RADIO

By Harry Helms. Here is an exciting
introduction to amateur radio written in
a direct, humorous way without a lot of
math and techno-babble. Perfect for
the potential ham without a technical
background. ©1992 291 pages.

Order #1109 516.90

f/Buy BOTH Helms books and save!
Order #3056 $24.99

HUGE FREE
CATALOG

The Universal Catalog
covers everything for the
shortwave, amateur and
scanner enthusiasts. This
informative 104 page cata-
log is FREE by bookrate or
53 by Priority mail.

www.universal-radio.com
 Visa  Prices and specs. are subject to change.
 MasterCard  Retums subject to a 15% restocking fee.
 Discover  U.S. orders under $100.00 ship for '4.95.
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An Editorial

You Get Three Wishes - And A 9-1-1 Call
Wc ve all heard jokes about get-
ting three wishes, some of
which you could even tell your

kids, but joking aside, if you were grant-
ed three wishes that had nothing to do
with money - three that could poten-
tially impact thousands of people - what
would they be? Certainly, a long, healthy,
rewarding life for family and friends
would be at the top of the wish list. And
without a doubt, some long-term ongo-
ing sensitivity training for our politicians
would also be in order. A reasonable per-
son might also wish for them to walk a
mile in our shoes, too. Of course, these
are only "wishes" and require a little
effort on our part to come true.

My first wish is to get all the drunk dri-
vers off the road so you and I can enjoy
a Saturday afternoon drive or run to the
market without ending up in the morgue.
I make no apologies to anyone for my
unwavering stance against anyone dri-
ving after having a drink. I realize this
may not be a very popular position. Many
will say that one drink is harmless, but
that drink, mixed with Heaven knows
what prescription and over-the-counter
drugs, can spell disaster for others on the
highway that want to live to see their next
paycheck. This thing called life is pretty
neat, and frankly, the thought of some
thoughtless jerk taking it away because
he or she just had to have that beer makes
my blood pressure go off -scale. I'm no
doctor, but I can say that it's a lot more
harmful than having a glass of seltzer and
hitting the road.

Lately though, there's an increasing
menace on the highway that many folks
have compared to driving while under the
influence that can quadruple your chance
of being involved in an accident. You're
right, it's the cellular phone user.
Statistics from the Cellular Telecommu-
nications Industry Association (remem-
ber the CTIA- Tom Wheeler's ever -
waffling gang in D.C.?) say there are
nearly 90 million cell phone subscribers,
and the numbers continue to grow.

I'll admit that a few months ago when
reviewing the Nextel phone for Pop'
Comm - the one with two-way radio
capability -I found myself driving down
the highway with one hand on the wheel

Mak BY HAROLD

and the other holding the phone and mak-
ing a call. Talk about a squirrely driving
performance! Driving while under the
influence of cellular phone isn't for me.
If only my driver's ed teacher could've
see that operation. (Mr. Wilkinson was a
different kind of guy, and frankly, for all
his shortcomings, there was one thing he
was right about: driving is serious busi-
ness). With him, you had to "earn" the
right to have the car radio on, and of
course since he was the judge, jury, and
executioner, few of us kids ever earned
that privilege. And whatever you did,
those hands had better be at "10" and "2"
on the steering wheel, and don't even ask
about turning on the car radio. But, his
hands -on -the -wheel and "forget foolin'
around with the damned radio" was, in the
final analysis, correct. Let's face it, one
second of inattentiveness can change your
life and others, forever.

My second wish is that all cell phones
would be magically rendered useless and
unable to dial any number
from a moving vehicle. Of course, it's not
just placing a call that increases your risk
of being involved in an accident.
Receiving a call and the actual conversa-
tion is proving just as dangerous. And in
the studies I've seen, the problem gets
worse as the driver's age increases.

Ameritech Cellular has published
some interesting guidelines for motorists
intent on using their cell phones in mov-
ing vehicles. In part they say, "Motorists
should focus complete attention on the
road . . . refrain from eating, drinking,
changing CDs, playing with the radio,
putting on make-up, using laptop com-
puters, brushing hair, note taking or read-
ing while the car is in motion." They con-
tinue, "Motorists should also avoid
complicated or emotional conversa-
tions." They also say, " . .. avoid talking
on the phone in congested areas or bad
weather. Exit the highway if necessary to
dial or complete a conversation." Slight
contradiction here, don't you think?
Mobile cell phone users are yakking no
differently than if they were in their liv-
ing rooms. And the problem naturally
gets worse in congested areas and bad
weather. Isn't that when the cell systems

(Continued on page 78)
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Lithium Ion Power
A long last:ng bettsry of-

rs easy charg-ng, lightweight
performance, and tro ro 27
hours cf c7ntv ual use on the
1 -,ono LCD.

IC -R2
Exce3ent audio,
tiny package
500 kHz - 1.300 GHz'

AM, FM, WFM  100 mW audio
output  easy band switching
 weather resistant  CTCSS tone
sqLelch  400 memory channels
 backlit LCD  priority watch
 includes Ni-Cd batteries and
charger, or use alkalines  PC
programming (optional)

en the TFT color
display is not needed,
or if you just want to
conserve power,
use the mono LCD
to display all neces-
sary information. IC -R3
FOR A LOOK BEHIND

THE SCENES

Simulated picture

NEW

ICOM wide band receivers always let you HEAR more cf
what's out there. With the new IC -R3, now you can SEE more,
too! This pocket sized marvel receives from 0.5 - 2450 MHz ,

and sports a 2 -inch TFT color display. Scan for wireless
camera broadcasts. It's great for watching the action behind
the scenes at sporting events. Or, just watch your favorite 1-1
programs. A video/audio output terminal lets you display t3
a large monitor or recording device. All this, and advanced
ICOM receiver features like 450 memory channels wits
alphanumeric names, CTCSS, attenuator, & more.

Download frequencies right from the Web.
ICOM rakes it easy to get the frequencies you need for the area where you live. Whether
yet, wa-t to listen in on public safety, aircraft, marine, military, or nearly any other type of

communications, go to: www.icomreceivers.corn and let our database do
the scorching for you. Once the frequencies are downloaded, you can then easily load
tte n irio your 'COM radio. Optional software and PC connection cable required.

0 o 0
0000
0 0 0-
a a a
oo a a

IC -R10
Advanced listening
excitement
500 kHz - 1.300 GHz'

All mode  large, alphanumeric
display  1000 memory channels
 band scope  7 different scan
types , including VSC (pauses
only on voices)  easy mode
 comes with rechargeable
Ni-Cds and charger, or use alka-
lines  PC programming (optional)

'This device his not been approved by the FCC. This device msy sot be sold cr leased, or be offered for sale or lease until approval of the FCC has been obtained 'Cellular blocked
untblxkec carman available to FCC authinzed users only et21)01) (OM America, no 2380 t this Ave NE. Bell. sue, WA 98004  42545443155 The ICOM logo is a registered trademark
of ICOM, Mc. A I specifications era sibnect to change without notice or obligabon Cluestion0 Contac your authetived ICOM dealer or contact ICOM America Tech Support on
CornpuServAsA HemNet forum at 15541%525 or send email to l5,40 52549compu serve corn CompuServe is i regime:eel trademark of CompuServe. Inc R3PC400

When you're looking for the
best, keep your eye (and earl on
an ICOM receiver. Contact your
authorized ICOM dealer today,
or call for a free brochure:

425-450-6088

0
ICOM
www.icomamerica.com



OUR

Each month, we select representative
reader letters for our "Pop'Comm P.O."
column. We reserve the right to condense
lengthy letters for space reasons and to edit
to conform to style. All letters submitted
must be signed and show a return mailing
address or valid E-mail address. Upon re-
quest, we will withhold a sender's name if
the letter is used in "Pop'Comm P.O."
Address letters to: Harold Ort, N2RLL,
SSB-596, Editor, Popular Communica-
tions, 25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY
11801-2909, or send E-mail via the
Internet to <popularcom@aol.com>.

Don't Give Up The Ship

Dear Editor:
This is for all those operators who have

given up on CB or feel CB is a sinking
ship. I belong to U.S. Emergency Radio
Monitors, a group similar to REACT that
monitors CB Channel 9.

When we started U.S.E.R.M none of us
knew if it would take off or crash and burn.
But within a week, requests to join came
in. Ever since then, requests to join have
been coming in almost every day and
membership has grown. The club took
off, all because of caring CBers, hams,
and VHF marine operators who wanted
to make a difference. They joined, they
monitored and they saved lives and still
continue to do so. No matter if you are a
REACT, USERM, CBERT, or an inde-
pendent monitor, never give up because
you and your CB can make a difference
in someone's life -a big difference.

People complain that the FCC isn't
doing anything. They are. Although they
are a bit slow at catching violators, they
do - the rest is up to us. On a recent trip
across three states, I was pleased to hear
people being assisted via CB channel 9.
This shows that CB still lives and it will
continue to, as long as caring people con-
tinue to monitor.

Many complain of all the problems
they encounter while they monitor. Who
said it was going to be easy? If you have
ever answered an emergency call, you
know the feeling and you know it's worth
the trouble and the wait.

If CB has a problem, let's work togeth-
er and solve it and restore CB to it's for -

SPEAK OUT...

mer glory. Do it for yourself and future
generations and that person - maybe
you or a family member - who will one
day need assistance via CB. It's up to you,
10-4? If CB is a sinking ship, I, as well
as many other dedicated monitors and
CBers are prepared to go down fighting
with it.

Let's work together and save CB and
save lives in the process. Don't know
where to begin? Join a local club such as
REACT or U.S.E.R.M. There are many
organizations out there who are looking
for responsible operators.

73's
U.S. Emergency Radio Monitors

Main Headquarters

CB In The Sparkling City By
The Sea

Dear Editor:
I've been and I've

heard all of the cussing, mindless yakking,
illegal linears, illegal DX contacts, and
other nonsense. I realize that there are peo-
ple out there that just don't care.
Nonetheless, I'm still a friend of CB. I've
taken my Technician Test and passed. My
call is KD5JDG. I'm also studying the
General Test and CW. Even when I've
moved on to ham, I'll still be part of CB.

I've started a radio club in my neigh-
borhood called CCROG (Corpus Christi
Radio Operators Group). There is a divi-
sion of the club called Charlie -Kilo that
deals with CB. We use the proper call -
signs (KFC78415, for example), and also
use a personal identifier for club opera-
tions (CKBO, for example). The members
have a copy of the rules, and I expect them
to follow it. And they do! See, there are
quite a few people that care. Don't abol-
ish CB. It's a great thing if used proper-
ly. It has introduced me and many of my
friends to 2 -way radio.

The FCC is finally starting to do some-
thing about CB, and I praise them for it.
They just need to do a little bit more. If
possible, they should restart licensing CB
stations. They should also remove the
155.5 distance limit. It is downright silly.

I believe that if you can steer enough
new CBers away from the "Dark Side,"

most of the future problems will be
solved. A CBer was asking on a CB mes-
sage board how he can increase his power
from four watts to 25 watts, and I and
some other Internet pals tried to persuade
him, [not to] but here comes some idiot
telling me and the others how they don't
care and started explaining how to
increase power. There is a really nice
message board that focuses on legal CB
at http://www.insidetheweb.com/mes-
sageboard/mbs.cgi?acct=mb242900&T
L=939280293. We also need more CB
clubs. It would be nice if the ARRL still
supported CB.

I am 12 years old, and do not appreci-
ate the comment made in the letter "If
Elephants Could Sing" about "school -
age kids tying up the channel." It was rude
and very broad. My friends/club mem-
bers do not use channels 9 and 19,
although we monitor them. Unfortunate-
ly, most of the rude, illegal locals use 19
irresponsibly. My club operates on chan-
nels 12, 14, and 18. We would use 32, 37,
and 40 USB but most of my friends are
using vintage 23 -channel gear that they
were able to dig -up.

When CCROG runs nets, we try to
keep the subject within radio and related
subjects, although we occasionally
ragchew off the subject. We also run our
callsigns every 10 minutes, and take one -
minute breaks, just as hams do. And we
will always will give urgent radio mes-
sages the priority.

If you are within 155 miles of Corpus
Christi, and your equipment is type
accepted with no linears, and you can
behave properly, you are welcome to join
our nets. On weekends they are run any-
where between 9 p.m. and 10:25 p.m. I
also have my radio on almost all the time.
Try to QSO with us on channels 14, 12,
or 18. You can also find me on 2 -meters
on 147.080 through a repeater up in
Sinton or 146.520 simplex.

Thanks & 73's,
Fabian Carbone

K5JDG
KFC78415

CKBO
Corpus Christi, Texas

(Continued on page 78)
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The Best
Just Got

Better
tt

;-`.OR has just improved its world-

:lass AR8200 B portable receiver.

-he AR8200 Mark II B leaves others

jehind, with a new Temperature

Compensated Crystal Oscil ator that

maintains frequency stability

without regard to changing
ambient temperatures. A new

keyboard layout and improved

illumination allow easy operation

in a variety of conditions.

Discover why AOR receivers are
the choice of many federal,
state and local government
agencies. Military users,
laboratories and professional
news -gathering operations
also use AOR receivers.

When you're ready
to own the best;

you're 'ea for 40B.

1011
TM

NEW! RI18200 Mark II

 New TCXO for greater stability - performance not
found in most desktop units!

Brighter backlit display for easy use anytime

 New telescopic antenna included for better
reception

 New keyboard layout for easier operation

Attractive new black case

 Now includes 1100 mAh high capacity Ni-Cd
batteries

500 KHz - 2040 MHz coverage

1,000 memory channels (20 banks)

Computer control and programming.
(requires optional connection cable)

Download free control software from AOR web
site!

"All Mode" reception includes "super narrow" FM
plus wide and narrow AM in addition to USB, LSB,
CW and standard AM and FM modes

True carrier reinsertion in USB and LSB modes.

Includes 3 KHz SSB filter!

Detachable MW antenna

Optional internal slot cards expand the
AR8200 Markll B capabilities. Choose from
Memory Expansion (up to 4,000 memories), CTCSS
Squelch & Search, Tone Eliminator, Voice Inverter
and Record Audio (saves up to 20 seconds of
audio)

Tuning steps programmable in multiples of 50 Hz in
all modes

8.33 KHz airband step is correctly supported

Noise limiter and attenuator

 Band activity"scope" display with "save trace"
capability

Four-way side panel rocker switch allows one -
hand operation

Large display includes A and B VFO frequencies
and signal strength meter

Battery Save function with Low Battery indicator

 Operates on 12 VDC external power

4 AA Ni-Cd batteries supplied, also uses standard
AA dry cells

 BNC antenna connector

 Wide choice of accessories

Patented design (U.S. Pat. No. 6,002,924)

1011
TM

AOR U.S.A., Inc.
20655 S. Western Ave.

Suite 112 Torrance, CA 90501
310-787-8615 Phone  310-787-8619 Fax

www.aorusa.com
IRCLE 15 ON READER

*Celleer 'requenc:es No:* ed in complionrs riff aliA regulations. Continuous coverage models available for authorized users/agancies; documentation required.

AOR sage gss in ongooryo-ilorts to anigmmespradrcts As such, design and performance parameters may change without notice :1r obligation on the part of the manufacturerand/or distributorls).



TJAc? militnE
It's A Hotbed Of Activity That YOU Can Hear!

By Gerry Dexter

South America's oldest democracy is
in trouble. Serious, big-time trou-
ble. What's going on? In a word:

drugs. Colombia is now the source of 75
to 80% of all the cocaine and heroin com-
ing into the U.S. The illegal drug busi-
ness there works hand -in -hand with an
increasingly powerful guerrilla move-
ment of some 30,000. Neither the
Colombian nor the U.S. government
seem to know what to do about it.

Between 1990 and 1998, the U.S.
poured some $600 million into the anti-
drug effort in Colombia - with no
effect. Colombia got another half a bil-
lion last year. Now Washington propos-
es to reportedly spend between $1.3 and
$1.6 billion on eradication efforts and
more military personnel and equipment
to train the Colombian army to fight the
insurgency. Some in our government are
fearful that U.S. military personnel
might get drawn (further?) into the actu-
al shooting campaign. You can spell their
concern: V-i-e-t-n-a-m.

Although the guerrillas, mainly a group
called FARC (Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia) say they are not
involved in drugs, that's where they get
the money to support their effort. One esti-
mate is that the guerrillas are profiting to
the tune of $1 million per day, perhaps
even twice that amount. In trying to pla-
cate the enemy, Colombia has actually
handed over to the guerrillas and drug
lords an area about the size of
Switzerland; a sort of one-sided demilita-
rized zone which the government has
agreed not to enter without prior warning.
In all, the guerrillas are believed to con-
trol as much as 40% of the country and
are said to be expanding their operations
into Venezuela, Ecuador-even Panama!

You can also toss in problems with far
right paramilitary groups and a suffering
economy. With all of these nasty ingre-
dients in the mix, it seems pretty certain
we're going to be hearing more and more
about this growing crisis and the U.S.
involvement in it as the months go by.

FUERZAS ARMADAS REVOLUCIONARIAS DE COLOMBIA
EJERCITO DEL PUEBLO FARC-EP

EDICION INTERNACIONAL, COLOMBIA, FEB-MAY 1996

Armonias del Caqueta is sometimes active on 49/5.

All this makes Colombia an interesting
radio target, and our exercise today is to
take a look at what's on the air these days
(more or less!) and encourage you to set
out after them.

A significant number of stations are
classified as inactive, which always
leaves some hope they might one day
return, thus they're included in the fol-
lowing list, with their inactive status
noted. Make it a point to check for the
inactives now and then - you never know
when one of them may return, although
the longer they stay silent, the greater the
chance that's a permanent condition.

Since all Colombians operate on the
lower bands, the best times to hear these
stations is during our North American
evenings or their early morning sign-ons.
Note that on and off times can sometimes
vary now - from a few minutes to an
hour or more if the station is covering a
special event or it's a holiday. A number
of stations are affiliates of one of the large
national networks (RCN, Super, Caracol,
Todelar) which means that individual sta-
tion IDs may be few and far between. All
the programming is in Spanish.

It shouldn't come as a surprise, espe-
cially these days, that getting your recep-

a6l Werfed,-4

N.J. V.K
30 KW 970 KHz
Canal preferencial
3 KW 4915 KH
Onda corta

N1

(Scsimerk4:4A,
(00,A 14), c_t

/CeAA, L -1),=R3c/r. -----t

Armonias del Caqueta is sometimes active on 4915.
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tion verified will often be a battle. On
average, Colombian stations are about
"average" in the ease of QSLing depart-
ment, which means not very good. In a
pinch, you can try sending a reception
report to the headquarters of whatever
network (if any) the station is affiliated
with, although there's no guarantee on
that working, either. We've included
addresses for the active or normally
active Colombian stations.

All right. So what's out there? Here's
our list - and as usual, let us know what
you're hearing.

4785 - Radio Super, Ibaque, Tolima
department. Super network. Inactive.

4815 - Radio Guatapuri, Valledupar.
Cesar department. Also inactive.

4835 - Radio Bueneventura, Valle del
Cacua. Inactive.

4865 - La Voz del Cinaruco, Aruca.
Irregular. Member of the Caracol network.
Address: Calle No. 41B, No. 30-22, Meta.

4885 - Ondas del Meta, Meta, Meta
Department. Listed for 24 -hour operation
but it's on only irregularly. It's pretty easy
to hear when it is on, though. Member of
the Super network. Address: Calle 38,
No. 30A-106, Villavicencio.

4895 - La Voz del Rio Arauca, Aruca.
Aruca Department is inactive at this writ-
ing but this, supposedly, is only tempo-
rary. Scheduled from 0900-0400 and a
member of the Radio Cadena Nacional
network. Reports go to Cra 22, No. 28-
21, Arauca - or to Apartado Aereo
16555, SF (Santa Fe de) Bogota

4905 - Ecos del Ornoco, Puerto
Carreno, Vichada department. Inactive.

4915 - Armonias del Caqueta,
Florencia, Caqueta department is sched-
uled from 1000-0200. Apartado Aereo
71, Florencia.

The shortwave career of La Voz de Bogota (5960) ended in the early 1970s. This QSL card is
fora reception in 1956!

4955 - Radio Nacional de Colombia,
Bogota. Scheduled from 1700 to 0500
and easily heard during the evening
hours. The programming is largely clas-
sical music. Reportedly they now air an
hour of English Tuesdays through
Sundays at 0200. Reception reports
should be sent to Canal International,
Apartado Aereo 93994, Bogota.

4965 - Radio Santa Fe, Bogota. This
one is probably the longest inactive on
the list.
4975 - Ondas del Orteguaza,

Florencia, Ibaque department. A member
of the Todelar network. This one now
seems to sign off by 2300, though some-
times it is on into the evenings. When
that's the case - and when the utility sta-
tion on 4975 is absent - you can hear

'em fairly easily. The address is Apartado
Aereo 209, Florencia.

5020 - Ecos del Atrato, Quibdo,
Choco department. A member of the
Caracol network. The schedule runs from
1000 to 0600. You'll find that 5020 is
more likely to prove out at 5019. The
address is Apartado Aereo 196, Quibdo.

5040 - La Voz del Yopal, Yopal,
Casanare department is inactive.

5077 - Caracol Colombia, Bogota.
This 50 kilowatter runs 24 hours a day
carrying Caracol network programming.
Their assigned frequency is 5075.
Address: Apartado Aereo 9271, Bogota.

5570 - Radio Nueva Vista,
Bucaramanga, Santander del Sur depart -

(Continued on page 15)

Sr. WERRY L. DEXTER
Muchas grains por su inform. do 'wooden.
Conlirmamos qua la amisora simonized& es nuostra.
Emisora Rrm LA vrw. nRT. RTn aRaticA
Ciudad ARAUCA -ARAUCA-COLOMBIA
Frecuencia 4.895 KHZ
Ponci 40 KV

-5-88WAYS°1g7trer149 e4e49 a C:10 a.m.

4DlO C NAL S, L

Gerencia d Produccien y ProgramaciOn
Firms

RCN. Radio Cadena Nacional,
rnicid labores hace 41 enos,

pero algunas de sus Emisoras
como Nueva Granada, RCN Pereira.

RCN Pasto y le Voz de Medellin,
lueron lundadas en 1936.

Actualmente. RCN cuenta con Emisoras
en A.M. y P.M. Stereo a to largo

de lotto el territotio national.
con la mejor programaciOn en nolicies.

mOsica. deportes y vanedades

_ _ z LA RAD/0

,A eiBIA

Calla 37 No. 13A-19 Bogota. Colombia. Sur America

Certificado
de
Sintonk

La Voz del Rio Aruca, on 4895, is a member of the Radio Cadena Nacional Network.
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GRUITDIG TunEs in the

The Millennium begins. The wait is over.
The Grundig Satellit Legend continues.
The Satellit 800 Millennium is your
assurance of staying in touch
with the world... Access radio
programs the world over...
fast -breaking news from
the farthest corners of
the globe... music from
faraway countries.

CUTTING EDGE IN SPACE

TECHNOLOGY
 You'll appreciate the smooth flowing

design and functional control panel.

 Superbly appointed, fold away, easy

grip handle for portability.

 Enter any station on the key pad,
then tune up or down frequency or
search specific meter bands.

 The tuner receives AM/FM and all
shortwave frequencies from 100 to

30,000 KHz, FM from 87 to 108 MHz
and VHF aircraft 118 to 137 MHz and

locks onto broadcasts with digital accuracy...

SNELL'''. 8100
MILLENNIUM

lift 1111"

1 1



"Performance... exceptionally promising..., Audio quality is
delightful, superior to that of any other portable on today's
market..., This ergonomic radio is a cinch to operate straight
out of the box"

Lawrence Magne,
Editor-ir-Chief, Passport to World Band Radio

 Receives FM stereo with the included high -quality headphones.

 Superior audio quality for which Grundig is known.

 A direct 413-17 digital key pad combined with manual tuning.

 70 user -programmable memories.

 Uppe a -c lower sideband capabi ity (JSB/LSB).

 P.Izrge 6" by 3Vi" multifunction LCD.
 Las: station memory.

 Synchronous detector for superior AM and
shortwave reception.

 Multi voltage (110, 220 Vi AC adapter.

 Dual clocks.
 Low battery incicator.

Whether you are cruising offshore,
enjoying the cottage, or relaxing on
an extended vacation in some distant
land, the Satellit 800 Millennium
is the most powerful ano precise
radio in the World. Search the globe
you can discover the hottest news
first hand... listen to and witness
the ongoing fascination with our

evolving world today... tomorrow
the universe.

by GRUF1DIG



ThE UltimatE in Digital TEchnology

ATT AGC F

Vad3 SW MET

rel 11 ri n
Li U LI LI.

The LCD
Big! Bold! Brightly
Illuminated 6" by 3'/2".
Liquid Crystal Display shows
all important data:
Frequency, Meter band,
Memory position, Time,
LSB/USB, Synchronous
Detector and more.

I he Tuning Controls
 For the traditionalist:
a smooth, precise tuning
knob, produces no audio
muting during use. Ultra
fine-tuning of 50Hz on
LSB/USB, 100Hz in SW,
AM and Aircraft Band and
20 KHz in FM.
 For Fixed -step Tuning: Big,
responsive Up/Down tuning
buttons.

 For direct frequency entry.
a responsive, intuitive
numeric keypad.

MAI ,
1,37111070WOWN

41.00,4 1.4,Oft 

SRTELLIT &It;urreamirazn

The Signal Strength Meter
Elegant in its traditional
Analog design, like the
gauges in the world's
finest sports cars. Large.
Well Lit. Easy to read.

The Frequency Coverage
Longwave, AM and short-
wave: continuous
100-30,000 KHz. FM:
87-108 MHz VHF Aircraft
Band: 118-137 MHz.

The Technology
Today's latest engineering:
 Dual conversion super-

heterodyne circuitry.
 PLL synthesized tuner.

14.1114-14001

The Operational Controls
Knobs where you want
them; Buttons where they
make sense. The best com-
bination of traditional and
high-tech controls.

The Many Features
 70 user -programmable

memories.
 Two, 24 hour format

clocks.
 Two ON/OFF sleep timers.
 Massive, built-in

telescopic antenna.
 Connectors for external

antennas - SW, AM, FM
and VHF Aircraft Band.

 Line-out, headphone and
external speaker jacks.

The Sound
Legendary Grundig Audio
Fidelity with separate bass
and treble controls, big
sound from its powerful
speaker and FM -stereo with
the included high quality
headphones.

The Power Supply
A multi voltage (110, 220V)
AC adapter is included. Also
operates on 6 size D
batteries. (not included)

Dimensions:
20.5" L x 9" H x 8" W

Weight: 14.50 lbs.

by GRUF1DIG
Lextronix I Grundig, P.O. Box 2307, Menlo Park, CA 94026  Tel: 650-361-1611 Fax: 650-361-1724

Shortwave Hotlines: (US) 1-800-872-2228 (CN) 1-800-637-1648  Web: www.grundigradio.net
CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Cro. So. -A No. 14.00 - to 3o.

Tel6fonos. 81 37 09 - 87891

A pa rtado A Area 19 8 23

Bogor& D E - Clombio

LA (DUE MANDA EN SINTONIA
730 Kilociclos - 30 Kilovatios de Potencia

13ogot5, D.E. Julio 9 de 1.978

Senor
GERRY L. DEXTER
Lake Geneva, U.S.A.

Estimado Senor:

Hemos recibido sus reportes de sintonfa de nuestra Emisora Radio Melodfa
de Bogoti- Colombia. Agradecemos sinceramente sus estimulantea palabras
y su interes por escucharnos.

Para au informacibn, nuestra frecuencia en onda larga es de 730 kc, con -
50. 000 vatios de potencia en A.M. y 5 kilovatios en onda corta en la frecu -
encia de 6.140 kilociclos , banda de 49 metros.

Le estamos enviando un recuerdo de nuestra emisora y nos seri grato seguir r
teniendo correspondencia con uated.

Con toda consideraci8n y aprecio , nos suscribimos

Cordialmente

CADENA LIDER DE COLOMBIA

RADIO MELODIA - BOGOTA

,;

ELY A A DE PAEZ
G ante-)

carman unen

Radio Melodia. now Cadena Melodia on 6045, is inactive.

ment. Although still listed, this one has
been inactive for a long, long time.

5955 - La Voz de la Centauros, aka
Caracol Villavicencio, Villivicencio,
Meta department. This one is somewhat
irregular. It's scheduled from 0900 only
to 0000, so your best bet for hearing it is
at sign -on. It's a member of the Caracol
network. Reports go to apartado Aereo
2472, Villavicencio.

5975 - Radio Autentica, Villivicencio,
Meta department. This one has been using
this name for just a year or so. It was Radio
Macarena before it was sold to Cadena
Radial Autentica del Colombia -a net-
work owned by the Bethesda Central
Mission. It's on the air from 1000 to 0000
(again, making sign -on your best recep-
tion opportunity). Address: Cale 38, no
32-41, piso 7, Villavicencio or Calle 32,
No. 16-12, Bogota.

6015 - Radio Mira, Tumaco, Narino
department Caracol Network. Irregular
operation from 1100 to 2300. Apartado
Aereo 165, Tumaco.

6035 - La Voz de Guaviare, San Jose
del Guaviare. A member of the Radio
Cadena Nacional network. It's scheduled
from 1100 to 0400. The address is Cra 22y
Calle 9, P2, San Jose del Guaviare.

6045 - Cadena Melodia, Bogota.
Formerly Radio Melodia. Inactive.

6065 - Colmundo Bogota, Bogota.
Member of the Colmundo network but it
seems to operate irregularly. When it is
on it's supposed to be 24 hours a day, how-
ever it may operate only from 2300-0400,
which still works for us. Reports go to
Apartado Aereo 36750, Bogota.

6085 - Ondas del Darien, Turbo,
Antioquia department Inactive.

6115 - La Voz del Llano,

Villivoicencio, Meta Department This is
one of the real old timers. You're more
likely to find it on or about 6117, though.
It's an affiliate of the Super network and
operates from 0900 to 0500. Address
Calle 41B, No. 30-11, Barrio La Grama,
Villivicencio.

6150 - Caracol Colombia, Bogota.
Currently inactive.

6170 - Caracol Colombia, Florencia,
Caqueta. Formerly La Voz de la Selva, it
is inactive at the moment.

Clandestine Targets

The guerrillas operate two clandestine
stations which, with effort and well -posi-
tioned personal geography can be picked
up occasionally. (You would think that
with all the money they're said to be mak-
ing they could afford to run more power
and longer schedules.)

The oldest of the two clandestine sta-
tions is Radio Patria Libre, operated by
the National Liberation Army (ELN).
When it comes to frequency usage, both
stations have a history of doing that old
"follow the bouncing ball" routine.
They're also not real precise in their tim-
ing. Patria Libre normally uses variable
6250 and has transmissions in the morn-
ing around 1130 UTC and in our late after-
noons, around 2200, each lasting 30-40
minutes. Of course, all the programming
is in Spanish.

The second station, La Voz de la
Resistencia, is operated by FARC -
Fuerzas Armadas de Colombia (Armed
Forces of Colombia) and uses variable
6240 for broadcasts beginning around
1100 and again around 2200. A second
service, called "Bloque Oriental" uses
6095 from 1130-1230 and 2130-2230.

Although all three have been logged in
North America, it's not an easy trick,
especially the further you get from the
Eastern time zone. To our knowledge,
there are no workable mailing addresses
for either station.

There's one more target you can go
after, this one something of an oddity.
Lately, a few DXers have been picking up
the narrow -band FM feeder of Brisas del
San Juan, relaying the Radio Cadena
Nacional programming of a local FM sta-
tion on 107.3 in Istimina, Choco depart-
ment. This is being heard on 32005 MHz
around their sign -on time of 0900.

So there are the Colombian SW tar-
gets. Why not sit down at the receiver
tonight (with a cup of Colombian cof-
fee!) and go after them?
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Historic Hotel Broadcasters
The Key Was Location, Location, Location!

B :klicc Brannigan

In the early days of the wireless era, it
soon became obvious there would
have to be some generally agreed -

upon ground rules. For one thing, if ship -
to -coast communications were to work,
all stations needed to agree on a common
operating wavelength. But which wave-
length? At that time, any wavelength
above 200 meters (that is, below 1600
kHz) was within the capabilities of com-
mercial telegraph equipment, so you
might assume any wavelength might
have been selected at random.

By 1912, it had been established that
the universal ship -to -coast wavelength
would be 600 meters (500 kHz), with har-
monically related 300 meters (1000 kHz)
as the secondary wavelength. Why? The
wavelength for optimum ship -to -coast
communications distance was estab-
lished at 600 meters largely because of
the average distance between the anten-
na masts of typical ocean-going vessels.
A vessel's masts also supported the wire-
less antenna. The average ocean-going
vessel could accommodate an antenna
that resonated beautifully on 600 meters,
a wavelength that happened to provide
excellent communications distance. The
output was lower on 300 meters, with a
series capacitor in the antenna lead need-
ed to achieve resonance.

Lessons Still To Be Learned

Broadcasting in the U.S. began on 360
meters (about 833 kHz), and later the
band expanded from there. Maybe early
broadcasters assumed they could simply
run out a damp string between any two
randomly placed supporting masts and
they'd have a passable antenna system.
But no, they needed to learn that the size
and placement of antennas were critical
factors, thus limiting the possible sites
where they might be suitably located.
There were other factors, too.

One of the first major disasters in this
area was AT&T's 500 watt station WBAY.
New York City. WBAY went on the air in
February of 1922, operating on 833 kHi.
It was installed atop a 24 -story office sky-
scraper, with an antenna system support-
ed by 100 -foot towers. Sadly, there was a
disharmonious interaction between the
broadcast antenna and the steel super-
structure of the building. WBAY's signal
was so noisy and had such a distorted pat-
tern, it barely radiated. On the other hand.
it did manage to jam all of the telephones
in the building. Also, the antenna system
became a giant lightning rod. After seven
months, WBAY was declared such a mess
it was beyond repair. It was shut down and
dismantled. Taking the lessons they
learned with them, AT&T moved its
broadcasting operations to another loca-
tion, replacing WBAY with an all -new

This WPCH tower, abandoned since 1927,
stood until 1995 when it was torn down.

(A 1994 photo by Douglas, N.Y.)

CANADIAN
RADIO BROADCASTING STATION

CJLS
OWNED AND OPERATED BY LAURIE L. SMITH

TRANSMITTER AND MAIN STUDIO
GRAND HOTEL. YARMOUTH. N S.

We take great pleasure in verifying your reception of CJLS Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, at time and date of 193

as given in your report.
Please accept our thanks for your interest, and this station would be

pleased to receive further reports regarding your reception of transmission
from CJ LS at any future date.

Radio Station C J L S Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

10.0

The Grand Hotel, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada hosted 100 -watt station CJLS. This 1934
QSL is signed by the station's owner. (Courtesy Tom Buckley, D.C.)
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WSB, long one of America's best known stations, had its antenna atop Atlanta's prestigious
Atlanta Biltmore Hotel.

station, WEAF. WEAF began a 66 -year
career as one of America's most success-
ful stations.

Things They Never Before
Thought About

Olicc early broadcasters Iinally
grasped some finer nuances of antenna
design, they were ready to forge ahead.
But first they had to take into account var-
ious other special situations. Consider
that in the early days, many stations pre-
ferred to have their antennas right in the
center of town, adjacent to their studios
and the core of their audience. This elim-
inated the expenses and problems of
maintaining a remote transmitter site. So,
many stations sought to locate in down-
town hotels, department stores, theatres,
stores, and office buildings. Deluxe
hotels were especially desirable venues.
Locating in a top -rated hotel gave any sta-
tion, by association, instant prestige.
Furthermore, it provided the station with
free nightly big name band music feeds,
direct from the hotel's ballroom, and
without the expenses of doing remotes.

During the 1920s, broadcasting was
considered cutting edge technology, and
many downtown buildings actually
courted broadcasting station tenants
because rooftop antenna towers added
eye -appeal and gave their structures a
modern high-tech appearance. Fact is,
numerous hotels, theatres, and stores
established their own broadcasting sta-
tions. All downtown skylines sported one
or more of these antennas.

These factors actually went towards
limiting the available and suitable anten-
na sites. Keep in mind that the proximity

of an available downtown building site to
other nearby existing broadcast antennas
or tall buildings needed to be taken into
account in order to avoid interaction or
signal distortion problems. Would local
building and fire codes, and the building's
insurance, allow a broadcast station in the
desired structure? The proposed building
would have to be structurally sound and

Station WDOD was located in Chatta-
nooga's Hotel Patten.

have a roof area large enough to accom-
modate the proposed antenna system.
Even so, extensive and costly structural
and electrical modifications might still be

Ranger Communications, Inc.
World's Most Reliable CB and Amateur Radios

CB Mobile and Base Applications

TR-296DX Mobile

TR-696F SSB Base

Amateur Mobile and Base Applications

RCI-2950 Mobile

RCI-2990 Base

Ranger now has over 25 models of radios for your choice:
Available at your favorite local dealer.

Ranger Communications, Inc.

Service & Parts:

3377 Carmel Mtn. Rd.

San Diego. CA 92121

1-800-446-5778

Attention Dealers:
Ranger Communications has a new factory -to -
dealer only program. Provide your customers with
better service with this new program. Please con-
tact the sales department to see if your exclusive
area is available.

Sales & Product Information: 1-877-536-0772
www.popular-communications.com July 2000 / POP'COMM / 19



COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

1120 Kcs

267.7 meters

WCOP 500 watts

YES! you heard us on ..914_....2.211,56
atoll

.. ,at
,

ao..r .a -d thanks for your
A

report which we give a rating of I 2 3 I3 5 . We hope that all your future reports

will merit a rating of 5. We are on the air daily from 7 until sunset.

OUR SPECIAL DX TIP PROGRAM IS ORCADCAST SITURDA r MORNINGS FROA 16 To TAM EST,

WE WOULD APPRECIATE REPORTS ON THIS PROGRAM. DX REPORTS TO SE USED ON THIS

PROGRAM WILL SE ESPECIALLT WELCOME IN THE INTERESTS OF OXERS THROUSHOUT

tl)  WkAiXQRA
01..AAAA.

THE COUNTRY.

A 1936 QSL from WCOP, the 100 -watt station located in Boston's Copley Plaza Hotel.
(Courtesy Tom Buckley, D.C.)

required. If so, would the landlord or sta-
tion licensee be willing and/or able to pay
for those modifications? These factors
made site selection in large cities quite
tricky, and quickly ruled out many desir-
able and seemingly suitable potential
radio sites.

First Sign Of Trouble
NM -

Notwithstanding everything appearing
favorable, even the best -laid plans could
go awry. In December of 1926, 1.5 kW
station WPCH erected twin towers atop
New York City's fashionable new Park

Central Hotel, Seventh Avenue and 55th
Street, near Central Park. This Midtown
antenna radiated a signal with wallop.
Unfortunately, as soon as the station went
on the air, the new hotel's owners shocked
WPCH by constructing an enormous
rooftop electric sign bearing the hotel's
name. This sign, built on a steel frame-
work, adjacent to WPCH's antenna sys-
tem, absorbed most of its signal. Four
months after going on the air, WPCH filed
a damage suit against the hotel, but the
station lost. By August of 1927, WPCH's
frustrated owners were forced to use a
remote transmitter site in Hoboken, New

U. S. GRANT HOTEL AND Pt, zA
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA I

The novel thing about KFSD's antenna system atop the U.S. Grant Hotel is that the towers
tilted away from one another.

Jersey. This signal was a dud. In 1929,
WPCH closed its studios in the hotel and
the station was sold to WMCA (of New
York City's Hotel McAlpin). The aban-
doned WPCH towers stood atop the hotel
for decades. One was razed around 1950,
after the hotel had been renamed the Park
Sheraton. The other lonely tower
remained in place for about 70 years until
being torn down in 1995. It was the last
such tower to exist in New York City.

Stations Loved Hotels
=Ma

Hotel -based stations flooded the air-
waves during the 1920s and 1930s. A
small sampling includes Philadelphia's
WABQ (Hotel Lorraine) and WCAU
(Hotel Pennsylvania); Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia's CJLS (Grand Hotel); New York
City's WFBH and WGL (at different
times, both of the Hotel Majestic), also
WSOM (Hotel Somerset); Brooklyn,
New York's WLTH (Leveritch Towers
Hotel), plus WSGH (St. George Hotel),
also WARS (Hotel Shelburne);
Montreal's CFCF (Mount Royal Hotel);
Cincinnati's WFBE (Gadield Place
Hotel), and WKRC (Hotel Alms); Dallas'
KRLD (Adolphus Hotel), plus WRR
(Jefferson Hotel); Cleveland's WDBK
(Bolton Square Hotel), also WGAR
(Stotler Hotel); Chicago's WHFC (Hotel
Flanders), as well as WDAP (Drake
Hotel); Salt Lake City's KDYL
(Newhouse Hotel); Seattle's KGBS
(Moore Hotel); Hot Springs, Arkansas'
KTHS (Arlington Hotel); Atlanta's WSB
(Atlanta Biltmore Hotel); Shreveport's
KSBA (Youree Hotel); Detroit's WMBC
(Hotel Savoy), to cite a few examples.

In the mid -1920s, 500 -watt station
WMBF ("Wonderful Miami Beach
Fleetwood") was owned and operated by
the Fleetwood Hotel, Miami Beach,
Florida. The Fleetwood was one of
Miami Beach's first opulent super -luxu-
ry hotels catering to the social elite. The
Fleetwood was so snooty and exclusive
that it (along with the neighboring state-
ly Floridian Hotel) fronted west onto
Biscayne Bay, facing the lavish mansions
on private Star Island. Most other hotels
looked eastward towards the ocean.

Short & Sweet

Because of the many considerations
and factors that needed to come together,
one of my favorite early hotel stations is
KFSD, San Diego, California. KFSD had
a strange antenna system that became a
local landmark.
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LENTINI
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

Toll Free
1-800-666-0908

(1-860-666-6227 in CT)

21 GARFIELD STREET, NEWINGTON, CT 06111  HOURS 10 AM -6 PM M -F,10-4 SAT (10-1 SAT JUN-AUG)

NEW IC -R75
HF RECEIVER

Cutting edge technology
for today's serious DX'er,

yet easy & affordable
for a casual listener.

Hear MORE of what's out there. Pick up more amateur,
marine and shortwave broadcasts. The new ICOM 'R75"
covers from 0.03 - 60.0 MHz' - wider than most other HF
receivers.

Pull out the weak signals. The IC -R75 sports a remarkable
arsenal of signal detection weapons, ready for your
command: A triple conversion receive system rejects image
and spurious signals. An automatic notch filter reduces
interference by minimizing "beat" and "howl" signals. Use
Twin Passband Tuning (PBT) to zero in on signals by shaping
the IF passband. ICOM's all new Synchronous AM detection
(S -AM) technology reduces signal fading in AM broadcasts.
Optional Digital Signal Processing (DSP) noise reduction in

IC -RIO
Advanced performance and features.
0.5 - 1300 MHz*, all mode; alphanumeric backlit
display; attenuator; 7 different scan modes;
beginner mode, 1000 memory channels; band
scope; includes AA Ni-Cds and charger.

IC -R2
Excellent audio, tiny package.

0.5 - 1300 MHz*, AM, FM, WFM; easy

band switching; CTCSS decode; 400
memory channels; priority watch; MIL
SPEC 810 C/D/E; weather resistant;
includes 2 AA Ni-Cds and charger.

 X'

IC -R8500
The expert's choice.
0.5 - 2000MHz1; commercial

grade; all mode; IF shift;
noise blanker; audio peak

inter (APF). 1000 memory channels; built-in CI -V command control

and RS -232C port for PC remote control with ICOM software for
Windows'.

"If you want a receiver that is both a superior world band radio and
a solid scanner, the new Icom IC -R8500 is the best choice."

- Passport to World Band Radio, 1998

A large display and well spaced keys, knobs & dials helps make it easy to work the compact R75

the AF stage converts analog SSB, AM and FM signals to crisp, clear audio
output (you'll hear the difference on the 'R75's large front mounted speaker)
Further tailor the 'R75 to meet your listening needs by installing up to two
optional filters.

There's much more. Plan to test drive a surprisingly affordable new IC -R75
at your LENTINI showroom today.

Computer
not included.

IC-PCR 1000
The original "World in a Little Black Box".

100% PC hardware external. Impressive 0.01 -1300

MHz' wide band reception, all modes. Listen to your
favorite broadcasts while working in foreground applications.
Designed for Windows" 3.1 or 95.

"The PCR1000 has something to intrigue and satisfy everyone. This

is a fun product." - OST, 7/98

IC-PCR100
A little different look, a little fewer

features, a little lower price.
Enjoy 0.01 - 1300 MHz' wide band reception

on AM, FM and WFM. Outstanding performance.

Designed for Windows' 95 or 98. Download the

full version software today:
<www.icomamerica.com>

Computer
not included

LENTINI COMMUNICATIONS INC. IS AN AUTHORIZLD ICOM DEALER
'Cellular frequencies blocked unblocked versions available only to FCC approved users All specificatrons subject to change without notice or obligation Windows is a registered tradernaik ul Mu.iiuoll Corporation LENTINIPC400
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Electronic components online

CIRCLE 66 ON READER SERVICE CAR!)

In 1910, the son of President Ulysses S.
Grant built an elegant 500 -room hotel at
326 Broadway, San Diego, CA. This was
in Horton Plaza, right in the center of the
city. Named the U.S. Grant Hotel, over the
years the facility hosted guests the likes
of notables Albert Einstein, Charles
Lindbergh, and Pres. Harry Truman. The
hotel's watering hole, The Grant Grill.
was a famous local gathering spot.

Though San Diego had a couple of
small local stations, none ran more than
100 watts. In 1926, the Airfan Radio
Corporation decided to put a 1000 -watt
station on the air. The company wanted
nothing less than the prestigious U.S.
Grant Hotel as the site for their new sta-
tion. A license was applied for, and the
call letters KFSD were assigned. In 1926,
the broadcasting band extended from
202.6 meters (1480 kHz) to 545.1 meters
(550 kHz). ICFSD operated on a wave-
length of 245.8 meters (1220 kHz).

Designers faced a few challenges; one
being that the 11 -story hotel was not very
tall. Also, for the signals to radiate in the
desired directions, placement of the twin
231 -foot antenna towers was limited to
only two specific rooftop sites. That
meant the towers had to be spaced too
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Another view of KFSD's leaning towers.

close to one another in order to string a
resonant antenna between them.
Designers erected each tower with a dis-
tinct tilt, leaning away from the opposite
tower. This provided sufficient extra dis-
tance between the tops of the towers to

provide for the antenna. While this looked
bizarre and caused much local comment,
it worked. As with many hotel stations,
KFSD occupied itself mostly by playing
live dance music from the hotel's ball-
room for a few hours nightly. The fol-

RADIO BROADCASTING STATION
IIFSD

AIRFAN RADIO CORPORATION
u.s. GRANT HOTEL

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Jan 25, 1928.

Mr. Milo H. Reynolds,

Dear Mr. Reynolds: -

We aro glad to hear from you, and to know
you enjoy the programs from K.F.S.D. and hope we may
have the pleasure of hearing from you again.

In compliance with your request we are
pleased to enclose herewith verification stamp.

When you come to San Diego, be sure and
visit our Station.

With best wishes, we remain

Yours for Radio,

KFSD

THS:D
Bnc.

Despite its unusual antenna, KFSD managed to become monitored from coast -to -coast. This
1928 yeti went to a listener in Vermont.
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KFSD designed its own verification stamp,
when most other stations used EKKO stamps.

lowing year, KFSD was ordered to shift
from 1220 kHz (245.8 meters) to 680 kHz
(440.9 meters). This stretch may have
caused more than a few antenna loading
problems, given the short spacing
between its towers. Was that why KFSD
also cut back to 500 watts? That's OK,
because in November of 1928, the station
was shifted to an even lower frequency,
600 kHz having a longer wavelength
(499.7 meters).

They must have figured out how to live
with their odd antenna because KFSD
drew reception reports from DX'ers
coast -to -coast, regardless of the station's
frequency or power. The station was
extremely reliable in sending out veri let-
ters. Eschewing the use of popular EKKO
verification stamps, KFSD custom
designed their own verification stamp. By
the mid -1930s, KFSD was running 1 kW,
and by the late 1940s they had upped
power to 5 kW.

Changes

By the late 1940s, the Horton Plaza
area of San Diego was suffering a steady
decline, when post -WWII growth inflat-
ed San Diego's suburbs. KFSD contin-
ued into the 1950s, but as the early 1960s
rolled around KFSD was gone, replaced
by KOGO running 5 kW on 600 kHz
from a different location. In 1993,
KOGO was replaced by KKLQ running
5 kW (1 kW nights). Downtown AM
antenna towers have pretty much
become a thing of the past. Only a few

Most of the old downtown AM towers have long been razed. A few lingered on. This 1987 photo
shows Seattle station KXA's abandoned 175 -foot tower still atop the Bigelow Building, Fourth

Avenue at Pike Street.

remain standing. The KKLQ transmitter
site is in San Diego's eastern suburbs,
many miles from Horton Plaza.

In 1985, the venerable U.S. Grant
Hotel was given a total rehabilitation,
along with the entire Horton Plaza area.
The revitalized area contains a $140 mil-
lion mixed -use facility-residential, con-
dos, offices, theatres, and a shopping
plaza with more than 100 shops and
restaurants. The hotel is still elegant.

though now minus its picturesque lean-
ing towers, once its crowning glory.

That's a wrap for now. We look forward
to hearing from you. Our postal address is
Alice Brannigan, Popular Communica-
tions, 25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville,
NY 11801. Our E-mail address is
<Radioville@juno.com>. I am looking
forward to comments, column sugges-
tions, anecdotes, and material related to
old time wireless and radio.

PeWERPeR
www.powerportstore.cone

WORLDPACK
P/N HMP
$57.95
Designed to
-afely carry
your ICOM-706 ,
FT -100 or other mobile radios into
'he field, onto a plane, or on your back.
Separate compartment for optional
power supply and antenna.
Complete, comfortable and compact.

Radio Glove SALE!
2 FOR THE PRICE OF

Buy one HI -D1 Radio Glove for
your VX-1 R or similar sized radio,
and get your choice of Radio
Badge, Radio Holster, or Pocket
Pro for FREE! A $40 value!
P/N Hl -D1 $19.95

POWERSAFE
starting at $65.95
You add the automotive
or deep cycle battery and
we supply everything else

FT -90/1500M TRANSPORTER
you

l

need for extensive,
long lasting power

P/N HM -90 $87.95 supply. AC models
Carry your FT -90 or FT -1500M anywhere as up to 600 Watts. Automatic

stand-alone unit. Sturdy padded nylon charger can recharge your
case securely holds your Fr -90 battery through your household

wall socket, through your auto
cigarette socket, or with our
roll -up solar rechargers.

r Five different models available.

or FT -1500 and comes
standard with 9 AH
rechargeable power cel
Creates a complete
OOW station that
you can carry in
one hand.
Comes with
,rutomatic charger. VISA OP

ORDERS 800: 206-0115
CUTTING EDGE ENTERPRISES
1803 MISSION IPMB 546 SANTA CRUZ CA 95060

all other inquires 831: 429-5384 e-mail cee@cruzio.com
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There's always a lot
of excitement around
the introduction of any new

scanner from RadioShack. This year,
three new models at the high end appeared
in the 2000 catalog several months before
they were to be made available. They do
this just to torture us, I think.

The first of those receivers is now
available, and we've been fortunate
enough to have one for review, courtesy
of RadioShack. The triple conversion,
1,000 -channel PRO -94 is a trunktracking
handheld. Let's take a closer look at this
new generation scanner and see how it
stacks up.

The 1,000 channels are divided into 20
banks of 50 channels each, but the 20
banks are divided into two groups of 10.
It's almost like having two sets of memo-
ry, because you can't scan something from
group one and something from group two
at the same time. I choose to put trunking
channels in one group and conventional in
the other. Banks A-1 to A-10 were used
for conventional channels, and banks B-1
to B-10 were used for trunking. That made
an even more natural divide than I real-
ized at first, because while you can scan
multiple banks in either the conventional
or trunked modes, you can not mix the two
modes

"...most !milking systems
should be pretty well covered."

On the plus side, the PRO -94 does
track EDACS and Motorola systems. It
will also allow for scanning Motorola
type II systems in the VHF -Hi, UHF, and
900 MHz ranges, so most trunking sys-
tems should be pretty well covered.

The PRO -94 also features a unique pri-
ority system in the trunked banks. Each
of the five scan lists can have one ID
assigned as priority. The Priority ID in list
one has priority over all other ID's. The
priorities don't work exactly like the pri-
ority in a conventional scanner, but rather
the special priority ID's are checked more

jJ CihCW

-J1J f fai o J11

BY KEN REISS
<Armadillol @aol.com>

POP'COMM REVIEWS PRODUCTS OF INTEREST

RadioShack's PRO -94 Scanner
often according to the manual

than the regular ID's in a scan list.
This way, the priority channel has a bet-
ter chance than the others of being found
active. However, once activity has been
found on any channel and you are listen-
ing to the voice channel, the data is not
being checked for higher priority activi-
ty. In practice, it does increase the chances
of finding activity on a priority channel,
but you'll still miss things if you're lis-
tening to other ID's that are busy.

The PRO -94 is the first of the trunk -
tracking scanners to feature standard AA
batteries. I know that doesn't sound like
much of a feature, but it is. You always
have the option of using rechargeable
NiCd or NiMH batteries in the receiver,
but if they go dead you can replace them
on a trip almost anywhere. I have gotten
to the point, after having destroyed so
many built-in NiCd batteries, that I won't
take any scanner with me on a trip unless
it can use AA batteries.

The PRO -94 features a switch under
the battery door that allows you to set
what kind of batteries are in use. This
way, the charger won't be trying to
recharge alkaline batteries if they're
installed, which can result in a potential-
ly dangerous situation. Make sure you set
that switch correctly when you change
battery types!

The PRO -94 also features a battery -
saver function that will turn the receiver
off for about one second at a time and then
back on for about one-half second to
check for activity. This only works when
the receiver is in a manual mode (set to
receive a single channel) and not in the
trunking mode (where it has to continu-
ously watch the data channel). It can be
a real battery extender if you use this
mode often, but I found that most of the
time I was using the radio in the trunking
or scanning modes, and the battery saver
didn't apply. This feature can be disabled
if normal operation in the manual mode
is desired.

Unfortunately, as a conventional scan-
ner, the PRO -94 suffers a bit. The scan -

1000 CHANNELS

A/13 MAN PROG TRUNK

LIMIT 6XTX 1-50 51-100 101-150

Me ALT 1 2 3

PRIORITY LOUT 151-200 201-250 251-300

H401 4/8 4 5 6

KEY1OCK DELAY 301-350 351 0

)V 7 8 9

---- YON / .151-500

v 0 E

RadioShack
PRO -94

The new RadioShack PRO -94 is a 1,000 -
channel scanner with trunking capabilities!
The PRO -94 covers Motorola and EDACS
trunking systems, making it a good choice for

many listeners.

ner itself works fine, and there are lots of
channels and banks to put things in.
However, the performance of the PRO -
94 in the presence of other strong signals
was a bit lackluster, particularly in the
VHF -Hi range. Pagers and other high -
power signals were found all up and
down the range. Once away from the
strong signal areas, however, the PRO -
94 did reasonably well. You might do
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It last - standard AA batteries in a trunktracker scanner! The unusual "clamshell" holder
splits off the back and holds two of the four batteries.

well to consider where you're going to be
using this radio, and in what mode.

SAME Weather

For years the National Weather Service
has used a single tone alert to indicate an
upcoming alert notice on their weather
broadcast stations. Recently, that system
was upgraded with the Specific Area
Message Encoding, or SAME system.
SAME has the ability to encode messages
just for a particular geographic area, and
it is for this feature that it has gotten such
wide acclaim. Now you don't have to lis-
ten to weather alerts for three or four
counties away.

The SAME system can also encode the
severity of the alert as a Level I, Level 2,
or Level 3. Level 1 is used for Warnings,
and generally the most severe or impend -

PRO -94 Frequency Coverage

The new PRO -94 features all the
popular bands and most of the trunk-
ing methods in use today for public
safety systems.

MHz Band

29-54
108-137
137-174
216-225
406-512
806-956

1240-1300

VHF Lo
Aircraft
VHF High band
220 Ham Band
UHF
800 MHz systems,
less cellular
Ham

"The PRO -94 is the first of the
trunktracking scanners to
feature AA batteries."

ing danger warnings. Level 2 is used for
Watches, and Level 3 is used for weath-
er statements. Of course, all of these are
merely alerts to get you to turn your
weather receiver on and actually listen to
the watch or warning message.

The PRO -94 can decode the levels, but
not the geographic encoding. So you'llget
all the Level 1 alerts that are handled by
your local weather service transmitter.
Also the PRO -94 can not be in standby
weather mode and scan at the same time.
So when you're using the radio for a
weather monitor, you'll be out of business
otherwise. It's a good standby feature for
when you're not using the receiver.

The Bottom Line

The PRO -94 works well where the pri-
mary function will be trunking. And it
works well in areas without concentrated
RF levels in the conventional mode.
You'll have to judge for yourself if it's
acceptable in your area. RadioShack
guarantees your satisfaction and backs it
up with a very generous return policy, so
you really have nothing to lose. Add to
that the sale price that we've seen already
on the PRO -94, and you're likely to find
it just a bit too much to resist. The list
price is $299, but it has been on sale for
as low as $199. Go have a look at a Radio
Shack near you!

The NEW 2000-01 Edition of

PottPt c9e-eorie "4-

Worldwide Shortwave
listening Guide

Is Available Now!

Completely Revised & Updated
 Comprehensive listings of

worldwide shortwave
broadcasts in English

 Highlights programs targeted to the
Americas

 Expanded section on using your PC
for shortwave listening

 Classified listings for news,
sports, music, and more

Only $15.95
plus $3.95 shipping and handling

MasterCard & Visa customers
order your copy today

by calling toll free

1-877-724-7274

Or send you check of money order

for $19.90 made payable to

Shortwave Listening Guide
to:

Shortwave Listening Guide
7101 N. Ridgeway Ave.
Lincolnwood, IL 60712

Please allow 14-21 days for delivery.
Add $3.00 for priority shipping.
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Interesting Thoughts And Ideas For Enjoying The I -lobby

Going Mobile On High Frequency, Part 2: Choosing The Right

Getting started with a 5 -wpm
General class license on the
worldwide bands does not neces-

sarily mean punching holes in your auto-
mobile roof for an antenna, or carving out
a chunk of your bumper to support a
major -sized mobile whip. For mobile
operation on the popular ham radio,
General class high -frequency bands,
your antenna whip requirements for a
one -quarter wavelength antenna - using
your vehicle as the ground system - is
as follows:

10 meters
15 meters
20 meters
40 meters
75 meters

8 -foot whip
11 -foot whip
16 -foot whip
32 -foot whip
64 -foot whip

On 10 meters, a stainless steel, 8 -foot,
CB whip could easily work stateside DX
and even bring in some exciting contacts
across the water.

On 15 meters, a one -quarter wave-
length mobile whip would need to be
around 11 feet long; finding a stainless
steel 11 -foot whip is going to be mighty
tough as they normally only come in 8 -
or 9 -foot tapered lengths. But if you check
some of the military outlets, you might be
able to score a military green Shakespeare
antenna that screws together in 3- or 4 -
foot lengths for the necessary height for
proper resonance. I have seen some hams
use these military Shakespeare antennas
at 16 -feet in length for the 20 -meter band,
and holy cow, they have a terrific signal
on the airwaves once they figure out a way
to accommodate the rather large, bulky,
military, oval -body mount! For 40 meters,
the whip is now 32 -feet long!

But a more common way of achieving
one -quarter wavelength resonance on a
specific high -frequency ham band is to
electrically lengthen an antenna that mea-
sures about 6 to 8 feet long. You do this
by adding a loading coil along the mid-
section of the antenna shaft. The reason
we load in the center or top -load a high -
frequency antenna is to improve its radi-
ation capabilities where 12R losses are
kept at a minimum at the feedpoint.

Mobile Whip
While you can get away with base -load-
ing a 6 -meter or 10 -meter CB -type whip,
base -loading usually leads to higher than
acceptable losses when you begin the
loading process way down low at the
antenna's feedpoint.

Good examples of center -loading a
high -frequency antenna would be the
white or gray coils you see on Hustler
Nutronics mobile antennas. You normal-
ly see the coil on a 48 -inch, aluminum,
foldover shaft, and coming out of the coil
is an adjustable foot -long "stinger." This
allows the operator to lengthen the tip
whip slightly to operate lower in the spe-
cific ham band, or to shorten the tip whip
to operate higher in the band.

Another method of loading single -
band, high -frequency whips is helical
top -loading from a company called
Mobile Mark. These antennas are about
the same length as the Hustler - around
6 feet long - but are wound around a
tough fiberglass shaft. The loading of this
very sturdy antenna is at the top. You raise
or lower the resonant frequency of the
antenna by removing the red protective
cap, and pulling and chopping off about
6 inches of wound wire for every 50 kilo -

Gordo, and Don Wilson, N92GE, look over
HF whips during the AES Superfast snow-
torm in April. This Outbacker Perth took the

most honors.

The Yaesu ATLAS -100 gets inspected by Gordo at the AES Supeifest.
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hertz of resonant frequency increase.
They usually cut these whip coils on the
long side, so you would never need to add
wire to lower the resonant frequency - it
usually comes a little bit on the low side,
so you need to subtract wire.

But one important safety note: Make
sure you push the bare end of the wire
back into the shaft, making absolutely
sure it's not sticking out into the red cap
that you push back on. If the red cap
comes in contact with the bare end of the
Mobile Mark antenna, it will quickly light
up, and the red cap may start a fire or
gooey melt down.

Performance?

Is there a substantial difference in per-
formance between helical top -loading
and conventional center -loading? Not
much that I can find, other than the heli-
cal loading gives me a few more kilohertz
of band excursion when operating on 40
and 75 meters.

A very popular series of inexpensive
mobile whip antennas are about 8 -feet
long, called "ham sticks," "ham whips,"
"ham stix," and the Valor ham antenna
products. All are helical center -load with
an approximately one -yard -long stainless
steel whip that adjusts in and out for fine-
tuning. They all perform about the same
except for how sturdy they are construct-
ed. The Valor antennas have about the
best sturdy construction, yet the relative-
ly inexpensive, helical center -loaded,
individual -band, high -frequency whips
are also constructed nearly as tough. On
the air these "sticks" all sound about the

The Outbacker spring base on an MFJ lip -
mount on Gordo's van.

Trunk lip -mounts work on any rdiicie lip.

same, and each one costs about $20, so
you need one for each ham band on which
you plan to operate.

We recently tested the Antron amateur
whips against a whole bunch of other sim-
ilar length antennas, and performance on
all of them was very good. Antron has
recently gone from one set screw to two

set screws on the tip whip, which allows
that tip whip to stand absolutely vertical
when you dog it down with the two set
screws.

There are some unique high -frequency
whips that may look a bit strange on your
vehicle, but nonetheless work several of
the high -frequency bands, all at the same
time! This could be done using Hustler
coils on a multiple Hustler coil adapter,
or the unique Spider antenna, or the
Comet antenna with multiple resonators
on a single shaft. These all work out rel-
atively well and quite frankly, you really
can't hear much difference between them
and single -band whips of about the same
size. But keep in mind that the smaller the
center loading coil, the greater the oppor-
tunity of that coil to get warm and rob you
of valuable high -frequency output power.
Yaesu offers a small motorized antenna
(ATLAS -100) that band changes auto-
matically by the Yaesu HF radio - I like
it a lot with the FT -100.

My favorite antenna is the relatively
expensive Australian Outbacker. This is
a $300 antenna that works on all ham (and
some marine) bands. With it you don't
need to change loading coils; one big
shaft carries all of the band tap points that
you plug in the lead-in wire. There are
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Tuning the multi -band Spider antenna takes just a few minutes.

several different variations of the
Outbacker; one version is a short 4 -foot
shaft and a yard -long, stainless steel
whip, yet another version is the 6 -foot
shaft and a short stainless steel whip.
Then there's the slightly more expensive
8 -foot shaft with a long 4 -foot stainless
steel whip which works terrific as long as
you mount the base of the antenna no
higher than about three -feet off the
ground in order to clear bridges!

I like the Outbacker because I don't
need to worry about losing loading coils
or whip tips; everything is on one nice,
neat shaft, and all I need to do is to stop
the vehicle, move the tap lead, and get
back on the air. They even have models
to accommodate 500 -watt, high -power,
mobile stations.

I've tried them all, and the Outbacker
is the easiest to mount, and provides one
of the best signals because of its slightly
longer configuration.

But is this the antenna, the absolute
MOST POWERFUL, for mobile opera-
tion? No way. The very large "bug catch-
er" antennas with big capacity hats up near
the top, and a major -sized loading coil that
needs to be tapped for different bands is
probably one of the best mobile perform-
ers around. Same thing with the big screw-
driver -motor -type mobile antennas -
they'll probably edge the S -meter a bit
higher to the received station because of
their extraordinarily low I2R losses, their
much greater radiation surface, and the
top -loading effect that improves efficien-
cy when operating on the lower bands.

The down side to these monster anten-
nas would be the massive mounting that
needs to take place on your vehicle, and
a lower than normal feedpoint where

some of the RF goes into the car itself. I
always try to go for the highest feedpoint
possible, getting the RF as far away from
people inside the vehicle as possible. This
is why you will find the Outbacker on our
communications van mounted at the very
top of our rear doors.

The Mount
011111. NMI

Most mobile high -frequency whips ter-
minate to a 3/8" x 24 thread. This is a com-
mon thread that almost all large, high -fre-
quency antenna mounts will accept. These
mounts may be trunk lip, door lip, gutter
lip, hatch lip, or just about any type of lip
area that you can get at the back side of the
vehicle to screw in the four Allen screws
to secure the mount. You could even go
with massive magnetic mounts, but they
tend to scratch the top of your vehicle, so
I use mag mounts on high frequency only
as a last resort. I prefer the Diamond K400
lip mount as one of the strongest mounts
for high -frequency whips. MFJ and Comet
also make some very strong lip mounts to
accommodate 3/8"x 24 thread, high -fre-
quency mobile whips.

During a recent "antenna shootout"
conducted at the Amateur Electronics
Supply Superfest in Milwaukee in April,
we tested a whole gang of different 6- and
8 -foot whips between each other on the
airwaves on 14.302.5 MHz -a popular
high -frequency meeting spot for profes-
sional drivers on the road 24 -hours -a -day.
The performance difference was not so
much the antenna type, but rather how and
where it was mounted. We could see that
high -frequency antennas mounted down
low did not do as well as those up high on
a lip mount. We also found that adverbs -

Hustler coils and whip tips.

ing claims that one high -frequency whip
was going to do a much better job than
another really didn't pan out if the two
whips were about the same length. We
also confirmed that trying to base load the
high -frequency antenna leads to signifi-
cantly lower output signal levels as
recorded by the receive station. And we
also concluded that everybody liked the
idea of the Outbacker antenna, but want-
ed to first get started on high frequency
with something less expensive in the $20
range in case the antenna accidentally fell
off the car during its first trial run! But the
seasoned hams who tried a lot of other
antennas ultimately ended up with the HF
Outbacker because of its strength, stami-
na, and relatively quick band changing
without having to unscrew coils.

For best high -frequency whip perfor-
mance, mounted as high as possible on
your vehicle, and if what you are mount-
ing to is not really strong, go with the
inexpensive fiberglass shaft whips, one
per band. But if you're going with a real-
ly strong trunk lip mount or side door
mount, do consider my all-time favorite,
the Outbacker antennas. Structurally,
mechanically, and electrically, their
design promotes excellent high -frequen-
cy results if you can get almost the entire
shaft above the roofline.

Next Month

How well can a stainless steel whip per-
form on all of the worldwide bands when
an automatic antenna tuner in the trunk
feeds it? The AES Superfest antenna
showdown tells all, and we will reveal the
test results in next month's column.
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BY HAROLD ORT, N2RLL

POP'COMM REVIEWS PRODUCTS OF INTEREST

Am -Corn ClearSpeechTM Speaker

/t's no secret that many of us are plagued with powerline
noise and all kinds of annoying snaps and crackling back-
ground noise. You have a couple of choices; either put up

with it, or do something about it. The folks at Am -Corn decid-
ed to do something about it with their new ClearSpeechTM
speaker.

Measuring about (HWD) 4 3/4" (with mounting bracket in
top -mounting position) x 7" x 2 1/2," it's a true miracle work-
er when it comes to improving your radio's audio quality -
even if you aren't tortured by noise! Besides great performance,
it's a professional -looking accessory that doesn't detract from
the overall appearance of your monitoring station. It's con-
structed of a high -impact dark gray plastic and features a strong
metal speaker grille, giving a very solid appearance. The on/off
noise filter switch is on the bottom front of the unit for easy
access, and the heavy-duty plastic mounting bracket (with two
pre -drilled holes) is secured to the speaker by two hand -tight-
ened knobs, giving you the flexibility to mount the speaker on
virtually any angle you want. On the rear of the speaker, you'll
find a "speaker out" jack (3.5mm), and at the bottom center of
the speaker are the red and black power cords (the red is appro-
priately fused!), and an audio cable with a 3.5mm plug which
connects the speaker to your radio.

The specs say the speaker will take a max input power of 2
watts. Over a three-week period, I used it with my 2 -meter
Alinco, a PRO -2006 scanner, and PRO -43 handheld scanner
and found the resulting audio from the ClearSpeechTM speak-
er to be outstanding -a great improvement over the stock
speakers on all of those rigs. (Of course, the Am-Com speak-
er requires a 12 Vdc power supply to operate, otherwise I would

ClearSpeectem
Base

Am -Corn Inc.

"Nt

NOISE FILTER
0

OFF ON

The new ClearSpeech Base is also $149.95.

Am -Corn's ClearSpeechTM speaker - powerful and effective!

have mounted it somehow on my bike for around -the -town
radio fun). At my base, it connected 1-2-3 to a Daiwa power
supply and even to my solar power set-up (which we covered
in the September '99 Pop'Comm). Any good wall transformer
will work that supplies 300 mA or more. Or if you want, get
their new ClearSpeechTM Base that connects between your base
radio and an external speaker. The automatic digital noise can-
celing technology works wonders on background noise from

your radio's audio output! Say goodbye to sum-
mertime atmospheric noise, too. The new base unit
measures (HWD) 1" x 3" x 5 5/8" and has an audio
output of (nominal) 5 watts.

The ClearSpeechTM speaker mounts like an ordi-
nary external speaker and works on SSB, AM, FM,
and CW. Noise cancellation characteristics are 300
Hz to 3,400 Hz voice bandwidth, signal tone noise
reduction ->50dB, white noise reduction ->12dB.
Set up and operation are simple; connect the speak-
er first to your radio, then apply DC power and oper-
ate your equipment as you normally would - of
course adjusting your transceiver (or scanner's) vol-
ume to an appropriate listening level, then switch
on the noise filter (the speaker will operate with the
noise filter off, but you'll appreciate the enhanced
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intelligibility and clarity this digital speaker provides.) Typically
I've got major powerline noise, but not now!

I've also used the speaker in my car with an Alinco 2 -meter
mobile rig and frequently with the PRO -2006 - and believe
me, the improved audio quality - the richness and clarity - is
well worth the investment of $149.95 (plus $9.50 U.S. shipping)
from Am-Com.

"Interestingly, with all the radio noise I get socked
with, ignition noise isn't one of my problems."

Interestingly, with all the radio noise I get socked with, igni-
tion noise isn't one of my problems, but noise from other
sources such as the many electric commuter trains, crossing
gates, signs and other vehicles is a thorn in my side. Besides
the enriched audio, most of the outside pops from those pests
were eliminated. Their official news release says it's a low-
cost solution that enhances the audio quality of car and truck
fleet, emergency vehicles, marine, and ham radio communi-
cations. We completely agree with that, and think you will too.
Contact Am-Com at 100 Bierney Creek Rd., Lakeside, MT
59922 or call toll -free 888-803-5823. They also have a great
secure Website at amateurcommunications.com. Be sure to tell
them you read about the ClearSpeechni speaker in Popular
Communications. The company has a "No Hassle" warranty
- your satisfaction is guaranteed or you get your money back
(less shipping and handling charges) provided it is returned to
Am-Com, Inc. within 30 days in original condition and pack-
aging with your proof of purchase.
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Congratulations To Roy Fortier Of Georgia!

popular Communications invites
you to submit, in about 150 words,
how you got started in the com-

munications hobby. Entries should be
typewritten, or otherwise easily readable.
If possible, your photo (no Polaroids,
please) should be included.

Each month, we'll select one entry and
publish it here. Submit your entry only
once; we'll keep it on file. All submis-
sions become the property of Popular
Communications, and none will be
acknowledged or returned. Entries will
be selected taking into consideration
the story they relate, and if it is especial-
ly interesting, unusual, or even humor-
ous. We reserve the right to edit all
submitted material for length, grammar,
and style.

The person whose entry is selected will
receive a one-year gift subscription (or
one-year subscription extension) to

Popular Communications. Address all
entries to: "How I Got Started," Popular
Communications, 25 Newbridge Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801 or E-mail your
entry to popularcom@aol.com, letting us
know if you're sending photos. If you're
E -mailing photos, please send them in a
separate E-mail with your name in the
"subject" line.

Our July Winner

Pop'Comm reader Roy Fortier of
Acworth, Georgia says, "I started DXing
about 30 years ago when I was in grade
school listening with my Dad to Deutsche
Welle. During the Cold War, we'd listen
to Eastern European stations which was
the best times. I lost some interest in the
'70s when I was a teenager, but I could
always hear my dad listening.

Pop'Comm reader Roy Fortier and his son,
Ryan and daughter, Amber.

When he passed away in '84, I sold his
ICOM transceiver and scanner, but kept
his Panasonic RF-2200, which I still have
today. I now have a Drake SW -2, PRO -
2048 scanner, Hallicrafters and numer-
ous antique radios. Now I have a son and
daughter who might be next generation
DXers."

www.popular-communications.com July 2000 / POP'COMM / 31



27 MHz Communications Activities

A Rose By Any Other . . . And Texas "Freebander" Fined $17,000

What do you see when I say the
word "Water?" Think about
water for a minute and form a

picture of it in your mind. What exactly do
you see? Water running from the kitchen
tap? Rain? An ocean? A flood? Whatever
it is that you do see, remember it.

Now ask two or three other people
what the see when you say the word
"Water." What exactly do they see? Do
any of them see the exact same thing you
did? Do any of them see the same thing
that anybody else saw? Probably not,
especially when you get down to details.
Chances are, the more you examine what
each saw, the larger the differences in
their perceptions of the word "Water"
will become.

The more you play this game, the more
people you involve, the more evident it
becomes that while you thought you
knew what I meant when I said what I
said, I really didn't say what you thought
that I meant! Confused? You should be.
That is the point of this little game.
Language is imprecise, even when we are
working with such apparently simple,
well -established, and highly -defined
terms as "Water."

Now let's play the game one more time.
This time, however, let us use a word that,
unlike "Water," is new and almost total-
ly undefined. Let us use the word
"Freeband." First, of course, we will have
to search far and wide to find anyone who
has any idea of what the word means.
When we do find them, however, I think
we will find that their definitions will be
all over the board. And therein lies a prob-
lem - especially for the Freeband.

Being "undefined," people can add or
subtract meaning from the word at will.
They can easily twist it to fit whatever
meaning they want. They can also find
meanings in the word "Freeband" that are
not really there. This is particularly true
with a word as new and as officially unde-
fined as "Freeband."Unfortunately, it
appears that increasingly, its lack of pre-
cise definition is encouraging the addi-
tion of negative connotations.

This point was painfully driven home in
the early morning hours of February 29.
The occasion was the Art Bell radio show
and Art's guest, Popular Communications
editor, Harold Ort. During the course of
the show, Art and Harold explored many
of the fascinating and varied aspects of the
radio hobby, including a number of bla-
tantly illegal activities. Yes, they both use
radar detectors, why - oh (wink, wink)
not to avoid speed traps, but to help keep
alert while driving. And yes, they both
agree that laws regulating such devices
should be done away with.

Monitoring private conversations with
scanners? Sure it is against the law BUT
(wink, wink) people must be aware that
they are using radios when they talk on
a cordless or cellular phone. Boy what
fun to drive around town and pick up the
occasional "Baby Monitor." Illegal, hell
yes but (wink, wink) the things you can
hear. Did you ever listen to Pirate Radio
stations? Sure (wink, wink) and some
of them are really great. Aren't those
50,000 watt keydowns wild (wink,
wink)! Who hasn't (wink, wink) talked
over 155 -mile on a CB when conditions
were right? How about them
"Freebanders?" Well, they'll get theirs
and the sooner the better.

OK, these are not exact quotes, but they
are close enough to give you the flavor of
what went on. I am usually not up at those
hours and just happened to catch the show
by accident, or should I say I just hap-
pened to catch the show while preventing
an accident (wink, wink). Nevertheless,
while Art is always interesting and I real-
ly enjoy listening to Harold, I came away
totally miffed about their attitude towards
the Freeband.

Why do they feel this way? Is it because
Freebanding is illegal? That would make
sense except for the fact that many of the
other activities they discussed that
evening were also illegal. Yet as I recall,
they were able to at least find something
interesting, if not down right positive,
about every one of them. Every one of
them, that is, except the Freeband.

For the past several years, at Harold's
direction, I have been studying life on the
Freeband. All in all, I have found it to be
a refreshing middle ground between the
chaos of legitimate CB and the snobbery
of the regimented amateur bands. Given
a choice among the three, the Freeband is
where I would prefer be. I think that the
Freeband, if properly cultivated, could be
a valuable asset. What I think, however,
is not important. What Art Bell thinks, is.
Especially when you consider that Art's
views more accurately reflect those of
"John and Jane Q. Public." What "John
and Jane Q." think of the Freeband is
important because they are where the
Freebanders of tomorrow will, or won't,
come from.

Harold Ort's view of the Freeband mat-
ters more than mine because he not only
has the power to let you and I meet here
every other month, more importantly, his
views more accurately reflect those of the
media in general. What the media thinks
greatly influences the views of "John and
Jane Q."

Both Art and Harold are licensed radio
amateurs and so they reflect the views of
our on -air neighbors. The view of the
amateur community matters because they
are well -organized and have substantial
influence with the FCC. Should they con-
tinue to see the Freeband as the dark side
of the radio hobby, a nuisance, and a
threat, they will not hesitate to bring
increased pressure on the FCC to pursue
those who operate there.

What the FCC thinks of the Freeband
is also more important than what I think
because they have the full power of the
law to enforce their views. The more they
perceive the Freeband as a problem, the
more active they will be in prosecuting
its members.

In the end, it all depends on how you
define the word "Freeband," whom you
include in the group, and what you
encourage them to do while they are
there. Yes, we can agree that, by defini-
tion, all Freebanders are radio outlaws.
Where the confusion starts to arise, and

BY ED BARNAT <Ed@barnat.com> 11111
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where Freebanders have to start drawing
lines, is when it is implied that all radio
outlaws are Freebanders.

If the Freeband is to continue to be
"Free" it is becoming increasingly impor-
tant for all of its "legitimate' members to
strive for higher operating standards and
to be particularly choosy about the on -air
company they keep.

Persistence Pays For Texas
"Freebander"

Here is a case in point, about Leonard
D. Martin of Houston, Texas, who in the
eyes of many will be considered a
Freebander. On March 2, 2000, the FCC
fined Martin $17,000. Martin came to the
attention of the FCC as early as May 1998
when the Commission received written
complaints that his amateur station,
KC5WHN, had been observed operating
on unauthorized frequencies. He was
notified of and denied the allegations in
November of the same year.

In February of 1999, Commission
agents, using a mobile automatic direc-
tion finding ("MADF") vehicle heard him
operating in the Freeband on 27.545 and
27.535 MHz. Again in March he was
caught operating between CB channels
on 23.370 MHz. The agent attempted to
inspect Martin's station but was denied
access. Shortly thereafter, Martin
received an Official Notice of Violation
for operation of his amateur station. He
replied and promised to clean up his act.
A couple of months later, he submitted
his amateur license for cancellation.

On October 19,1999, the FCC received
another complaint against Martin. This
time, his radio transmissions were inter-
fering with his neighbor's telephone.
Agents again caught Martin operating on
27.535 MHz and confirmed the interfer-
ence to nearby telephones. Again on
October 26, agents monitored Martin
transmitting on 27.445 MHz. Once again
they paid Martin a visit and attempted to
inspect his station. Once again Martin
refused them access.

Clearly, Martin is a radio outlaw. The
question the Freeband community has to
ask itself is should operations such as his
be condoned or condemned, and is Martin
truly a Freehander?

Other FCC Enforcement
Action

Increased FCC enforcement action has
earned four Salisbury North Carolina
amateurs warning letters for high power
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FM and SSB operation on 27.320
(between CB channels 31 and 32) and
27.375 MHz (CB channel 37) and offer-
ing for sale over those frequencies trans-
mitting equipment not meeting the FCC's
certification standards. They are Thomas
F. Reynolds, Sr., N4TFR, James W.
Walls, NC4JW, James R. Christie,
KF4QWR, and Jerry W. Canter, K4JWC.

For more information about these and
other recent CB and Freeband related
FCC enforcement actions visit http://
www.uscboaorg.

July And August Mixers

Looking for a little chatter on the CB?
Then plan on attending the next, regular-
ly scheduled, on -air CB Mixer. They are
held, wherever your are, on the last
Saturday of the month (the next two will
be on the 29th of July and 26th of August
from 9 p.m. until 10 p.m. local time.) SSB
operators should work channel 36 LSB.
AM operators work 23 AM. Well, that's
it for now. Thanks for writing me here at
the magazine or via the Internet where my
address ed@barnat.com. And as always,
if you can (especially July 29th and August
26th ) ... catch me on the radio! 73
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A Look Behind The Dials

Tales Of An American Bosch
/9 ye been kind of remiss in continuing with our American

Bosch restoration story. The tombstone radio I showed
was retrieved from a damp and musty New England cel-

lar; its home for many, many years. The radio dates to the mid -
1930s, and I was drawn to the radio's history, as Bosch was a
large manufacturing company in the Springfield, Massachusetts
area, very near where I live and work. Westinghouse was anoth-
er major radio manufacturer with roots in the Springfield area.
I've never tracked down the exact location of the American
Bosch radio manufacturing site, but I will try to find out from
local historians for a future report in this column.

The wooden cabinet had just about completely delaminated,
and sections of veneer were either missing or damaged. Inside
the set, the radio chassis faired poorly; areas of the chassis apron
had been completely corroded away and all of the other ferrous
components had various degrees of rust damage.

Let's spend some time this month discussing the chassis
restoration work. The cabinet woodworking will take several
future columns to cover thoroughly, so this is a good time to
continue with the nuts and bolts portion of the project, includ-
ing some of the electrical work. A few issues ago, I showed
how the chassis was stripped of parts and how the rusted out
areas were repaired. Photo 1 is a good reminder of how it looked
when I removed the chassis from the set. Photo 2 shows the
same chassis with patches over the rusted out areas, and the
chassis is sporting a new Rustoleum Zinc-Sele metallic finish
which emulates the original factory plating.

Photo 1. 11w Bosch chassis is a mess of rust and dirt.

Photo 2. ;the chassis after the rusted areas have been sanded or
repaired. The chassis has been painted using a zinc -bearing paint.

Photo 3. Bottom views of the two electrolytic capacitors. The dry capac-
itor has been opened for rebuilding, and the original foil and waxed Photo 4. A large wood screw driven into the capacitor body allows

paper form is risible. the innards to be pulled free of the shell and discarded.

Rebuilding Electrolytic Capacitors

We talked quite a bit about capacitors when I first started pen-
ning this column three or four years ago, and I will be revisit-
ing some the of the more important restoration points over the
next few months. We have discussed how to select replacement
electrolytic capacitors, and I suggested leaving the old caps in
place to preserve the original chassis appearance; an important
differentiation between repair and restoration.

Whether to rebuild the original electrolytic capacitors or not

IllirETER J. BERTINI <RadioConnection@ju
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is purely a personal decision. Some
restorers feel it is not worth the work
involved while others take a more purist
approach. Now this is one can of worms
I don't wish to open, but I have spoken to
some fanatics who will not own a set that
does not still contain the original, or at a
minimum, exact factory replacement
capacitors. Wow! Just be aware whatev-
er you do to a radio, someone will disap-
prove of your actions. I know many col-
lectors who insist on displaying
non -working radios shown in the condi-
tion in which they were acquired.

Most will leave the original dud in
place, but totally disconnected, to pre-
serve the original outward chassis appear-
ance. After all, modem electrolytics of
equivalent capacitance and voltage rating
are minuscule when compared to their
earlier chassis mount counterparts and are
easily hidden out of sight under chassis
or behind or beneath other components;
and thus the desired chassis appearance
is still maintained.

The American Bosch tombstone is
interesting because it sported both an
early "wet" (liquid filled) electrolytic fil-
ter capacitor, and also a comparatively
more modem "dry" multisection elec-
trolytic filter capacitor. Both capacitors
are shown in Photo 3. At the left is the
bottom of the dry multisection capacitor
with its terminal block forcibly removed
from the base of the capacitor. The wet
cap is to the right.

There are many approaches to rebuild-
ing these styles of capacitors. Sometimes
the best method is devised after careful-
ly studying how the capacitor was assem-
bled during manufacturer. There is no one
method that covers all of the styles you
will encounter in early sets. As you
become more proficient and experienced,
you will undoubtedly develop your own
techniques for capacitor rebuilding.

In Photo 3, you are looking into the end
of the body of the dry capacitor which
reveals a tightly wound cylinder of alu-
minum foils and waxed paper insulator
material. One method to remove the old
capacitor innards is to drive a large wood
screw into the center of the capacitor until
it is firmly imbedded in the capacitor
body. The innards are then pulled from
the shell using a pair of gas pliers or small
channel locks as I show in Photo 4. The
next step I used is a bit unusual, but it
worked well for this particular cap. A
wood plug was cut from a section of 3/4"
thick pine board using a hole saw and my
drill press. The hole saw diameter was
chosen to produce a wood plug that is a

tight fit when inserted into the base of the
capacitor shell. You may find a capacitor
that does not have a matching holesaw
size; this would preclude using this
method. The setup to make the plug is
shown in Photo 5. The next step, shown
in Photo 6, is drilling small pilot holes
through the capacitor shell and into the
wood plug at two points 180 -degrees
apart. Later, two small pan -head wood
screws will be used to join the base and
shell sections together at these points.

The wood plug is screwed to the chas-
sis using two wood pan head screws run

into the plug from the bottom side of the
chassis. The plug is first centered over the
original mounting hole, and the two
screws placed at points that span the entire
diameter of the hole so that the screw
heads grip over the hole edges. Take a
look at Photo 7. The wet electrolytic
capacitor has already been rebuilt and
mounted in when that photo was taken.
Drilling small pilot holes makes the task
easier. I used three modem radial -lead
electrolytic caps to rebuild the original
capacitor. The bare capacitor leads were
extended using cloth covered wires, and

What are you waiting for?
Study for Your Amateur Radio
License Exam at wwwhamtestcorn
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Photo 5. A new mounting base is made from a 3/4" pine plug cut with
a hole saw.

Photo 6. Two small pilot holes are drilled into the sides 180 degrees
apart. Small wood screws will be used at these points to hold the rebuilt

unit together.

Photo 7. Wood plug is mounted over the original mounting hole using
wood screws through the bottom. They are pan head screws positioned

so their heads grip the metal edges of the mounting hole.

all of the exposed wiring was covered with heat -shrink tubing.
The capacitors were then tied into a neat bundle, and the cloth
leads brought into the chassis using the hole made by the hole
saw's pilot drill bit. See Photo 8. All exposed electrical con-
nections should be covered with plastic electrical tape. As a final

Photo 8. Replacement electrolytic capacitors are in place. The leads
run through the hole produced by the pilot drill bit in the hole saw.
Everything is carefully taped and insulated before the shell is replaced

and screwed to the mounting plug.

Photo 9. This wet electrolytic is carefully cut open using a sharp pipe
cutter. The cut is placed over an existing ridgeline to hide the cut at

reassembly.

step, the capacitor shell is placed snugly over the wooden plug,
and attached using two small wood -screws.

The Wet Electrolytic

The liquid used in these early wet capacitors is not toxic or
corrosive. This doesn't mean you should wallow in the liquid or
allow it stand on your skin for extended periods of time. You can
see the internal construction of the wet capacitor in Photo 3. The
shell of the capacitor is the negative, or ground lead, and the pos-
itive lead is brought out through the bottom of the capacitor
through a crimped natural -rubber seal. At the top of the capaci-
tor are several vent holes that allow pressure to escape in case the
capacitor should overheat. Most wet capacitors fail for two rea-
sons. Either they develop internal shorts, or over many decades
the liquid slowly evaporates and the capacitor dries out. Since
the seal is natural rubber, it will eventually dry out, crack, and
allow the electrolyte solution to slowly seep away. I've found old
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Photo 10. The tt et capacitor uses an alu-
minum plate wound in a spiral to produce a
large surface area in contact with the elec-

trolyte liquid. The plate is discarded.

wet capacitors that still have liquid and
work, but they are rare.

I decided a different approach was need-
ed to rebuild this capacitor. Where the dry
multisection cap was opened at the bot-
tom, I chose to open the wet capacitor on
the top end using a pipe cutter. The cut was
carefully aligned with an existing seam to
minimize the damage. A sharp cutter edge
helps here. Photo 9 shows how I did it.

The top of the capacitor includes a
press fitted vent cap that was easily pried
off- this part is a key element in the final
restoration steps -don't misplace it! The
metal rod that runs through the rubber
insulation at the lower end of the capaci-
tor is cut flush with the capacitor bottom.
This removes the solder lug, and permits
the capacitor assembly to be pulled freely
away from the base once the capacitor is
fully opened. Photo 10 illustrates the key
components of the wet electrolytic. At the
right is the spiral wound aluminum posi-
tive plate of the capacitor; it has been par-
tially unwound to show its construction.

This part of the capacitor is no longer
needed and may be discarded.

To the left is the capacitor shell. The
small round disk in the center is the top
of the capacitor that was cut free using the
pipe cutter. The small hole is part of a
pressure relief valve that opens should the
capacitor develop dangerous internal
pressures. The bottom disk is part of the
vent assembly and is mostly decorative.
Wet electrolytic caps are single section
capacitors; so fortunately we only need to
hide one replacement capacitor inside of
the shell. Photo 11 shows how I rebuilt
this capacitor. The secret lies in a length
of doweling running the full inside length
of the shell. A sheet -rock screw and wash-
er secures the dowel at the bottom through
the hole left where the metal rod exited
the capacitor. The vent hole on the cut-off
top cover provides a means to remount
the top using another sheet -rock screw
and washer. Once reassembled, the top
vent cap is pressed and fit back into place
to hide the repair details.

These steps are a bit tricky! The dow-
eling must be large enough in diameter to
provide a good grip for the wood screws
with splitting, but not so wide in diame-
ter as to take up the mounting space need-
ed by the replacement capacitor. The leads
were again extended using cloth -covered
wired soldered to the radial leads of the
replacement capacitor, just as I did in the
dry capacitor. Shrink tubing covers all
exposed leads, and the capacitor is firm-
ly attached to the wood dowel using lac-
ing cord. A white wire serves as the pos-
itive lead, while a black lead is used for
the negative terminal. It might have been
possible to make the negative connection
directly to the metal shell, but that avenue
was not explored. The new wire leads are
routed through a hole carefully drilled in
the area between the center of the capac-
itor base and the threaded area used by the
mounting nut. The positioning of the hole

Photo //. .1 ilott el running the inside length of the capacitor is
the secret of how it is put back together using sheet -rock screws.
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is somewhat critical as the wires must
clear both the doweling and the threaded
surface used by the mounting nut. Photo
12 shows how and where I positioned the
new hole for the wire leads.

Well, I guess that wraps up this issue!
I'll go into more restoration details in
future columns. I also want to get back to
our crystal set projects for the upcoming
Winter DX season. Please, keep your let-
ters and suggestions coming. I'd like to
do a few more columns dedicated to
answering reader's questions about
restorations or repairs.

Photo 12. Where the original capacitor used a solder lug connection,
this rebuilt version sports wire leads -a small variation from the
original design that does not detract from the restoration technique.
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Focus On Free Radio Broadcasting

Pirate Dr. T Says - "Say What Needs To Be Said"
Let's get right to it with another serv-
ing of pirate radio logs. Have you
sent in yours?

The Voice of Green Acres, 6955 USB
at 2220, ID'ing as "this is the Voice of
Bozo broadcasting from Oklahoma."
(Jerry Coatsworth, Ontario)

Radio Bingo, 6955 USB at 1618 to
sign -off at 1634. Drew the numbers G-54
and B-9. Signed off with "Secret Agent
Man." Also at 0130-0145 with a variety -
packed program of sound bytes, sound
effects, and names of famous and infa-
mous DXers. (Coatsworth, ON)
Tentative, 6955 at 2202-2215 sign -off.
Bingo cards and mentions of Sal
Ammoniac and John Arthur. Tentative at
0132-0142 with No. 9 played over and
over, bingo calling, Jimmy the Weasel,
and Sal Ammoniac clips. (Lee Silvi, OH)

Radio Azteca, 6955 at 0127 to 0155
with program number 36. (Silvi, OH)

Deliverance Radio, 6955 at 0104 to
0124. (Silvi, OH)

The Voice of Captain Ron/WMFQ,
6955 at 0133-0155. Many Voice of
Captain Ron IDs at 0137 and 0138, fol-
lowed both times by music of the '80s. I
left the room for a couple of minutes and
returned to WFMQ IDs. (Silvi, OH)

WHYP, 6955 USB at 0028-0035 with
James mumbling, "Tainted Love, "Cat,"
"Shoeshine Boy," and more. Good signal.
Also at 0103 with James and then the CD
cleaner babe's voice. Also maybe them at
0119. Also testing at 0030-0033 with "It's
Not Unusual" by Tom Jones, talking, more
music, James ID'ing, and saying "don't
open the window." Also at 0136-0146
with various songs including "Living in
America," "It Brings Me Down," and the
usual James Brownyard comments. Very
good signal. (Bill Finn, PA)

Captain Ron, 6955 USB at 0130-
0145 with "Freak This" by Will Smith,
"having fun playing pirate radio on test
transmission Tuesday," "Rage Against
the Machine," and told listeners to keep
their receivers warmed up. Also at
0133-0146 with the anti -Grammy's '80s
flashback show featuring "Take Me
Home tonight" and "Any Way You Want
It." Also at 0124-0153 with Captain Ron

RADIO FREE AMERICA
N\v/

11111111-'

Free Americans exercising their right to free speech are called PIRATES by
the government. Free Americans know their rights! Free Americans know the

government is wrong!

I WANT YOU! TO LISTEN TO RADIO FREE AMERICA

This card is in a lot of QSL collections. Radio Free America was very active in the early '90s.

and sidekick ranting about Rosie
O'Donnell, "Rage Against the Machine,"
E-mail mail bag, Tonya Harding, and
Mike Tyson, etc. (Finn, PA)

Radio Tornado, 6955 USB at 0210-
0227 with Dr. T. and the instrumental por-
tion of "Secret Agent Man" theme played
over and over. Also "Green Acres" theme
(see above - Ed). Flintstones theme and
more sayings and comments from Dr. T.
also at 0128-0142 with "Secret Agent
Man" theme, Drs. Tornado and
Shortwave, as well as Jimmy the Weasel.
Dr. T. said "Don't broadcast in feat - this
is free radio" and "Say what needs to be
said."(Finn, PA)

WMFQ, 6955 USB at 0150-0156,
"Keep 'Em Separated," "Cinquo," and
mail drop given. It sounded like the tape
was speeding out of control. (Finn, PA)

Genesis Communications Network,
6955 USB at 0620-0700, also mention-
ing the TC Radio Network. Talk show
with commercials for health products and
maybe also an antenna. The host, Mike
or Mark, talked about the "X -Files" and
a book called "The Cosmic Test Tube."
(James Young, IL)

Radio Cobaine/WMFQ, 6955 at
0104-0118. Music and many mentions of
Kurt Cobaine, then WMFQ IDs later.
(Silvi, OH)

KRMI, 6955 USB monitored at
2250-2310 sign -off. Talk about drinking
beer. Off abruptly. Also at 2054-2101
sign -off. Off abruptly in mid -sentence
just as before. (Coatsworth, ON)
2055-2102 sign -off. Music and many
IDs as "KRMI" and "Radio Michigan
International." (Silvi, OH)

Voice of Zapatista, 6955 at 0122-
0139. Talk in Spanish by male and
female announcers. Covered by Radio
Bingo at 0130. (Coatsworth, OH)
0110-0139 sign -off. I presume this was
a repeat broadcast of this clandestine/
pirate. Fair to good signal and very clean
audio. (Silvi, OH)

Blind Faith Radio, 6955 at 2037-
2055 with music by the Lovin' Spoonful.
(Coatsworth, ON) 2012-2107, played
"Born to Be Wild" and other oldies.
(Silvi, OH)

WHYP, tentative, 6955 at 0025 to 0033
sign -off. Music, weather, "That wasn't
supposed to happen . . ." was repeated,
along with other phrases. (Silvi, OH)

And that's all you wrote! We're just a
touch on the short side this time. Maybe
station activity is down of late. Anyway,
keep those cards, letters, and E -mails (to
popularcom@aol.com) coming my way
and we'll have another round for you next
month. 'Til then, take care!

BY EDWARD TEACH 11.1111
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Tap into secret Shortwave Signals
Turn mysterious signals into exciting text messages with the MFJ MultiReader"!

Plug this sell -contained MFJ MultiReader"
into your shortwave receiver's earphone jack.

Then watch mysterious chirps, whistles and
buzzing sounds of RTTY, ASCII, CW and AM -
TOR (FEC) turn into exciting text messages as
they scroll across an easy -to -read LCD display.

You'll read interesting commercial, military,
diplomatic, weather, aeronautical, maritime and
amateur traffic ...

Eavesdrop on the World
Eavesdrop on the world's press agencies

transmitting unedited late breaking news in
English -- China News in Taiwan. Tanjug Press
in Serbia, Iraqui News in Iraq -- all on RTTY.

Copy RTTY weather stations from Antarctica.
Mali, Congo and many others. Listen to military
RTTY passing traffic from Panama. Cyprus, Peru.
Capetown, London and others. Listen to hams, diplo-
matic, research, commercial and maritime RTTY.

Listen to maritime users, diplomats and
amateurs send and receive error -free messages
using various forms of TOR (Telex -Over -Radio).

Monitor Morse code from hams, military.
commercial, aeronautical, diplomatic, maritime

Soper Active Antenna
"World Radio TV Handbook" says

MFJ-I024 is a "first-rate easy -to -op-
erate active antenna ...quiet... excell-
ent dynamic range... good gain... low
noise... broad frequency coverage."

Mount it outdoors away from elec-
trical noise for maximum signal. mini-
mum noise. Covers 50 KHz-30 MHz.

Receives strong, clear
signals from all over the
world. 20 dB attenuator.
gain control. ON LED.

Switch two
-"r",1,- receivers and-,slit 1,- auxilary or

MFJ-1024 active antenna.
$139" 6x3x5 inches. Remote
has 54 inch whip. 50 feet coax.
3x2x4 inches. 12 VDC or 110
VAC with MFJ-1312, $14.95.

Indoor Adive Antenna
Rival outside

long wires with
this tuned indoor

6
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-- all over the world --
Australia, Russia, Japan. etc.

Printer Monitors
24 Hours a Day

MFJ's exclusive TelePrinterPort" lets you
monitor any station 24 hours a day by printing
transmissions on an Epson compatible printer.

Printer cable. MFJ-5412. $9.95.
MFJ MessageSaver"

You can save several pages of text in an 8K
of memory for re -reading or later review.

High Performance Modem Try it for 30 Days
MFJ's high performance PhasebrckLoop" If you're not completely satisfied, simply

modem consistently gives you solid copy -- even return it within 30 days for a prompt and cour-
with weak signals buried in noise. New thresh- teous refund (less shipping). Customer must
old control minimizes noise interference -- retain dated proof -of -purchase direct from MFJ.

Elinainate power lino noise!
\1F1-1026

. $179"
New! Completely eliminate

power line noise, li htning crashes
and interference be ore they get into
your receiver! Wor s on all modes
-- SSI3. AM, CW, FM, data -- and on
all shortwave bands. Plugs between
main external antenna and receiver.
Built-in active antenna picks up
power line noise and cancels unde-
sirable noise from main antenna.
Also makes excellent active antenna.

Mil Antenna Matcher
N14 -459B

Matches your antenna to your
receiver so you get maximum sig-
nal and minimum loss.

Preamp with gain control boosts
weak stations 10 times. 20 dB atten-
uator prevents overload. Select 2

if .. antennas and 2 receivers. 1.6-30
active antenna. ME1-1020B MHz. 9x2x6 in. Use 9-18 VDC or
"World Radio TV 7996 110 VAC with MFJ-1312. $14.95.
Handbook" says MFJ- Dual Tunable Audio Filter
10208 is a "fine value... fair
price... best offering to date... per- MI -J -75925C -
firms very well indeed.

Tuned circuitry minimizes inter -
mod, improves selectivity, reduces
noise outside tuned band. Use as a
preselector with external antenna.
Covers 0.3-30 MHz. Tune. Band.
Gain, On/Off/Bypass Controls. De-
tachable telescoping whip. 5x2x6 in.
Use 9 volt battery, 9-18 VDC or
110 VAC with ME1-13 12, $14.95.

Compact Active Antenna
Plug MFJ-1022

this corn- %pa
pact MFJ
all band active antenna into your
receiver and you'll hear strong, clear
signals from all over the world. 300
KHz-200 MHz including low, med-
ium. shortwave and VHF bands.

Detachable 20 inch telescoping
antenna. 9 volt battery or 110 VAC
MFJ-1312B, $14.95. 3'/Rx1V4x4 in.

 
- -

Two separately tunable filters let
you peak desired signals and notch
out interference at the same time. You
can peak, notch, low or high pass
signals to eliminate heterodynes and
interference. Plugs between radio
and speaker or phones. 10x2x6 in.

High -Gain Preselector
MU I "045C
$99 Cl; Q4it

greatly improves copy on CW and other modes.

Easy to use, tune and read
It's easy to use -- just push a button to select

modes and features from a menu.
It's easy to tune -- a precision tuning indicator

makes tuning your receiver easy for best copy.
7g4: A It's easy to read -- the 2 line 16 character LCD

display with contrast adjustment is mounted on a
5.11-1-4o2l3 brushed aluminum front panel for easy reading.1 7995 Copies most standard shifts and speeds. Has

MFJ AutoTrak" Morse code speed tracking.
Use 12 VDC or use 110 VAC with MFJ-1312B

AC adapter. $14.95. 51/4Wx2721-1x51/413 inches.

No Matter What" One Year Warranty
You get MFJ's famous one year No Matter

What' limited warranty. That means we will
repair or replace your MFJ MultiReader" (at
our option) no matter what for one full year.

CW, RTTY, ASCII Interface
- MFJ-1214PC

 C i v P O' 8149"
Use your computer and radio to

receive and display brilliant full
color FAX news photos and incred-
ible WeFAX weather maps. Also
RTTY, ASCII and Morse code.
Frequency manager lists over 900
FAX stations. Auto picture saver.

Includes interface, easy -to -use
menu driven software, cables, power
supply. manual and JunipStarem guide.
Requires 286 or better computer
with VGA monitor
High -Q Passive Preselector

High -Q
MFJ-956passive LC $

preselector
boosts your
favorite stations while rejecting
images. intermod and phantom sig-
nals. 1.5-30 MHz. Preselector
bypass and receiver grounded posi-
tions. Tiny 2x3x4 inches.
Serer Passive Preselector

MFJ-1146
*99"

New! Improves an) receiver!
Suppresses strong out -of -hand sig-
nals that cause intermod. blocking,
cross modulation and phantom sig-
nals. Unique Hi -Q series tuned
circuit adds super sharp front-end
selectivity with excellent stopband
attenuation and very low passband
attenuation and very low passband
loss. Air variable capacitor with
vernier. 1.6-33 MHz.

EasrUp Antennas
How to build

putHigh -gain. high -Q receiver pre- -.is
and

i pensive, fully
inex-

pens, fullyseletor covers 1.8-54 MHz. Boost i I .L tested wire
weak signals 10 times with low antennas usingnoise dual gate MOSFET. Reject ria readily available
out -of -band signals and images with

MFJ 38 parts that'll
high -Q tuned circuits. Push buttons s165 bring signals in
let you select 2 antennas and 2 like you've
receivers. Dual coax and phono never heard before.
connectors. Use 9-18 VDC or 110 Antennas from 100
VAC with MFJ-1312, $14.95. KHz to 1000 MHz.

MFJ Antoine Switches
MFJ-170"4 MFJ-1702C
$64 $24"

MFJ-1704 heavy duty antenna
switch lets you select 4 antennas or
ground them for static and lightning
protection. Unused antennas auto-
matically grounded. Replaceable
lightning surge protection. Good to
500 MHz. 60 dB isolation at 30
MHz. MFJ-1702C for 2 antennas.

World Band Radio Kb
Build this regen-

erative shortwave a
receiver kit and lis-
ten to signals from all irkE1-8100K

over the world with just if
a 10 foot wire antenna. LAFJ:§j(lOW

Has RF stage, vernier 8 toed

reduction drive, smooth regenera-
tion, five bands.

21 Band World Receiver
MFJ's MFJ-8121
new 21 639,6
Band
World Receiver
lets you travel the world from your
armchair! Listen to BBC news
from London. live music from
Paris. soccer matches from
Germany and more! Covers 21
bands including FM, Medium
Wave. Long Wave and Shortwave.
Sony" integrated circuit from
Japan. multicolored tuning dial.
built-in telescopic antenna, perma-
nent silkscreened world time zone,
frequency charts on back panel.
Carrying handle. Operates on four
"AA"s. Super compact size!

(Free MFJ Catalog
and Nearest Dealer . 800-647-1800

http://www.mfjenterprises.com
I Year No Matter What"' warranty  30 day money

back guarantee (less s/h) on orders from MFJ
MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC.
Box 494, Miss. State, MS 39762
(601) 323-5869; 8-4:30 CST. Mon. -Fri.

FAX: (601) 323-6551; Add s/h
Tech Help: (601) 323-0549

Price% and peon Awns wbjeci to change (0 1998 MFJ Emerprue,
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Pop'Comm's World Band
Tuning Tips

July 2000

This listing is designed to help you hear more shortwave broadcasting stations. The list includes a variety of stations, includ-
ing international broadcasters beaming programs to North America, others to other parts of the world, as well as local
and regional shortwave stations. Many of the transmissions listed here are not in English. Your ability to receive these

stations will depend on time of day, time of year, your geographic location, highly variable propagation conditions, and the
receiving equipment used.

AA, FF, SS, GG, etc. are abbreviations for languages (Arabic, French, Spanish, German). Times given are in UTC, which is
five hours ahead of EST, i.e. 0000 UTC equals 7 p.m. EST, 6 p.m. CST, 4 p.m. PST.

UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes

0000 6165 Radio Netherlands, via Bonaire 0200 9925 Croatian Radio, via Germany EE/Croat
0000 7375 Radio Bulgaria 0230 4534 Radio Horizonte, Peru SS
0000 9400 Radio Bulgaria 0230 6480 Radio Altura, Peru SS
0000 11915 Radio Gaucha, Brazil PP 0230 7200 Radio Omdurman, Sudan AA
0000 15100 China Radio Int'l CC 0230 7270 Radio Tirana, Albania
0000 15180 Voice of Russia 0230 11775 Radio Marti, USA SS
0000 15240 Radio Australia 0245 6265 Zambia National Broadcasting/
0000 15290 Voice of America, via Philippines Radio Zambia EE/vern
0000 17510 KWHR, Hawaii 0300 4800 Radio Lesotho
0030 6120 Radio Vilnius, Lithuania, via Germany 0300 4830 Radio Tachira, Venezuela SS
0030 6458.5 Armed Forces Radio, Puerto Rico SSB 0300 4885 Radio Clube, Brazil PP
0030 7325 Radio Austria Int'l GG 0300 4976 Radio Uganda
0030 13695 Radio Thailand 0300 5975 BBC, via Antigua
0030 15260 China Radio Int'l 0300 6940 Radio Fana, Ethiopia vem
0050 6010 RAI, Italy 0300 11600 Far East Broadcasting Assn.,
0050 7305 Vatican Radio Seychelles Is. Farsi
0100 5930 Radio Slovakia Int'l 0300 11665 YLE Radio Finland
0100 5940 Voice of Vietnam, via Russia 0300 11785 Radio Iraq Int'l GG
0100 6055 Radio Exterior de Espana. Spain 0300 11925 Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil PP
0100 7105 Radio Tashkent, Uzbekistan 0300 15345 Radio Thailand
0100 9440 Radio Slovakia Int'l 0300 15355 Radio Sultanate, Oman
0100 9560 Radio Ukraine Intl 0330 7215 Trans World Radio, South Africa unid
0100 9665 Radio Prague, Czech Republic 0330 11980 Radio Vlaanderen Intl, Belgium. via Bonaire
0100 11710 RAE, Argentina SS 0330 12020 Voice of Russia
0100 13630 Radio Japan-NHK FF 0340 9660 Vatican Radio
0100 13650 Radio Pyongyang, North Korea FF 0400 4819 La Voz Evangelica, Honduras SS
0100 13690 Deutsche Welle, Germany, 0400 4865 La Voz del cinaruco, Colombia SS

via Sri Lanka GG 0400 4955 Radio Nacional, Colombia SS
0130 7160 Radio Tirana, Albania 0400 6105 Radio Universidad, Costa Rica SS
0130 7300 Radio Slovakia Int'l Slovak 0400 9600 Radio Ukraine Int'l
0130 9745 HCJB, Ecuador 0400 9820 Radio Havana Cuba
0130 11620 All India Radio Hindi 0400 9885 Swiss Radio Int'l
0130 15245 Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corp. EE/vem 0400 11810 Radio Jordan AA
0145 7275 Voice of Islamic Republic of Iran unid 0400 11945 UAE Radio, Abu Dhabi AA
0200 3250 Radio Luz y Vida, Honduras SS 0400 15285 Radio Cairo, Egypt AA
0200 3280 La Voz del Napo, Ecuador SS 0400 15310 BBC via Oman
0200 4919 Radio Quito, Ecuador SS 0430 4770 Radio Nigeria
0200 6185 Radio Educacion, Mexico SS 0430 9675 Radio Taipei Int'l, Taiwan CC
0200 9495 Radio Sweden 0430 15215 Channel Africa, South Africa FF
0200 9755 Radio Canada Int'l 0430 15470 Voice of Russia

A
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UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes

0430 15515 Radio Australia 1600 11615 Radio France Int'l
0430 15575 BBC, via Cyprus 1600 15345 Broadcasting Service of
0430 17675 Radio New Zealand Intl Kingdom of Saudi Arabia AA
0430 21660 BBC, via Thailand 1600 15435 Radio Jamahiriya, Libya AA
0430 21700 UAE Radio, Dubai AA 1600 15475 Africa Number One, Gabon FF
0445 17780 RAI, Italy II 1600 15590 Radio Netherlands, via Madagascar
0500 4960 Radio Vila, Dominican Republic SS 1600 15615 Kol Israel HH
0500 4991 Radio Apinte, Surinam 1630 15355 Voice of Turkey TT
0500 5025 Radio Parakou, Benin FF 1630 15545 YLE Radio Finland Finnish
0500 5047 Radio Lome, Togo FF 1630 15550 Voz Cristiana, Chile SS
0500 6085 Bayerischer Rundfunk, Germany GG 1630 21700 Radio Exterior de Espana, Spain
0500 6130 CHNX, Halifax, Canada 1700 10330 All India Radio unid
0500 6160 CKZU, Vancouver, Canada 1700 17870 Channel Africa, South Africa
0500 7210 Radiodifusion Nationale, Benin FF 1730 15150 Voice of Indonesia SS
0500 7255 Voice of Nigeria 1830 13640 RTE, Ireland, via Canada
0500 7475 Kol Israel 1830 21630 RTE, Ireland, via Ascension Is.
0500 9580 Africa Number One, Gabon FF 1900 9535 Radio Thailand
0500 11955 Radio Nacional, Angola PP 1900 11655 Qatar Broadcasting Service AA
0500 17760 Broadcasting Service of 1900 11734 Radio Tanzania, Zanzibar Swahili

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia AA 1900 11950 UAE Radio, Dubai AA
0530 17615 Radio Free Asia, via 1900 15190 Radio Pilipnas, Philippines vern

Northern Marianas CC 1900 15325 Radio Canada Int'l RR
0600 5025 Radio Rebelde, Cuba SS 2000 9525 Radio Polonia, Poland
0630 17545 Reshet Bet service, Israel HH 2000 13790 Swiss Radio Int'l, via French Guiana
0700 510 Radio Liberia Int'l 2000 15160 Radio Algiers Int'l, Algeria
0700 5055 Faro del Caribe, Costa Rica SS 2000 15345 RTV Marocaine, Morocco AA
0730 4760 ELWA, Liberia 2000 15400 BBC via Ascension
0800 6175 Radio Cultura, Brazil PP 2030 12080 Voice of America, via Botswana
0800 9615 KNLS, Alaska 2030 15705 Radio Denmark, via Norway DD
0800 11805 Radio Globo, Brazil PP 2030 17660 HCJB, Ecuador
0830 4960 Radio Vanuatu 2030 17745 RDP Int'l, Portugal PP
0830 9505 Radio Record, Brazil PP 2100 9965 Voice of Armenia
0930 5955 Caracol Villavicencio, Colombia SS 2100 15084 Voice of Islamic Republic of Iran Farsi
0930 6010 Radio Mil, Mexico SS 2100 15185 Radio Africa, Equatorial Guinea
0930 7230 AWR Europe, Italy 2100 15410 Deutsche Welle, Germany,
1030 3290 Radio Centro, Ecuador SS via Rwanda GG
1100 3315 Radio Manus, Papua New Guinea 2100 21645 Radio France Intl, via Fr. Guiana SS
1100 4725 Radio Mynmar, Mynmar Burmese 2130 7475 RTT Tunisiene, Tunisia AA
1100 4755 Radio Huanta 2000, Peru SS 2130 9990 Radio Cairo, Egypt unid
1100 4779 Radio Cultural Coatan, Guatemala QQ 2130 17705 Voice of Greece, via Delano GG
1100 4835 Radio Tezulutlan, Guatemala SS 2200 6205 Vatican Radio CC
1130 3905 RRI, Merauke, Indonesia II 2200 9735 Radio Sultanate, Oman AA
1130 4890 NBC, Papua New Guinea 2200 9780 Radio Sana'a, Yemen AA
1200 6015 Radio Singapore unid 2300 7195 Radio Bucharest, Romania
1200 6020 Radio Australia 2300 9705 Radio Mexico Int'l SS
1200 9590 Radio Singapore 2300 11402 INBS, Iceland Icelandic
1200 12085 Voice of Mongolia 2300 11800 RAI, Italy 11

1230 15295 Voice of Turkey 2300 11940 Radio Romania Intl
1230 15650 Voice of Tibet (cland) via Tajikistan Tibetan 2300 11990 Radio Budapest, Hungary unid
1230 18960 Radio Sweden 2300 15495 Radio Kuwait AA
1245 9405 Far East Broadcasting Co., 2300 15550 Radio Budapest, Hungary Hung.

Philippines CC 2300 15575 Radio Korea Int'l, S. Korea KK
1245 15500 Vatican Radio 2300 17835 KSDA, Guam CC
1300 11530 Voice of Hope, Lebanon 2330 9445 Voice of Turkey
1300 18950 Radio Norway Int'l NN 2330 11585 Kol Israel HH
1330 9540 Radio Nacional, Venezuela SS 2330 12020 Voice of Vietnam
1330 9675 Radio Veritas Asia, Philippines Mother 2330 15270 Radio Taipei Intl, Taiwan CC
1330 9715 Radio Tashkent, Uzbekistan 2330 15315 Radio Netherlands, via Bonaire SS
1330 13730 Radio Austria Int'l 2330 15390 China People's Broadcasting Station CC
1430 9505 Radio Japan - NHK 2330 15395 Voice of America, via Sri Lanka
1530 15110 Radio Kuwait AA 2330 15520 Far East Broadcasting Co.,
1545 15105 KTWR, Guam Philippines unid
1550 15500 Vatican Radio 2330 17810 Radio Japan-NHK
1600 11570 Radio Pakistan
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LP
Review Of New, Interesting And Useful Products

Be sure to check out Gordon West's Radio
School for the latest amateur radio study

guides.

New Gordon West Amateur
License Manuals

Gordon West, WB6NOA, announces
completion of his three new and updat-
ed -for -restructuring license manuals for
Element 2 Technician Class, Element 3
General Class, and Element 4 Extra class.
West also announces his six -tape Morse
Code cassette course, specifically record-
ed for the 5 wpm Element 1 examination.

"Our new Technician class book cov-
ers all 394 questions and answers, plus
my description of the correct answer,"
comments West. He says, "The
Technician book is fully illustrated and
will provide the new ham operator with
plenty of VHF/UHF references including
the all-important band plans." The
Element 2 Technician class book is valid
April 15, 2000 through June 30, 2003 and
contains approximately 192 pages. There
are several chapters specifically for the
new ham to learn all about the restruc-
tured amateur radio service, plus a chap-
ter specifically on how to learn the Morse
Code Farnsworth method.

West's General Class Element 3 book
is 160 pages, including a special 16 -page
pullout section that focuses the reader on
recent changes in General class licensing
requirements. The new restructured
General class written exam is 385 total
questions. The book is well -illustrated
and places emphasis on high -frequency
operation, band plan courtesies, and illus-
trated figures on propagation. The
General book is valid April 15, 2000
through June 30, 2004.

"My new Extra book covering Element
4 will be a whopping 240 pages with all
technical formulas worked out in great
detail," adds West. "My students reading
the book won't need to be experts in
trigonometry to get through the technical
problems -I work them out in our pages
with such detail that anyone can follow
the math, and I even give some shortcuts
on how to immediately recognize the cor-
rect answer without all of the lengthy cal-
culations," added West. There are also
detailed pages on frequency privileges
for all classes of license including grand -
fathered Advance operators, plus discus-
sions about RF safety. The new Element
4 Extra class book is valid April 15, 2000
through June 30, 2002 and contains all of
the 676 Element 4 question pool.

Gordon West, our Pop'Comm "Radio
Resources" columnist, is well-known for
his audio code -learning, long -play cas-
settes, and his new six -tape cassettes are
the most effective way to learn about on -
air operating techniques, plus preparation
for the FCC authorized code test. West
also produces commercial radiotele-
graph test preparation courses for 16 and
20 -wpm code groups, and 20 -wpm com-
mercial radiotelegraph plain language.

For present Extra class operators, West
also authors the 492 -page General
Radiotelephone Operator License plus
Ship Radar Endorsement, which is a fully
illustrated test preparation book, updated
in January.

All books are copyright from Master
Publishing, Inc., in Lincolnwood,
Illinois, and are sold by all RadioShack
stores, ham radio dealers, at ham flea mar-
kets, plus the W5YI distributor in Dallas,
Texas, at 800-669-9594. West is a con-

tributor to the NCVEC Question Pool
Committee. West originally submitted
some of the amateur radio test questions.

West says, "All of these amateur radio
and commercial radio books reflect my
enthusiasm for successful upgrades as
well as a better understanding on amateur
radio operation over the bands." He con-
tinued, "These study guides do a lot more
than get you through the test - I relate
many of the test questions to the real word
of good ham radio operating techniques
over the airwaves."

For more information, contact Gordon
West, WB6NOA at the Radio School, Inc.,
2414 College Drive, Costa Mesa, CA
92626 or phone their hotline at 714-549-
5000 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. or their info
line (24 hours) at 714-434-0666. Be sure
to tell Gordon that Pop'Comm sent you!
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New MFJ Compact
Antenna Tuner

The new MFJ VHF/UHF antenna tuner
has a single meter that reads SWR and
power. No zero adjustment is needed. The
meter covers 136 to 175 MHz on VHF
and 420 to 460 MHz on UHF. You can
read power up to 150 watts in two ranges:
60 or 150 watts.

The new MFJ-922 is a great antenna
tuner for HTs, mobile rigs, or amps up to
150 watts. Its super -compact size lets you
take it anywhere; it measures 4" x 2" x I
1/4" - you can put it in your shirt pock-
et! An SWR tuning tool is included.

To order, or for your nearest dealer call
800-647-1800. The new MFJ compact

MEJ's new dual band antenna tuner.

BY HAROLD ORT AND R.L. SLATTERY
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dual band VHF/UHF antenna tuner is
only $79.95. For more information, check
out the MFJ Website at http://www.
mfjenterprises.com.
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The Radio BadgeTM Gives
You A Wearable Radio

Cutting Edge's new Radio BadgeTM
takes you a step beyond a lapel micro-
phone. Simply slide your mini -radio onto
the Radio BadgeTM and then two strong
pins hold your radio firmly to your jack-
et, shirt or just about anywhere you want
to secure it. It's only 3" x 1 3/4" and dis-
appears behind the radio. If you've used
your lapel mic with your HT, you know
the cord can get tangled and is always in
the way. The Cutting Edge Radio
BadgeTM is just as effective, with none of
the drawbacks. Keep fully active while
your handheld radio remains in constant
earshot; the antenna is up and in the clear,
and your radio is close to your ear for easy
communications.

The new Radio BadgeTM fits the major-
ity of the new micro -radios such as the
Yaesu VX-1R and ones of similar size.

Priced at $19.95, order part number HI -
B from Cutting Edge Enterprises, 1803
Mission Street, Suite PMB-546, Santa
Cruz, CA 95060 or call 800-206-0115.
You can also E-mail the company at
cee@cruzio.com.
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PowerPort VX-5 Leather
Radio Glove

This new pouch, produced by Cutting
Edge Enterprises, holds your VX-5 in
protective leather and solves a couple of
problems you may have encountered. The
Radio Glove's sturdy spring steel belt clip
is a real gripper. And the perfectly sized
pocket at the back of the pouch securely
holds either extra tip, keeping them right
there with your radio.

The Radio Glove is beautifully crafted
and the Velcro -style closure provides
easy access to the display. The PIT but-
ton is still fully accessible while the radio
is in the pouch. The speaker holes are well
placed for optimal listening. In fact, the
leather seems to attenuate some high-
pitched speaker hiss. The Radio Glove
also fits the VX-500 receiver. It's priced
at $19.95 from Cutting Edge Enterprises,

1803 Mission Street, Suite 546, Santa
Cruz, CA 95060. Phone 800-206-0115 or
E-mail the company at cee@cruzio.com.
Be sure to tell them you read about it in
Popular Communications.
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Stentofon Offers
Protective Covering For
Outdoor Comm Stations

Stentofon Communications, Inc., a
worldwide supplier and manufacturer of
security, critical, and industrial communi-
cations systems, now offers a rain hood to
provide extra protection for its No. 62925
and 9625 stations when installed outdoors.

The extended hood keeps excessive
moisture off the station and shields the
speaker and microphone from rain and
ice. The hood is made of 5052 aluminum.
which provides excellent corrosion resis-
tance and durability. It's painted with a
high -visibility yellow for easy locating.

The hood is designed to easily attach
to the station and its backbox. For more
information on Stentofon's 62995 rain
hood, which measures (HWD) 5 3/4" x
8" x 4," contact the company's technical
department at 800-654-3140.
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Since 1989. The Recognszed L eader in
ows "SE"

CCtrnputer Control
Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll NEW.'

use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCIOT
SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by AOR. DRAKE. KENWOOD. ICOM. YAESU and

JR NRD) lus fr:4005/6/35/42 (with 0S456/5351. Lowe HF-150. and Watkins -Johnson

tiEF:1,C:res CANCA(sT GOLD FOR WINDOWS "SE"
glY.17

"
FEATURES

INDErell

.<1 i V1 as., lye Sound Recording using PC -compatible  Exclusive "MACRO" control by frequency of Dwell. Hang
and card Point & Shoot playback by Resume Sig Treshhold and even 6 separate

individual hits. programmable audible alarms
 Demographic search for frequency co-ordination and 2.way  Command line options for TIMED ON'OFF (Unattended)

Usage Analysis logging/searches
Detailed logging to ASCII type files with DATE, TIME. Sig  Run as many as 6 different CI -V addressable radios
Str, Air Time as 'Master. Slave'

 6 New sweep Analysis Functions  New, Scheduling Recording Functions
With Scancal Gold for Windows "SE." your spectrum never looked so goad, Load vinually "any" database and Scancat "SE' will
examine your database plot each and every frequency no matter what the range and "paint" the entire analysis on your screen

SEVERAL GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS MODES AVAILABLE
 By Signal Strength per frequency in a "histograph  IF THAT ISN'T ENOUGH, try thls...Uultkolored. 3-0
 By Signal Strength plotted in individual dots "Spatiel/Landscape
 By Number of hits per frequency in a -thslograph"

SCANCAT GOLD -m...1159.95 . s UPGRADE SCANCAT GOLD V7.5.7 "SE"...$59.95 s

SCANCAT'S WINDOWS FEATURES
Unattended Logging of frequencies  MULTIPLE search filters for Disklile Scannong
Scan Create Disk Files  New - Programmable Favorite Frequency
Spectrum Analysis to Screen OR Printer -Check Buttons"
Supports PerCon. Mr Scanner and Betty Bearcat  Search by CTCSS S DCS tones with
CD Roms OS456/535 or DC44011COM only)

 Scan VHF & HF thorn 5 Simultaneously  INCLUDES several large shortwave and
 LINK up lo 100 Disk files or ranges VHF'UHF databases

SCANCAT GOLD FOR WINDOWS INON-Ir) $99.95. s 8 II' UPGRADE TO V7.5.7 $29.95. s
AU the features you EXPECT from a true Windows application such as:

VERSATILE 'Functional" spectrum analysis NOT lust a  UNIQUE database management system with move.
pretty face" Spectrum is held in memory for long term able columns Even SPLIT columns into doubles or

accumulahon Simply "mouse over lo read frequency 01 triples lot easy viewing of ALL important data on
spectrum location "CLICK" to irurnedfaiely tune your one screen
receiver You can even accumulate a spectrum from scan- Exclusive SLIDE RULE' tuner Click or -skate your mouse
ring DISKFILES of random trequencesi over our SlideTuner to change frequenciesellortleuly. OR
DIRECT scanning of most DBASE. FOXPRO ACCESS use our graphical tuning knot-
BTRIEVE files WITHOUT "importing"

aSS U.S. $7.50 FOREIGN

SIAST.

111014111600EIMO L D
"The Standard Against Which All Future Decoders Will Be Compared

Many radio amateurs and SWL5 are puzzled, Just what are all those strange signals you can hear but not
identify on the Short Wave Bands? A few of them such as CW. RTTY. Packet and Arntor you'll know - but
what about the many other signals?

There are some well known CW RTTY Decoders but Men there ,s

CODE -3 GOLD Its up to you to make the choice but it will be easy once you
see CODE -3 GOLD. All units have an exclusive auto -classification module
that tells YOU what you're listening to AND automatically sets you up to start
decoding No other decoder can do this on ALL the modes listed below  and
most more expensive decoders have no means of identifying ANY received
signals, Why spend more money for other decoders with FEWER features?
CODE -3 GOLD works on any IBM compatible computer with MS-DOS with at
least 640kb of RAM. and a VGA monitor. CODE 3 GOLD includes software
and a complete audio to digital FSK converter

Modes included ADDITIONAL
in BASIC package

 Morse 
 RTTY-ElaudoU
Murray *

 Sitor CCIR 625/476-4
ARO - Navtex *

 AX25 Packet 
 Facsimile all RPM (up to

16 gray shades at 1024
x 768 pixels *

 Hellscreiber-
Synch Asynch *

 ASCII *
 Pactor 
 WEFAX *

Simulated Speed Measurement module

Modes included in STANDARD and PROF

 Autospec  Mk s I d II
 DUP-ARID Artrac
 Twinplex
 AR06-90/98
 SI-ARO/ARO-S
 SWED-ARO-ARO-SWE
 ARO-BAR01000

Duplex
 ARON-AR01000

Duplex Variant
 ARO-E3CCIR519

Variant
 POLAK) 100 Baud

Duplex ARO

 TDM242'ARO-
M2'4-242

 TDM342/ARO-M2/4
 FEC-A

FEC100A/FEC101
 FEC-S  FEC1000

Simplex
 Sports info 300 baud

ASCII
 Sitor  RAW

(Normal Sitor
but without Syncr

 AR06-70
 Baudot F788N

CODE -3 GOLD is the most sophisticated decoder
available for ANY amount of money.

Includes POCSAG 8 ACARS

Plus * Modes/Options

CODE -3 GOLD
VHF/SW DECODER

595.00

With ALL Modes/Options

STANDARD

ESSIONAL package

 Piccolo
 Coquelet
 4 special ARO &

FEC systems.
TORG10/11.
ROU-FEC/ RUM-FEC.

HC-ARO (ICRC) and
HNG-FEC

 SYNOP decoder

Additional ODE, GOLD
PROFESSIONAL Analses Tools

 Power Spectrum Ostlloscope
 Watettell AFT lArnpIrtuale.
Display Fret, Phase)

 AD Spectrum Phese Plane
Oycolloscope CorretstIon MOO
Ommoscope XV Cp aaaaa Ion Bit

CODE -3 GOLD
PROFESSIONAL

795.00
With ALL Modes/Options

Plus Professional
Analytical Package

PROFESSIONAL
Now Available - Stridsberg Engineering laulticouplera - 'Cal for Ouanlity Pricing"

http://vnmscsncat.conumiticelr.html

FREE FRED FILES WEBSITE - www.scancat.com E-MAIL - info@scancat.com FREE DEMOS

Order direct or COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138
contact your favor

de dealer Phone: (318) 687.4444 FAX: (318) 686-0449 Info Tech Support: (318) 687-2555 (9 a.m.. 1 p.m. Central M -F)

Orders Only
888-SCANCAT

888-7224228
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Simple Antennas And Accessories For Signal Improvement

Diversity Reception Techniques
Jonospheric fading affects shortwave
propagation more than the other
bands. Because of the unpredictabili-

ty of ionospheric propagation, high fre-
quency shortwave signals cannot be
depended on for highly critical applica-
tions. But in amateur radio, international
broadcasting, and a host of other services,
the high frequency shortwave bands are
as still popular as ever.

Perhaps the main mechanism for
ionospheric distortion of the signal on
shortwave radio is fading. Unfortunately,
on amplitude modulation (AM) stations,
the two sidebands fade out of phase with
each other, and also with the RF carrier,
producing a hollow, rolling fade. Added
to ordinary amplitude fading, this pro-
duces a difficult -to -receive situation.

So how do the big international broad-
casters and other users of spectrum space
deal with fading? Well, truthfully, most
of them today use satellite reception. It is
much more reliable. But in their heyday,
shortwave broadcasters and locals relay-
ing signal from a shortwave source used
diversity reception techniques. Even
today, commercial users of the shortwave
spectrum will use diversity reception as
a matter of course.

Diversity Reception

The best method for ridding ourselves
of fading in the shortwave is diversity
reception. There are three versions of
diversity reception: frequency diversity
reception, spatial diversity reception, and

polarization diversity reception. Let's
take a look at all three methods.

Frequency Diversity

Frequency diversity reception is based
on the fact that the different shortwave
frequencies fade differentially. That is
seen in the fact that the sidebands and car-
rier fade out of phase with each other. By
its nature, AM separates the lower side -

band, carrier, and upper sideband in fre-
quency equal to the audio spread of the
input signal to the transmitter's modula-
tor. The signals don't all fade the same
amount and the same time. By using dif-
ferent frequencies, and then voting on the
output received, they can often get the
reception that they desire. Sometimes,
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Figure I. A frequency diversity scheme.

BY JOE CARR, K4IPV <carrjj@aol.com>
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remarkably small differences in frequen-
cy will yield diversity performance.

Figure 1 shows a frequency diversity
scheme. Three receivers are used in this
scheme, although two, four, and five may
be used in actual practice. Each receiver
is tuned to a different frequency, or per-
haps a different band. The antenna inputs
of the receivers are tied together in a sin-
gle multi -frequency antenna that covers
all of the bands.

Note the outputs of the receivers. They
go to some sort of combiner that votes on
which has the best signal. This circuit may
be at IF or it is at audio. In the case of IF
based systems, the combiner also
includes the demodulator circuitry so that
audio comes out of the combiner.

Spatial Diversity

Spatial diversity reception depends on
the fact that the wave moves from place

Figure 2. Spacial diversity reception system.

to place as it fades. This is due largely to
the ionosphere being unstable height
wise, and thereby having the signal walk
about a bit. The spatial diversity recep-
tion system is shown in Figure 2.

The key to spatial diversity reception
is the antenna field. Although three anten-
nas and receivers are shown here, real sys-
tems may have two to five antenna -
receiver combinations. The key to the
antenna field's performance is the fact
that they are spaced n(/2 apart, where n is
an integer (including 1). This spacing is
dictated by the physics of the situation.
Any closer spacing would nullify the
operation considerably.

Three receivers are shown in the spa-
tial diversity reception scheme of Figure
2. Notice that the same audio or IF com-
biner circuitry is used as was used in the
frequency diversity reception method
(why mess up a good thing!). The
IF/audio combiner will output the high-
est signal automatically.

Note that the variable frequency oscil-
lators (VFOs) of the three receivers are
linked together. More correctly, that there
is a designated "master" receiver that dri-
ves a VFO input on the other two
receivers. This configuration permits the
user to adjust just one receiver, while con-
trolling all three. One sure sign that a
receiver is designed for the diversity
reception is the existence of VFO
IN/OUT connectors on the rear panel.

Polarization Diversity
Reception

The polarity of the transcendental elec-
tromagnetic wave that forms the short-
wave signal is, to say the least, messed
up. Although there is as much as 30 dB
difference between the vertical and hori-
zontal polarization (i.e., if you cross -
polarize your receiver antenna you will
suffer up to 30 dB loss!), it rarely matters
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but hey, why not?)

Have you been by lately?
Our web site is the first source

to find new Firestik products,

informative technical documents

and more.

FireStik
ANTENNA COMPANY
602-273-7151  Fax 602-273-1836

http://www.firestilc com

Figure 3. Polarization diversity reception system.

on shortwave whether or not the polarity
of the receiver antenna matches that of the
transmitter antenna (normally good engi-
neering practice). The reason is that the
polarity of the incoming signal keeps
shifting and rotating.

The solution to the problem is shown
at Figure 3. Polarization diversity recep-
tion uses two or more receivers tuned to
the same frequency, but fed with co -locat-
ed vertically and horizontally polarized
antennas. The antennas are located at the
same site, but are of opposite polariza-
tion. That way, when the polarity shifts
from more vertical to more horizontal, the
proper receiver takes over.

The same IF/audio combiner that was
present in the previous two methods is
used again in polarization diversity recep-
tion. Similarly to Figure 2, the VFO of the
Master Receiver is driving the VFO IN
terminal on the Slave Receiver. Again,
that allows a co -channel receiver to be
operated by the Master Receiver.

IF/Audio Combiner

The IF/audio combiner might be a sim-
ple voting logic signal selector on the
audio signal. It will select whichever of

the two to five receivers is putting out the
strongest signal, or if two or more are
putting out equally strong signals, it will
select according to a protocol.

There is another type of combiner that
operates at the IF frequency of the
receivers. This type of combiner takes the
signal and suppresses the carrier and one
sideband, and then reinserts a strong local
carrier from an oscillator circuit. The
recreated single-sideband signal is more
free of fading than any of the input sig-
nals, so it's used to create the audio out-
put on top of the advantages provided by
diversity reception. At least it eliminates
the problem of the sidebands fading out
of phase with each other and the carrier.
This method was called the Farnsworth
method by some authorities, and the
Crosley method by others.

Still another method for the combiner
is synchronous AM reception. This is an
updated version of the Farnsworth or
Crosley methods as nearly as I can tell
because it requires the carrier to be nulled
out through phasing, and then uses an
oscillator to reconstitute the carrier.

As always, I welcome your questions
about antennas - receiving or transmit-
ting - at Popular Communications, 25
Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY 11801.
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Al
Poro'Corrim's Cyber Sleuth Checks Out Online Resources

Newsgroup And Mailing List News, And Making Your Own QSLs

/n a previous column, we discussed
how to use solar noon (on a sunny day)
and the shadow cast by a perpendic-

ular road in finding True North for your
location. Here's an informative note from
Pop'Comm reader John McDermott out-
lining another, and perhaps the most
accurate way of doing it.

"To find true north I have found the
easiest method is to go to the engineer-
ing department of my municipality. There
you will find maps of your street area.
Usually you can get the engineer to make
you a copy of your section on an 8.5" x
11" sheet and he/she will transfer the true
north heading found on all these larger
maps to your copy fora small sum - usu-
ally a dollar or two. As most houses are
laid out parallel to your plot lines, all you
need is a plastic compass (the drawing
type) to determine the difference between
your site and true north to layout your
antennas and beams. As the true north via
the sun varies from location to location
within the time zone, this is the most
accurate method available. If you live
near one of the time zone borders, your
Sun noon is not the same as those living
near the middle."

Thanks again for sharing this informa-
tion with us John!

Internet Newsgroups And
Mailing Lists

The World Wide Web is probably the
hottest thing since boiling water.
However, there are two other, "hot,"
Internet -based systems that pre -date the
Web by several years. These "ancient"
systems are (Usenet) Newsgroups and
Internet (E-mail) Mailing List systems.
With an estimated 30,000+ Newsgroups
and 80,000+ Mailing Lists, they're more
popular today than ever.

Basically, Newsgroups and Internet
Mailing Lists (a.k.a. "Reflectors") can be
thought of as public forums (or virtual
communities) where people with a shared
interest in some topic can submit ques-
tions or comments which are then
answered or commented on by others ha -

-IT'S REALLY OK SIR, HAROLD JU-Erf---
DISCOVERED NEWSGROUPS AND
INTERNET MAILING LISTS"

You'll smile too! See text for details.

ing appropriate expertise and knowledge
in that field. In both cases, E-mail is the
common denominator. The main differ-
ence between the two is that you manual-
ly access a Newsgroup where you can
read or respond to submissions if desired.
With Internet Mailing Lists, once you are
a subscriber, you will automatically
receive a copy of all E-mail submitted to
the Mailing List server. (Hence the term
"reflector" - i.e. all submissions are
"reflected" back to subscribers). This
could mean a LOT of E-mail if it's a pop-
ular list. Although one also "subscribes"
to a Newsgroup, it is not a subscription in
a technical sense - rather just "telling"
your browser (or other E-mail system)
that you wish to ACCESS a given
Newsgroup. Most Web browsers support
Usenet Newsgroups as one of their default
E-mail functions. Use your browser's
HELP function for more details.

In terms of radio -related activities,
both Newsgroups and Internet Mailing
Lists offer a large and diverse range of
topics. Which one(s) to use is a personal
preference and will generally depend on
your level of interest. If you have a casu-
al interest in a subject, Newsgroups are
probably the better choice since you
choose when and if to access the infor-
mation. If you're more "serious" about a
specific theme, then the Mailing List
route (with its automatic E-mail delivery)
might be more suitable since the topics
(and submissions) tend to be more
focused with much less off -topic chatter.

If you haven't tried Newsgroups or
Internet Mailing Lists, pick a topic and
try them - you might be pleasantly sur-
prised at the quality (and quantity) of
information available. From the UK (and
the Grim Reaper?), here's an online sam-
pling of radio related Newsgroups at

111111111111. BY ERIC FORCE <eric@dobe.com>
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The Amateur Radio
Elmers Resource Directory
http://www.novia.netl-pschlecklelmers1

Help is just a click away with this "Master/Apprentice" approach.

If antenna construction is your bag, don't miss this resource.

http://www.thegrimreaper.demon.co.uk/ham/radio-news.html.
And, from MAILING LISTS@QTH.NET, a SUPERB

resource where you can subscribe (and unsubscribe) to a wide
variety of radio -related Mailing Lists plus get more informa-
tion on them at http://www.qth.net/.

TIP: Be sure to BOOKMARK the above URL so you can go
back and unsubscribe to the list(s) if it no longer meets your
needs. Unsubscribing must be done in a certain way (somewhat
awkward if done manually) so make it easy on yourself and use
the above URL.

If you don't find what you're looking for at the above
resources, here's another superb resource from Liszt.com where
you can search for just about every Newsgroup and Mailing List
there is at http://www.liszt.com/news/.

Amateur Radio "Elmers" Resource
Directory

Paul W. Schleck's, K3FU, "Amateur Radio Elmers Resource
Directory" is probably one the most comprehensive directory of
"Elmers" on the Internet. What's an "Elmer?" Paul offers this
definition: "An Elmer today is of any age, male or female, who
has some expertise and is willing to share it with beginners.
Elmers don't even need to be licensed amateurs, just people with
knowledge in some area of electronics or communications tech-
nology." If you're just beginning your voyage into radio or radio
electronics or can't seem to find the answer to a radio question.
visit Paul's site where you'll no doubt find an "expert" or two
who will be more than willing to help. Don't miss this out-
standing resource at http://www.novia.net/-pschleck/elmers/.

Make Your Own QSL Cards

Here's a neat resource by Bob Inouye (WA7S). If you have a
computer with word processing software and a printer, you can

G4FGQ's Software
Nest. nriginal. hien tittatri. radio engineering letting progr.ints.

Not freeware just free gifts please help yourself no catch.

I h,to. -IHE such things as tree lunches after all.

http://www.btinternet.comi-g4fgq.regp/

make your own custom QSL cards, with each card individually
printed for the ham you just contacted. Bob walks you through
the easy process with several examples and tips for creating that
perfect card. If you prefer to send your card via E-mail, it's as
easy as 1-2-3. Do a "Print Screen" of your document. Use a
"PAINT" program like the one included with Windows® to crop
and save the image as a JPEG. And then attach that image to your
E-mail. Let your creativity loose and take a peek at http://www.
qsl.net/wa7s/.

Boat Anchor Manual Archive
Covering over 60 brands From Alliance to Yaesu, Ken

Grimm's, K4XL, "Boat Anchor Manual Archive" (BAMA) site
is one slick puppy. In Ken's words: "The manuals in this archive
are available to all who enjoy working on and restoring old tube -
type amateur radio equipment and shortwave receivers. This is
a totally free cooperative service to the Boat Anchor commu-
nity. It is made possible by the generous folks who take the time
and make the effort to scan and upload their manuals to the
BAMA site." You'll also find tips on how to best use his
resources, plus pointers to many other web sites offering
schematics and manuals. BRAVO Ken! Be sure to check Ken's
"need" list and consider helping him to make this incredible
free resource even better! Visit http://bama.sbc.edu/.

Super Antenna Modeling Software Archive
From West Midlands, England, comes R.J. ("Reg")

Edwards' , G4FGQ, "Ama-teur Radio Station - G4FGQ's Soft-
ware" site. Containing predominately antenna modeling pro-
grams, it's a super resource for high quality (and Free) DOS
based software. In "Reg's" words: "The primary purpose of this
site is to freely distribute computer programs, composed by
G4FGQ himself, which mathematically model the behavior of
components, circuits, aerials, earths, radio paths, etc. "Working"

text only Public Notices I News Releases
1

Rulemalcing Documents I Consumer Complaint Form

The Cokktaitt kli41111101MireaP
FCC

Voice 1 -888 -CALL FCC 445 12th Street SW
TTY 1 -888 -TELL FCC Washington, DC 20554

http://www.fcc.govicib/
Find a topic quickly at this new FCC page.
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----- K4XL's BAMA

The

BoatAnchor
Manual Archive
http://bama.sbc.edu/

Incredible collection of "Boat Anchor" Schematics and Manuals.

Bob Inouye shows you how to make your own QSL Cards.

models allow experimenters to examine quantitatively how the
various input data interact and affect performance. They will
relieve the hobbyist of some of the labor, the costs, and the dis-
appointments of building unsuccessful prototypes. Also of
tedious arithmetic. He/she will gain further insight and will bet-
ter appreciate the finer points of design. Opportunities for orig-
inal contributions to the hobby will be broadened." Many thanks
"Reg" - outstanding work!

Don't let the fact that the programs are DOS -based dissuade
you. They are top-notch programs requiring NO installation (i.e.
run 'em right after download), are compact in size and will pro-
duce highly accurate and useful results. The only negative (from
my perspective) is that all programs use Metric values for input
and results. Regardless, that's a small price to pay for the qual-
ity of this software. Complete descriptions, tips on how to down-
load and use them (plus more) are available at Mr. Edwards'
site. One program, RJELOOP3.EXE will be of particular inter-
est to those building small receiving loop antennas - such as
those used for MW DXing. Don't miss this extraordinary
resource at http://www.btintemet.com/-g4fgq.regp/.

FCC Consumer Information Bureau Page

If you've ever had trouble finding information at the Federal
Communications Commission's Website, this new page will

-01110

Albert, F45JR,,, Tahiti Island

WA7
hereby conTunu our 2 0 meter CW QSO, on

Apr- 02-1999, at 03:43 1ITC Your RST was 459
IBob hour, 310 Vitusicet Breit, Yab ma. WA 98908 USA
&nail: vailsiaerrhur We page yam Id nativae/f /
QT/1: Yalta, Yeklia Counts. WA Grid Square C1496qo
Rig Kerevood IS -510.3(0: 100 W Ant Cband dipo le. 11' Iv-Hello Alhert.
Thank you for the CW QSO this Thurrday
evening, I am very pleased to male my first
Tahiti (*Mac; and yal he happy to troche your
QSL It is nice to reach a distant station from
bete in Washington State.

L's, ::.: ,-....y.

http:Ilwww. qs I. net/wa7s/

definitely put an end to those frustrations. Be sure to bookmark
it so you'll always have a ready reference to their vast array of
information. A tip of the old Sleuth's hat to the FCC for creat-
ing this outstanding (and time saving) resource! Check out
http://www.fcc.gov/cib/.

Antique Radio

If antique radio strikes a pleasant chord in your heart then
"AntiqueRadioOnline" is the place for you. There you'll be able
to enjoy a forum where you can ask questions about radios,
including repair and restoration, participate in live chat sessions
on Wednesday nights, gain access to one of the largest listings
of radio collecting related links on the Web, review articles about
a wide variety of radio topics, listen to vintage radio programs
in streaming RealAudio, peruse a list of radio clubs around the
world and more! Don't miss it at http://www.antiqueradios.com/.

It looks like we're out of space again so we'll head back to
the barn for now. Thanks for joining me on this month's jour-
ney into cyberspace and keep those comments and suggestions
coming! Don't forget to visit the Pop'Comm Website at http://
www.popular-communications.com/ for the latest and greatest
radio communication.

Until next time, 73

iittfiNs&I)VEN
IN STREAMING REALAUDIO

Friday, April 07, 2000

FOR um CHAT RESOURCES AR:TIC:LES PROGRAMS BOOKS CLUBS RADIO CLASSIFIED

http://www.antiqueradios.com/
If it deals with antique radio, it's here.
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Trunking, Tins, Techniques, And Mods

Types Of Communications Systems 101
Why can I hear the cars talking

back to the dispatcher on a fre-
quency two counties away,

while I can only hear our local police once
in a while? This question, or something
very much like it gets asked with great reg-
ularity in the letters I've been getting from
folks. So, like many other "ScanTech" top-
ics, a letter or two - or six - sparked this
column, so I won't mention names specif-
ically, but let's see if we can answer that
question for everyone.

In our attempt to listen to the many
radio systems that dot the radio spectrum
all around us, we are likely to encounter
a number of systems that seem to behave
strangely. If you think about it, since
VHF/UHF communications are sup-
posed to be line -of -sight, why can you
hear cars on a system further away but
not locally? The answer to this puzzle lies
in what we'll call "system architecture,"
borrowing a phrase from the jargon
happy computer world.

Keep It Simple - Simplex

The easiest and simplest va) to put
together a communications system,
whether it's for a police or fire depart-
ment, ambulances and hospitals, a local
business, or just a volunteer group run-
ning communications for a local parade,
is to use one frequency. Everybody
transmits and receives on the same fre-
quency. This type of system is called
"simplex" operation.

Of course, only one person can be talk-
ing at once or there will be a mess. The
radio dispatcher or central controller has
to unkey the transmitter to receive the
reply. If two or more mobile units talk at
once, there will be interference, but gen-
erally the one with the strongest signal
will be heard.

This type of system is also true "line -
of -sight" in that the transmitting and
receiving station have to be able to "see"
each other directly or the communication
will not take place. Power level of the
transmitters also affects the distance that
these type signals can go. Handheld trans-

mitters with low power may only be able
to communicate a mile (or sometimes less
if there are buildings or other things in the
way), while mobiles with 25 or 50 watts
and better antennas might be good for five
or 10 miles, sometimes further depending
on terrain and frequencies in use.

Better Earsa
One of the Iirst things we can do to

enhance the functionality of this type of
system is to add more ears - more pre-
cisely, remote receivers. These are
receive -only stations located at various
points around the desired coverage area.
By having more listening places, a trans-
mitter, like a handheld radio carried by so
many officials, becomes more useful as
there's a bigger chance that its signal will
hit at least one of the listening stations.

Wait a minute - if it hits more than
one listening station, isn't there going to
be a mess in the dispatcher's receiver?
Well, yes, if you just hooked all the
receivers together. But there's a trick.

Most of the time, the receivers all con-
nect back to the central dispatcher via
phone lines or sometimes microwave
radio links. At the place where those sig-
nals come together, a device called a vot-
ing comparator is positioned. This gizmo
listens to all of the incoming signals and
decides which is the strongest. Only the
strongest signal is sent on to the dispatch-
er's console. Most consoles I've seen also
have a way for the dispatcher to disable a
particular receiver if it's receiving inter-
ference or otherwise causing problems.

If the system you're monitoring is sim-
plex and has a large or hilly terrain to
cover, there's a good chance that a voting
system and remote receivers are in use.
There can be several receivers or just two.
Either way, the higher and more central
the placement of these receivers, the bet-
ter range will be achieved with the system.

Of course, on these type systems, we're
limited to one receiver site: the one with
our scanner. So the dispatcher is going to
be able to hear and communicate with
handheld transceivers and possibly even

Ham radio systems use simplex and half -
duplex operationfor most mobile units, while
the repeaters operate in full duplex mode. If
you're licensed, see how far you can get on
a simplex channel with two handhelds. It's a
few miles at best, and sometimes much less

with terrain or obstructions.

mobile units that are well outside your
range. There's not much you can do to fix
that, unless you have unlimited resources
and want to rent space for remote receive
sites just like they do!

Two Frequencies

Another common ,1) to extend the
range and functionality of a system is to
use two frequencies. Of course, the two
frequencies could be used to divide the
larger area into two smaller simplex net-
works like above, but that's not what
we're referring to here. In this type of sys-
tem, the base transmits on one frequen-
cy, while the mobiles transmit back to the
base on another. There is a number of con-
figurations possible with this arrange-
ment, so let's have a look.

The simplest way to do it is to work
just like the simplex system but with two
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"You'll need a scanner that can
interpret the data channel... to
follow a trunked system."

frequencies. The base transmits messages
out on one frequency; the mobiles receive
on that frequency, but transmit back to the
base on another frequency.

From a radio standpoint, there is
absolutely no advantage to this system
over the simplex system. There might,
however, be an operational advantage. By
having the mobiles transmit on a differ-
ent frequency, they cannot interfere with
the dispatcher's transmissions so the dis-
patcher won't get blocked. Also, unless
they are specifically set up to do so, the
mobiles will not be able to hear each other
with this arrangement. Most public safe-
ty operations would find this a huge dis-
advantage, but certain businesses might
want to operate in this manner.

This type of system is referred to as
"half -duplex." Duplex because there are
two frequencies involved, but "half'
because the intention is that the base or
the mobiles have to stop transmitting to
receive the reply.

Full duplex uses the same frequency
arrangement, but the equipment is wired
so that the transmitter and receiver oper-
ate at the same time. A very common use
of this type arrangement is mobile tele-
phone service. Both people in the con-
versation can talk at once. Since two fre-
quencies are used, the transmissions from
both ends are heard in their counterpart
receivers. How much communication
takes place in these types of conversa-
tions is another matter that sometimes
boggles the mind, but we won't even try
to explain that here.

In telephone operation, the transmitter
is left on all the time so that the system
functions just like your wired telephone.
But some business systems also operate
in full duplex mode. The one that comes
to mind immediately is many taxi dis-
patch operations. The dispatcher can be
talking and dispatching somebody, while
he can hear the request of another unit. Of
course, that usually interrupts his train of
thought and he has to start over, but that's
how they're configured.

The third common method (and per-
haps the most common) of using two fre-
quencies for operation is repeater oper-
ation. A repeater is a transmitter/receiver
combination set up so that whatever it
hears on the receiver (the input) it
rebroadcasts on the transmitter (the out -

The most common form of full duplex operation we find today is in those little phones every-
one carries around. Of course, it's illegal to listen to the radio portion of these calls in the
United States, even if you could. Most cellular, and all PCS systems are predominately digi-

tal these days.

put). Ideally, these repeaters are placed in
a central and high location so that it can
hear as many of the transmissions from
the area served as possible. Downtown
buildings and mountaintops are frequent-
ly dotted with repeater antennas. In fact,
some repeaters even use remote receivers
just like the simplex systems above.

Repeaters are almost always set up in
a half duplex mode (the person talking has
to release the transmit button to hear the
reply). The big advantage for public safe-
ty users, and for many businesses, is that
a larger area can be covered because of
the remote location of the repeater than
might be possible wherever the head-
quarters building happens to be.

The other advantage is that all of the
mobile transmissions are rebroadcast for
everyone to hear. This makes it more like
a long-range simplex operation, and helps
improve communications between units
at opposite ends of the area served by the
repeater. In typical operation, nobody
actually listens to the input channel
except the repeater itself; all of the
receivers are tuned to the output channel.

It's also worth pointing out that all of
these duplex systems would be consid-
ered one "channel" to the user. In fact, the
person using the radio may be totally
unaware that his transmissions are on a
different frequency than the receiver.
Channels are something created for con-
venience. I know it seems like a terrible
thing, but most two-way radio users are
not concerned at all with the actual fre-
quency of their communications as long

as they're all talking to each other. The
radio is likely to refer to the operation as
channel I, or frequently Fl.

Some mobile units which use repeater
also have an F2 (or some other arbitrary
designation) that allows them to transmit
and receive on the same frequency.
Sounds like simplex again, right? Yes, it
certainly is, and by doing it this way, the
repeater will be avoided, but the units can
talk directly if they're close to each other.
This function is frequently called talk
around, although many users just refer to
it as another channel.

Technical Problems

From a technical standpoint, the oper-
ation of repeaters can cause a problem. If
you've ever been close to a transmitter
with your scanner, you'll know what it is.
When a strong transmitter is near your
receiver, it tends to overload the receiver
so that only the close transmitter is what
you hear, even if it's on another frequen-
cy close by. How are we going to hear a
weak handheld unit out in the field with
our own transmitter right there? And
here's the real kicker: often repeaters
transmit and receive on the SAME anten-
na! Talk about close by!

There are two ways to deal with this
problem. The first is frequency separation.
The further apart the transmit and receive
frequencies are, the easier it is to prevent
interference. So physics helps us out here.

The second method, and one used by
almost all repeater systems, is to use a
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If the system you want to monitor is trunked, you'll need one of these trunk -tracking radios.
This is the relatively new PRO -2052 from RadioShack, which can follow both EDACS and

Motorola systems. Stay tuned to Pop'Comm for a full review soon!

duplexer. This is a device that electroni-
cally separates the transmit and receive
frequencies from each other. We won't go
into the technical details here, but the

Full 800 MHz Scanners
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- Flexible dynamic memory bank layout
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- NFM, WFM. AM. USB, LSB 8 CW
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- Channel scope

- Superb sensitivity, Clear sound
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your Desktop or Portable PC
-0110 1300 MHz continuous.

-me 1r1

.60740ln- AM,FM& WFM:i $249 tone squel
- Multiple screens: multi -function control panel
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Guaranteed Delivery to USA.

adieworld
Phone: 416-667-1000
FAX :(416) 667-9995 Website Address:
sa les@ radioworld .ca http://www.radioworld.ca
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closer the frequencies are to each other,
the bigger and more expensive the
duplexer has to be. Some repeater sys-
tems also use multiple antennas that are
separated by some distance to help get
around this problem.

On the VHF bands, there is no standard
plan for placement of repeater inputs and
outputs. There were too many simplex
users on these bands before repeaters
became possible. So you try to find two
frequencies in your area that aren't used
and then deal with the technical issues as
necessary. As a side note, amateur
repeaters in the two -meter band are usu-
ally only 600 kHz apart, and with good
duplexers can work just fine. Many pub-
lic safety systems can get a Megahertz or
more between the frequencies.

By the time the UHF bands became
popular, repeaters were already in wide-
spread use. So the FCC built in
allowances for repeaters right from the

The Adventures of Scanner Xeeb
by M A. Co etto

Wow..this thing picks up
everything.. even outside
our normal radio
spectrum........

Where did you say
you found it at
mother ?

start. Most UHF systems have the input
frequency (mobiles) a full 5 MHz higher
than the output frequency (repeater
transmitter). This, combined with the
higher frequency, makes duplexers for
UHF much smaller than the ones used in
VHF systems.

At 800 MHz, repeaters are standard
operating procedure. There are a few sim-
plex operations in the 800 MHz range, but
mostly they're for short-range, low -power
operations. Spacing in this band is a full
45 MHz apart! This separation makes very
small units possible, and helps to make the
handheld cellular telephone (a full duplex
system, after all) possible.

Trunking

I he l mai t) pc of radio system that we
need to consider is trunked. We've had
more complete discussions of this con-
cept in the past, and no doubt will repeat
the topic in the future if you've joined
Pop'Comm recently (where you been?),
but let's summarize it here.

Most trunking systems right now oper-
ate in the 800 -MHz range, but expect to
see more and more of them moving down
to the other bands in the future. It's just
too efficient from a frequency standpoint
not to use it anywhere a large number of
channels are necessary.

Notice I said "channels" not frequen-
cies. In traditional two-way systems, we
need a frequency (or two for duplex sys-
tems) for each "channel" or function that
we need in our two-way system. A large
city might easily have five or 10 channels
just for dispatch, plus a few others for car -
to -car, detectives, and whatever else they
might need. That's a lot of frequencies.

With a trunked system, we assign a fixed
number of frequencies, usually in blocks
of five (5 input and 5 output) although
large systems can have 20 to 30 in a sin-
gle system, and combine multiple systems
for statewide or regional coverage. One of
these frequencies is used for a computer

A foreign import ?
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controller to direct the mobile units to a
particular frequency when necessary.

The idea here is the most of the time
many of the channels are dead. Nobody
is talking, and almost none of the chan-
nels are busy all the time (if it is, there's
a system loading problem that needs to be
addressed). So why have a frequency sit-
ting there doing nothing while we listen
to nothing? In the conventional systems
above, that's exactly what happens.

In a trunking system, mobiles tuned to
a channel that's not talking monitor the
computer -based control channel. When
somebody in the "talkgroup" (channel)
needs to talk, they press their microphone
button to talk, and it beeps for a fraction
of a second. During this time, the com-
puter is looking to see which of the avail-
able frequencies is not in use, then sends
out a signal to all of the radios tuned to
that talk group to jump to that available
frequency. They have their conversation,
and then the frequency is released back
into the pool for use by the next group
that needs to talk. The whole conversa-
tion can happen faster than you can read
this paragraph.

By sharing frequencies this way, a
trunked system can have many more "vir-
tual channels" than actual frequencies are
available. And depending on how busy
those virtual channels are with traffic, the
users will never know that they don't have
their own dedicated half duplex repeater
system, because that's what it sounds like
to them.

You'll need a scanner that can interpret
the data channel and jump to the right fre-
quency to follow a trunked system. These
systems are the only one of the group
we've discussed that can't be followed
very well on a traditional scanner. But just
like the outbreak of trunking has become
more and more popular with two-way
radio users, trunk -tracking scanners from
Uniden and RadioShack are becoming
more popular too. If you have, or antici-
pate trunking radio systems in your area,
make sure you get a trunking scanner to
follow along!

Your Input Needed

That's about it for another month! I'm
looking for your questions and sugges-
tions on article topics. You can write to
Ken Reiss, 9051 Watson Rd. #309, St.
Louis, MO 63126, or for faster response,
use E-mail at armadillo)@aol.com. If
you need a direct reply, please include an
SASE, or use E-mail. Until next month,
good listening!
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World's Most Powerful CB
and Amateur Mobile Antenna

Lockheed Corp. Test Shows
WES/On/00U CB Antenna Has

58% More Gain Than The
K40 Antenna (on channel 40).

In tests conducted by Lockheed Corporation, one of
the world's largest Aerospace Companies, at their Rye Canyon
Laboratory and Antenna Test Range, the Wilson MOO was found
to have 58% more power gain than the K40 Electronics Com-
pany. K40 CB Antenna. This means that the Wilson 1000 gives
you 58% more gain on both transmit and receive. Now you can
instantly increase your operating range by using a Wilson 1000.

Guaranteed To Transmit and Receive
Farther Than Any Other Mobile

CB Antenna or Your Money Back**
New Design

The Wilson 1000 higher gain performance is a result of new
design developments that bring you the most powerful CB base
loaded antenna available.

Why Wilson 1000 Performs Better
Mans CB antennas lose more than 50% of the power put into

them. The power is wasted as heat loss in the plastic inside the
coil form and not radiated as radio waves.

We have designed a new coil form which suspends

Lockheed - California Company
A demo al Lockneed Corporation
Bud.. COM.. 91520

Wean Antenna Coneeny Inc
3 Surest wry une ALO
Green Valley Commerce Gene
Hententen Kerman 890-15

Boblecl ComParat,. Gain Testing of CcvenS Band Antennas
Ref Rye Canyon Antenna Lab File *870529

We have completed relative gain measurements al your
model IOW antenna using the K-40 antenna as the
reference The test was conducted vett, the antennas
mounted on a 16 ground plane mth a separatron a
greeter than 300 between the transmot and tee antennas
The antennas were tuned by the standard VSWR method The
resulm of the test are tabulated below
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the coil in air and still retains the rigidity needed tor
support. this new design eliminates 95% of the
dielectric losses. We feel that this new design is so
unique that we have filed a patent application on it.

In addition, we use 10 Ga. silver plated wire to
reduce resistive losses to a minimum.

In order to handle higher power for amateur use,
we used the more efficient direct coupling method of
matching, rather than the lossy capacitor coupling.
With this method the Wilson 1000 will handle 3000
watts of power.

The Best You Can Buy
So far you have read about why the Wilson 1000

performs better, but it is also one of the most rugged
antennas you can buy. It is made from high impact
thermoplastics with ultraviolet protection. The
threaded body mount and coil threads are stainless
steel: the whip is tapered 17-7 ph. stainless steel. All
of these reasons are why it is the best CB antenna on
the market today, and we guarantee to you that it will
outperform any CB antenna (K40. Formula I, you
name it) or your money back!

'Inductively base loaded antennas
...Call for details
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TOLL FREE I-800-5416116
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News, Information, And Events In The Utility Radio Service Between
30 kHz And 30 MHz

Getting Involved And Sharing Your Insight

Welcome to the second column of
"Utility Radio Review." This
month I'm focusing on what

sen ices are available for target monitor-
ing and their frequencies. I'm doing this
to encourage many of you who have not
supplied monitoring logs to Pop 'Comm
before. It's not enough to be an armchair
listener. You've got to get involved, and
share what you have heard if this column
is going to have something to report about
its reader's monitoring activities!

To get things started, the column is first
going to do a basic survey of the fre-
quencies associated with the different
services for air, marine, military, and land
based radio operations. In doing this, I
would like to say something to the
"Master Class" of radio monitors who
have played such an important role in for-
warding their logs to Pop'Comm in the
past. I know things are different here than
they were before, and some things may
be missing that you used to enjoy read-
ing, but I am asking each of you to be
patient as the column comes up to speed.
I want to see your contributions, along
with those just starting out, sitting side -
by -side in the log section.

Along with log information, I also want
to put a new emphasis on how you made
that special monitoring catch that all of
the others missed. What equipment,
antenna system, and other electronic
tools do you use?

Pictures of people's monitoring sta-
tions, with or without them sitting at the
controls, are also wanted for the column.
If we get enough of a response, I want to
have people who specialize in utility
monitoring profiled on a monthly basis.

I would also like to profile clubs that
specialize in monitoring utility radio
through the pages of this column. Club
executive members, please write to me
with information about events, activities,
or how to be contacted. I'd be more than
happy to keep people up-to-date on the
activities taking place in these groups.

Likewise, I would again ask that peo-
ple who are directly involved in any ser-

Grimeton transmitter site in Sweden with LF vertical antenna pointing at the U.S.

vice in the utility radio industry contact
me as well. I'd like to provide more back-
ground information on what takes place
at the transmitter site or on the receiving
end of a signal. Operators, technicians, or
owners of these services are welcome -
be they civilian, military, or government.
I'm sure the readers would be interested
in learning more about those who make
their living by playing an operational role
in a utility service.

Loggings should be forwarded to me by
the 5th of the month in order to appear in
the following month's column. Electronic
formats should be either plain text (TXT)
or MS Word for Windows (DOC). Typed
and handwritten logs are acceptable if leg-
ible. Please be certain to include your
name, address, and contact number in the
header or footer of your logs.

Getting In Touch With Me

To make it as easy as possible to con-
tact me, particularly if you have logs to
share, there are several methods available
to you. E-mail is always welcome and I
have a dedicated address for you to use.
It is ur-review@provcomm.net, and I

have a personal policy of replying
promptly to any message sent to me.

You can also use the Pop'Comm E-
mail address at editor@popular-commu-
nications.com, where your message will
be forwarded to me.

I also have a personal Webpage with a
section dedicated to this column located
at: http://www.provcomm.net/pages/
joe. Plans are in place to set up an on-line
discussion group at that Website so that
people with an interest in utility radio can
have a place to share ideas and informa-
tion. The Webpage will also have a sec-
tion of links to other utility radio sites on
the Internet, once they have been col-
lected and verified.

For those who wish to contact me by
mail, you can do so through Popular
Communications, "Utility Radio
Review," 25 Newbridge Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801. I also have U.S.
mailbox that you can send cards and let-
ters at PMB: 121 1623 Military Road,
Niagara Falls, NY 14304-1745.

If you do send a photo, please be cer-
tain to send color prints and put your
name and address on the back, along with
a brief explanation as to what it is. If you
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Tuning In The Last Operating
Anderson Generator Site

About once a year, the last remaining
operating Alexanderson high frequen-
cy alternating transmitter, located in
Grimeton, Sweden, is tuned up and used
to transmit VLF (16.7 kHz) CW signals.

While outside of the range of fre-
quencies that this column normally
monitors, the station is important to the
history of utility radio. At one time, the
Anderson type of transmitter was the
only way that reliable trans -Atlantic
radio communications could be main-
tained, and many transmitters of this
type were operating up into the 1960s.
The Alexanderson transmitter, named
after the General Electric engineer who
perfected them, uses a high frequency
AC generator rather than a vacuum tube
(or even spark gap) oscillator. These
generators were able to operate at the
very high speeds needed to reach into
the radio frequency spectrum in order
to generate the radio waves frequencies.

The Grimeton station uses an alter-
nator built by General Electric in the
U.S., and was installed in 1924. King
Gustav V sent the first official traffic to
the United States on July 2, 1925. While
unconfirmed at this time, there is a pos-
sibility that the station may be operated
on the same date this summer in order
to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the
station. This may prove to be a unique
opportunity for those capable of moni-
toring the transmitted frequency to be
able to secure a very historic QSL card.

The Grimeton station has been under-
going extensive restoration of its equip-
ment, particularly its antenna towers, to
ensure it's continued ability to operate.
It is, for all intents and purpose, in as
good shape today as it was when first
put into use.

This column will post information as
it becomes available. In the meantime.
announcements on when, where, and
how to listen to the Grimeton station,
and how to get a QSL if you are able to
receive them, is available on the sta-
tion's Webpage at http://www.telemu-
seum.se/grimeton/defaulte.html.

want to send a QSL for publication in the
column, that's fine, but remember that we
can't be responsible for its loss or dam-
age. A good photocopy or digital scan
would be preferred.

With any mailed item, please include
a stamped, self-addressed envelope

(SASE) if you want me to return the mate-
rial to you. Otherwise it goes into the
Pop'Comm archives.

Now that we have that out of the way,
let's get on to some utility radio topics!

Utility Radio Services
Review

Now that all of the necessary informa-
tion about communicating with me is over
with, let's get down to looking at what will
be happening in the column during the
next two issues. This list will provide a
guide to monitoring topics that future
columns will cover in more detail. Again,
the more information passed on to me
about activity taking place in these ser-
vices, the more that can be published here.

Maritime Services -
Coming In August

Of all of the utility services, marine -
based may well undergo the greatest
change in the early years of the 21St cen-
tury. Commitments on the part of gov-
ernment agencies around the world
towards satellite -based navigation and
communications may see the end of many
LF and HF maritime services.

The next five to 10 years may be impor-
tant ones for catching some soon -to -be -
rare QSL cards, just like we saw with the
recent end of CW traffic on most fre-
quencies. This column will keep you
informed of these developments. Again,
you the reader, particularly those who
work in these services, will be an invalu-
able source of information on this sub-
ject. Please share your experiences in
those areas that are now in transition due
to new technologies and policies.

Meanwhile, there is still considerable
station -to -station activity, be it voice or
digital mode (RTTY and RadioTelex)
available to monitor. Next month's col-
umn will focus on maritime services, so
here are some U.S. Coast Guard dis-
tresses frequencies to target on. Over the
coming months we will provide more
detailed lists of active target frequencies
to work from.

Aeronautical Services -
Coming In September

Of all forms of transportation, other
than the automobile, the airplane domi-
nates the news. Whether it is a disaster
such as happens with a crash of a large
passenger carrieror a mishap with a small
Cessna, events about aircraft capture the
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ITU CHANNEL kHz SHIP STATION kHz COAST STATION Station and Schedule (UTC)
NMN NMN/NMF NMG

424 4134 4426 2300-1100 2230-1030 24 HRS
601 6200 6501 24 HRS 24 HRS 24 FIRS
816 8240 8764 24 HRS 24 HRS 24 HRS
1205 12242 13089 1100-2300 1030-2230 24 FIRS

1625 16432 17314 (- on request only-)

ITU CHANNEL kHz SHIP STATION kHz COAST STATION Station and Schedule (UTC)
NMC NMO NOJ

4125 4125 24 FIRS
424 4134 4426 24 HRS 0600-1800 on request
601 6200 6501 24 HRS 24 HRS 24 HRS
816 8240 8764 24 HRS 24 HRS on request

1205 12242 13089 24 HRS 1800-0600 on request

1625 16432 17314 ( - on request only-)

ITU CHANNEL kHz SHIP STATION kHz COAST STATION Station and Schedule (UTC)
Guam NMN/NMA

601 6200 6501 0900-2100 24 HRS
1205 12242 13089 2100-0900 24 HRS
1625 16432 17314 24 HRS

Source: U.S. Coast Guard

Figure I. HF Radiotelephone (SSB)

headlines. Yet there is still much that takes
place without incident that is still interest-
ing and worthwhile monitoring.

A significant amount of radio traffic
takes place in the HF bands, even with the
availability of satellite communication.
Following in Figure 2 are some target fre-
quencies for MWARA (Major World Air
Route Area) communications. Traffic
found here includes position reports,
amended level, speed and route clear-
ances. All frequencies in kHz.

In the upcoming months, more com-
prehensive lists will be provided, as well
as news stories about the air transpira-
tion industry. Here is where those read-
ers with specialized knowledge about the
aviation industry would be a real asset to
this column.

An announcement will be made soon
when another aeronautical service theme
column will be run. The assistance of
those who specialize in that service will
be greatly appreciated for those who are
interested in following the traffic found
between aircraft and ground stations.

Other Themes

Future columns will cover military,
digital, news services, weather, naviga-
tion, and equipment. I am always looking
for subject experts in each of these fields
for contributions.

"Mini -Columns" or small news and
information articles, which cover new
developments, equipment,
any of the above themes, are welcome.
Likewise news, tips, and suggestions are
also needed. Suggestions for new themes
not mentioned here are also welcome.

Spectrum Survey: 30 kHz To
150 kHz

To start our spectrum survey, I'll begin
with the VLF portion of the spectrum.
Over the next few months, we will work
our way up to 30 MHz, looking at a sec-
tion at a time. We will try and provide a
summary of what you will find in tuning
areas, along with target stations to look for.

While the vast majority of radio com-
munication and broadcasting now takes
place in the HF, VHF, and UHF portions

of the radio spectrum, the frequency
range between 30 kHz and 150 kHz

activity. Generally called the Very Low
Frequencies (or VLF), their ability to
provide reliable long distance radio com-
munications under adverse conditions
made them popular with early utility
radio companies.

Even with the switch in emphasis to the
shortwave high frequencies, during peri-
ods of intense solar flares when all other
frequencies were unusable, a VLF signal
not only got through, but their propaga-
tion characteristics improved!

Up to the beginning of the space age in
the 1960s, many important commercial
and military transmitting stations operat-
ing in the VLF frequencies still carried a
large amount of routine "traffic" due to
this ability to deliver a message. The

Canary Islands, Gander.
New York, Santa Maria,

Shanwick
3016
5598
8906
13306
17946

(All frequencies in kHz)

Gander, Iceland, Shanwick
2872
2899
4675
5616
5649
8864
13291
13306
17946

Figure 2. MWARA Comms
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expanded use of communications satel-
lites has brought about a decline in the use
of the LF/VLF range of frequencies, but
they are still used in many transmissions
that people can monitor.

In this section, I'll outline who is using
the VLF frequencies today. A further
identification will be made of which gov-
ernment, military, or private organiza-
tions are using which particular frequen-
cies, and why they have chosen to use the
frequencies that they have.

The radio spectrum below 150 kHz
offers many interesting monitoring pos-
sibilities due to its unique characteristics.
Here propagation is even more "unusual"
than what most people find in the HF and
LF spectrum.

The frequency range between 30 kHz
to 150 kHz begins to exhibits the trough-
ing effects and wave front characteristics
that are unique to this longwave band. The
ionosphere influences taking place here
are due to the presence of the D region of
the ionosphere, which is found roughly 20
to 25 miles above the surface of the earth.

Being close to the ground, the angle of
the reflected radio signal required multi-
ple hops in order for any great distance to
be traveled. This contributes to the rapid
attenuation of the signals as they move
out from their point of origin, and
explains why very high power is often
required for reliable use.

In addition to open-air propagation,
frequencies below 100 kHz have an addi-
tional characteristic of being able to trav-
el long distances through solid rock. This
has been used to great advantage by cave
explorers and mining crews to keep in
contact with each other underground.

The waves can also penetrate under the
surface of the ocean and seas, which nor-
mally blocks radio waves at the higher
frequencies. This has allowed navies to
be able to transmit radio messages to sub-
marines working at depth and at speed.

Another interesting use of these fre-
quencies is point-to-point communica-
tion and remote control of switching sta-
tions by electrical power utilities. Radio
frequencies just above 100 kHz are used
to carry these signals along high -power
transmission lines. While the signals will
follow the lines for long distances, they
are quickly attenuated a short distance
from them. Monitoring of these trans-
missions is still possible if you are locat-
ed within a short distance from the power
lines themselves.

At one time, the VLF frequencies were
heavily used by utility stations to trans-
mit and receive the large percentage of

message traffic, but today only a handful
of military and government stations
remain on the air on a regular basis.

What can be heard in these frequencies
with a good radio receiver? The table
shown in Figure 3 provides a potential
target list for first-time and experienced
UTE monitors. Some, such as USN
RTTY stations, are fairly easy catches.
Others, such as European and Japanese
stations, will be more of a challenge, even
under the best of conditions.

In future columns, we will return to the
VLF band in order to look at the future of
LORAN as a navigational aid. While

many people are quite taken with satel-
lite based GPS (Global Positioning
System) navigation, there are others who
continue to use the older LORAN system.
Why? Because they feel that LORAN,
when properly used, is still more accurate
than GPS. What do you think? Your opin-
ions and experiences are requested.

Next month I will survey the LF band
between 150 and 530 kHz. This band of
frequencies contains many Non -
Directional Beacons (NDB) used for avi-
ation and marine navigation. While there
are a great many of these beacons avail-
able for listening, are there some that are
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FREQ (kHz) PWR (kW) IDENTITY - LOCATION (COMMENTS)

*31.0 50 Bd
34.5 110 "FXL" USAF SAC -Silver Creek, NE (moved to 29.5 then 48.5)
*35.6 800
37.2 110 "XLC" USAF SAC -Hawes. CA (FSK 5/50 Bd. MSK I (off)
40.00 40 JG2AS SFTS-Sanwa, lbaraki, Japan
40.75 NAU PR AGUDA MSK
44.0 200 VHB Belconnen, Australia (FSK175 Bd)
*46.9 50 Bd EAM
48.5 110 "FXL" USAF SAC -Silver Creek. NE (FSK 5/50 Bd. MSK)
50.00 7 OMA SFTS-Liblice. Czechoslovakia

Low SFTS-Podebrady. Czechoslavokia
10 RTZ SFTS-Irkutsk, USSR 0100-2400 (no recent information)

51.95 60 GYA Naval -London. UK (FSK I
53.6 100 RTO Moscow. USSR (FAX-Meteol
55.5 10)) GXN USN -Thurso. Highland, Scotland (FSK)
57.4 100 CNL USN -Kenitra. Morocco (FSK)
*573 LBH?
57.9 NAM USN -Norfolk (Driver), VA IFSIUMUL) I moved to 77.15)
58.7 100 "NBH" ANMCC-Ft. Ritchie, PA (FSK 5/50 Bd. MSK. 800 Bd)
59.0 100 NGR USN -Kato Soli. Greece
60.00 13 WWVB SFTS-Fort Collins. CO

50 MSF SFTS-Teddington. Middlesex. UK
65.8 15 FUB Naval -Brest. Finisterc. France (FSK )(actual call FUE)+
66.66 10 RBU SFTS-Moscow. USSR 2100-1700 (no recent information)
68.0 80 GBY20Nava1-Rugby, Warwickshire. UK (FSK)
68.9 25 XPH USAF -Thule AB, Greenland (FSK)
70.387 1.2 VGW269 DECCA-Comfort Cove, NF Canada ( 2c/purple) (off)
71.142 2.4 VGW277 DECCA-Ecum Secum, NS, Canada (7c/purple) (off)
71.4375 1.2 VGW280 DECCA-Sept Isles, PQ, Canada (9c/purple) (off)
73.6 250 CFH Naval -Halifax (Mill Cove). NS. Canada (FSK 75 Bd)
75.(X)00 20 HBG SFTS-Prangins. Switzerland
76.2 CKN Naval -Vancouver, BC. Canada (FSK I
76.35 50 TFK Keflavik, Island (FSK) (moved to 142.25)
76.9 50 NAM USN -Norfolk (Driver), VA (FSK 50BD)(alt. for 77.15)
77.15 50 NAM USN -Norfolk (Driver), VA (FSK 50 Bd)
77.500 50 DCF77 SFTS-Mainflingen, GFR
81.0 40 GYN2 Naval -London, UK
82.75 40 MKL Military-Petreavie, Rosyth. Scotland (FSK/CW)
83.1 40 OFA83 Meteo-Helsinki. Finland (FAX-RPM/IOC 120/576)
83.8 45 FTA83 SFTS-Saint Andre de Corey. France
84.465 1.2 VGW268 DECCA-Port Blandford, NF, Canada (2c/master) (off)
85.180 1.2 VGW272 DECCA-Grindstone, PQ. Canada (6b/master) (off)
85.370 2.4 VGW274 DECCA-Chester. NS. Canada (7c/master) (off)
85.725 1.2 VGW279 DECCA-Port Menier, PQ. Canada (9c/master) (off)
91.15 150 FTA91 SFTS-Saint Andre de Corcy, France (replaced by 83.8)
100 350 LORAN C -Caribou, ME (5930 -M/9960 -W)
275 LORAN C -Nantucket, MA )5930 -X/9960 -XI
1500 LORAN C -Cape Race. NF. Canada 15930 -Y/7930 -W )
800 LORAN C -Fox Harbor. LAB, Canada (5930 -Z/7930 -M)
760 LORAN C-Angissoq. Greenland (7930 -XI
400 LORAN C -Dana. IN (8970 -M/9960 -Z)
800 LORAN C -Seneca. NY (8970 -X/9960 -M)
500 LORAN C-Baudette, MN
8(X) LORAN C -Malone. FL (7980 -M/8970 -W)
800 LORAN C-Grangeville, LA (7980-W)
400 LORAN C-Raymondvile, TX (7980-X)
275 LORAN C -Jupiter. FL (7980-Y)
550 LORAN C -Carolina Beach. NC (7980 -Z/9960 -Y)
400 LORAN C -Fallon. NV (9940-M)
400 LORAN C -Middletown. CA (9940-X)
540 LORAN C -Searchlight. NV (9940-Y)
400 LORAN C -Williams Lake. BC, Canada (GR15990/SH1- M)
16(X) LORAN C -George, WA (5990 -Y/9940 -W)
400 LORAN C -Port Hardy. BC. Canada (5990-Z)
540 LORAN C-Tok. AK (7960-M)

FREQ (kHz) PWR IkW I IDENTITY - LOCATION (COMMENTS)

400
275
275

1000
112.15 3

112.620 1.2

113.2 3

113.573 1.2

113.827 2.4
114.300 1.2

115.435 1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

116.412 1.2

1.2

1.2

117.157 1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

117.4 10

119.15 3

119.85 50
50

122.3 3

122.5 15

123.0 3

124.0
125.8 10

126.697 1.2

127.770 L2
128.055 2.4
128.5875 1.2

128.3 3

3

131.05 2

131.4 3

131.8 20
133.15 15

25
133.85 10

134.2 50

136.3 3

134.9 200
135.95 50
137.0
139.0 50

139.1 3

1393 3

140.5 3

142.25 25

143.5 3

146.1 20
147.5 15

148.2 25

148.55 3

LORAN C-Narrrow Cape, Kodiak Is.. AK
LORAN C -St. Paul, Pribilof Is., AK (9990-M)
LORAN C -Attu. AK (9990-X)
LORAN C -Port Clarence. AK (9990-Y)
CII DND-Shilo, MAN, Canada (FSK) (moved to 193.0)
VGW270 DECCA-Shoe Cove. NF. Canada (2c/red) (off)
VER DND-Ottawa. ON. Canada (FSK/to VEV)
VGW273 DECCA-Port aux Basque, NF, Canada (6b/red) (off)
VGW275 DECCA-Alma, NF. Canada (7c/red) (off)
VGW278 DECCA-Shippegan Is.. NB. Canada (9c/red) (off)
VGW269 DECCA-Comfort Cove. NF. Canada (2c/purple MP) (off)
VGW268 DECCA-Port Blandford, NF, Canada I2c/master MP) )off)
VGW270 DECCA-Shoe Cove. NF. Canada (2c/red MP) (off)
VGW27I DECCA-St. Lawrence. NF (2c/green MP) (off)
VGW272 DECCA-Grindstone. PQ. Canada (6b/master MP) (off)
VGW273 DECCA-Port aux Basque, NF. Canada (6b/red MP) (off)
VGW266 DECCA-Antigonish. NS. Canada (6b/green MP) (off)
VGW280 DECCA-Sept Isles, PQ. Canada (9c/purple MP) (off)
VGW279 DECCA-Port Menier, PQ. Canada (9c/master MP) (off)
VGW278 DECCA-Shippegan Is., NB, Canada (9c/red MP) (off)
VGW28 I DECCA-Natashquan, PQ, Canada (9c/green MP) (off)
DCF37 Meteo-Mainflingen. GFR (FAX-RPM/IOC
C11 DND-Shilo, MAN. Canada (FSK/to VEX)
NPG USN -San Francisco (Dixon). CA (FSK)
SAY2 Meteo-Norrkoeping. Sweden (FAX-RPM/IOC
CIF DND-Cp. Borden, ON, Canada (FSK/to VER)
CFH Naval -Halifax (Mill Cove). NS, Canada (FSK/CW/FAX I
VEN DND-Nanaimo, BC. Canada (FSK/to VEX)
CKN Naval -Vancouver. BC. Canada (CW )
CII DND-Shilo, MAN. Canada (FSK/to VER I
VGW27 I DECCA-St. Lawrence. NF. Canada (2c/green) (off)
VGW266 DECCA-Antigonish, NS. Canada (66/green) (off)
VGW276 DECCA-Jordan Bay. NS. Canada (7c/green) (off)
VGW28I DECCA-Natashquan. PQ. Canada (9c/green) (off)
VDD DND-Debert. NS. Canada (FSK/to VER)
VEX DND-Penhold. ALTA. Canada (FSK/to CII)
FUF Naval -Fort de France, Martinique (CW)
VEV DND-Valcartier. PQ. Canada (FSK/to CIF)
FYA3I Meteo-St. Assise. France (FAX-RPM/IOC 1201288&576)
CFH Naval -Halifax (Mill Cove), NS. Canada (FSK)
CKN Naval -Vancouver. BC, Canada (FSK)
C11 DND-Shilo, MAN, Canada (FSK/to CIF)
DCF54 Meteo-Mainflingen. GFR (FAX-RPM/IOC
I20&240/288&576)
VEV DND-Valcartier. Canada (FSK/to VER)
NSS USN -Norfolk (Driver). VA (FSK 50 Bd/MUUCW)
NPG USN -San Fransisco (Dixon). CA (MUL)
CFH Naval -Halifax (Mill Cove) (FSK)
DCF39 Meteo-Mainflingen. GFR (FAX-RPM/IOC
120&240/288&576)*
VEV DND-Valcartier. PQ. Canada (FSK/to VDD)
CIF DND-Cp. Borden. ON, Canada (FSK)
VER DND-Ottawa. ON. Canada (FSK)
TFK USN -Keflavik. Iceland
VDD DND-Debert. NS. Canada (FSK)
NPM USN-Lualualei, Oahu, HI (MUL)
WCC Coastal -Cape Cod. MA (CW) (oft)
NPL USN -San Diego (Chollis Heights). CA (FSK)
VER DND-Ottawa, ON. Canada (FSK/to CIF)

Note: Many of these frequencies and stations have been identified on a number of lists, but
at this time are not substantiated as being accurate regarding their operational status. It is
suggested that this list be used for potential targets only, and not for the purpose of iden-
tification or verification. QSL reports on existing stations are requested in order to bring
this list up to date, and make it accurate.

Figure 3. Sample VLF target stations (see note)

worth targeting? Find out in August.
Likewise these frequencies also con-

tain a number of digital stations. What's
out there to decode that's worthwhile?
Target stations from around North
America and the world will be provided.

Signing Off

That's all for now. Again, please
begin to forward your loggings to the

column for inclusion in the upcoming
months.

Since we will be into the middle of
summer with next month's column, our
theme will be marine utility radio. We will
look at how to monitor weather and nav-
igational information, and what traffic is
to be found most active.

Part of the coverage will be on receiv-
ing digital information on a shoestring. I
will be reviewing what software and

hardware is available, and how to get it
to work. With the abundance of inexpen-
sive personal computers now available,
there is no excuse not to be able to copy
RTTY and FAX transmissions intended
for the general public. Even those with-
out computers can still use many of the
stand-alone units that employ built-in dis-
plays or printer outputs.

Until next time, good listening!
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Tuning In To Anti -Government Radio

Colombia, Kurdistan, And Sudan Clandestines
Heard In The U.S.

Quick! Let's duck around the cor-
ner, slip into this alley, and talk
about clandestine broadcasting for

a few minutes.
Colombian clandestine La Voz de la

Resistencia continues to be reported on
a fairly regular basis. Not that long ago,
it was a pretty rare reception. The station
is run by the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) you read
about in the newspapers every now and
then. Richard D'Angelo in Pennsylvania
heard them on 6261 during their morning
broadcast, signing on 1132 with an
anthem, woman with IDs (in Spanish),
and then a newscast. (The morning
schedule runs to about 1230). Brian
Alexander, also in Pennsylvania, had
them on 6261 from 2215 tune in to 2224
when they signed off with a vocal anthem
(the sign -off time is fairly variable). Brian
notes there was another weak station on
variable 6261.75, also in Spanish, which
signed off around 2228. I would hazard
a guess that the unidentified station might
have been a jammer operated by the
Colombian government with the inten-
tion of confusing listeners and drawing
them away from the opposition station.
They have also pulled this trick against
the other Colombian clandestine, Radio
Patria Libre (6250). Oddly, the latter
station used to be the most easily heard
of the two but, to our knowledge, hasn't
been reported in some time. Perhaps it is
inactive. Now the bad news: summer's
longer daylight hours will make hearing
these two even more difficult. Your
chances of a catch will improve in the fall
when there are more hours of darkness.

Alexander and D'Angelo also report
logging the Voice of the People of
Kurdistan. Rich picked them up on
4060.7 (variable) at 0404-0421 with
news, brief music, ID, and talking by a
man and woman. Brian had a presumed
logging them on variable 4062.43 at 0410
with talk local music. By 0420, they had
drifted down to 4062.28. (These low fre-

quency Kurdish clandestines are best
heard if you live under EST rules.)

The Voice of Sudan now seems to have
a parallel channel (in addition to 8000) in
the middle of the 31 -meter band. They've
been heard on 9517.3 around 0500.
12000 appears to be yet another active
channel. Brian Alexander hears the new
outlet from 0359 sign -on to past 0425
with local music and talk in an unidenti-
fied language. He notes that reception on
8000 (8000.75) was much better.

Even though Russia has pretty much
had its way in Chechnya, the government -
run Radio Free Chechnya (Radio
Chechnya Svoboda) is still in operation.
Pete Becker logged them in Washington
State on 7335 at 0513 (via St. Petersburg)
and 9470 at 0638 (from Moscow).

Que Huong Radio is broadcast to
Vietnam over KWHR, Hawaii, at
1300-1400 on 9930 and 2300-0000 on
17510, in Vietnamese. A Vietnamese lan-
guage mediumwave station in San Jose,
California, produces the broadcasts.
Reports may be sent to 2670 S. White
Road, San Jose, CA 95148.

Echo of Hope, a South Korean clan-
destine beaming to the North is current-
ly scheduled from 0300-0700 on 6348,
1100-1600 on 3985 and 6003 and 1600-
2300 on 3985. For most of us, the 1100
on 3985 should be the best opportunity.
Years ago, 6348 was used in the early
morning hours, making "Echo" a much
easier catch.

ing

Also broadcasting from South to North
Korea is the Voice of the People, on from
0300-0600 on 6518 and 6600 and
0900-2100 on variable 3880 and 3912.

The Voice of Oromo Liberation (anti -
Ethiopia) broadcasts in Oromo Sundays,
Thursdays, and Fridays only from 1700
to 1800 on 15105, via German govern-
ment transmitters.

The Voice of the Democratic Path of
Ethiopian Unity, also known as the
Radio Voice of United and Free
Ethiopia, broadcasts in Amharic on
Sundays from 0800-0900 on 21550 and
Wednesdays from 1600-1700 on 15105.

The Free Voice of Jammu Kashmir
is on 5101 from 1300 to 1415. Also from
0230 on 5988.6. Presumed in local lan-
guage(s), but also with an English news-
cast at 1400. If you like impossible chal-
lenges, this one serves the bill.

That covers things for this time.
Remember that we are always interested
in receiving any clandestine loggings you
are lucky enough to get. Other
bits and pieces we're looking for include
clandestine station schedules, copies
of QSLs you've received, background
info and other literature, media mentions
of clandestine stations or the groups
which operate them, addresses, and
so on. Your continued interest and
support of your column are very
much appreciated.

Until next time, good hunting!

BY GERRY L. DEXTER 1111111111111
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DX, Nevvs And Views Of AM And FM Broadcasting

Whatever Happened To Top -40 Radio?
Remember Top -40 radio? There was a time when you
might have heard several styles of music on a single
radio station. It began in the '50s when record compa-

nies realized the potential of radio for music promotion. A mix
of country, blues, and rock music from stars like The Everly
Brothers, Conway Twitty, and The Platters topped the charts.
Back then, AM radio stations like KHJ, KGB, WABC, WKBW,
WLS, CKLW, and WMEX entertained us with lively disc jock-
eys and the top tunes. In the '60s you might have heard Led
Zepplin, Diana Ross, and Simon and Garfunkel with Don Steele
on KHJ, Dick Biondi on WCFL, Jim Edwards on CHUM,
Wolfman Jack on XERB, or Bruce Morrow on WABC. Top -40
radio perhaps peaked in the '70s on AM radio, when you could
hear KC and the Sunshine Band singing "That's the Way I Like
It," The Eagles' "Take It to the Limit" and the C.W. McCall CB
radio theme "Convoy" on WNBC and WPRO. Then something
happened; FM radio, once the home of easy listening instru-
mentals, classical music, and album rock, became the new home
of Top -40 radio. The format began to fragment as a growing
number of broadcasters sought to differentiate themselves from
the Top -40 standard. Disco music broke away from Top -40, and
the first modern specialized format was born with stations like
"Disco 93 WBOS" and "Kiss 108" FM. Threatened by the pop-
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LPFM Application Groups And Filing Dates

Group 1- May 2000
Alaska, California, District of Columbia, Georgia, Indiana,

Louisiana, Maine, Mariana Islands, Maryland, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, Utah

Group 2 - August 2000
Connecticut, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,

Mississippi, Nevada, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico, Virginia,
Wyoming

Group 3 - November 2000
American Samoa, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho,

Missouri, New York, Ohio, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Wisconsin

Group 4 - February 2001
Arizona, Florida, Iowa, New Jersey, North Dakota, Oregon,

Tennessee, Texas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Vermont, West Virginia

Group 5 - May 2001
Alabama, Arkansas, Guam, Kentucky, Massachusetts,

Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Washington

I arity of disco, some Top -40 radio stations retaliated by remov-
ing disco from their play lists, promoting themselves as rock
hits only, to attract listeners from the anti -disco movement.

Narrow -Casting

Today. the specialization of formats has been fueled by the
shear number of stations on the air, and the FCC deregulation
that allowed multiple station ownership in a single market. This
specialization is referred to as "narrow -casting," broadcasting
to a narrow segment of the population. For example, one broad-
caster could own three FM stations in a listening area. One sta-
tion might be classic rock targeting male listeners over 24 years
of age, the second with hard rock aimed toward younger male
listeners, and the third with alternative rock for the college
crowd, thus cornering the market for rock music listeners.
Rather than compete directly with the rock music broadcaster,
a competing company may choose to run light adult contem-
porary to attract women over 24 years old and easy hits from
the '70s to today for adults on its two FM stations. A third com-
petitor formats its FM stations with contemporary hit radio for
12 to 24 year -olds and urban contemporary music marketed
toward teenage urbanites and minorities. In other words, it's no
longer one radio station competing against another. Instead,
groups of stations compete with other groups. Despite these

BY BRUCE CONTI <BAConti@aol.com>
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changes in the radio industry, you'd think
that there would be greater variety due to
the number of specialty formats on the air.
However, Pop'Comm reader David Hunt
observes the opposite; "It seems that with
all of the consolidation in the broadcast-
ing business, there is much less variety
than there used to be. Broadcast DXing
just is not a much fun as it once was
because the distant stations that you hear
are playing the same songs and using the
same slogans as the local stations."

David recently received a call from a
polling agency that had been hired by a
local FM station considering a format
change. "I was asked what I would put on
the air if I were creating my own radio
station. I said that I would like to have a
FM news/talk station and more sports
broadcasts, but then I was told that 'FM
is for music only.' When I said that I
would like to hear a station that played a
wide variety of music, I was told that the
only choices were adult contemporary,
new rock, classic rock, urban, or country.
Are stations like this everywhere today?

In the late '70s and early '80s, I remem-
ber having several variety and split for-
mat stations."

How It's Done Today

Today the music heard on corporate
radio stations is pre -selected through
national music subscription services or
corporate music directors. They follow
proven formulas for success rather than
experiment with new or different music.
Thus the music you hear on the adult con-
temporary station in Chicago will likely
be the same as what's playing in Boston.
In the old days of Top -40 radio, each sta-
tion had a music director who would
adjust the play list according to listener
requests and local record sales. Each sta-
tion maintained its own record library,
and a DJ would prepare for a show by
pulling music from the library to sup-
plement the current stack of 45s. Now
it's all preprogrammed on the computer,
semi -automated, so DJ skills like song
selection, cueing up records, and ex-

ecuting seamless segues are no longer
needed. Some DJs have adapted to the
latest technologies, taking advantage of
the free time to work on their banter. For
others, technology and the corporate bot-
tom -line have meant the loss of jobs, the
end of an era - Top -40 radio.

In the United States, the closest thing
to Top -40 might now be what's called
Contemporary Hit Radio. College radio
stations are the best source for a wide
variety of block programming or split
formats. In Canada, Top -40 radio seems
to still be alive to some extent, perhaps
because of government requirements for
Canadian content. For example you can
still hear a mix of adult contemporary,
urban hits, and country on CJYR "YR
Radio," CKBC "The Bay's Best Music
Mix" and CIHI "C -Hi AM & FM." Will
Top -40 radio ever return to its former
glory? It's more likely that radio broad-
cast formats and the music industry will
only continue to fragment with the
advent of digital radio and Internet
broadcasting, such that radio becomes

Pending WQMJ Forsyth, GA 100.1 WFXM-FM
New Call Location Freq. Old Call WFXM Gordon, GA 107.1 WALJ
WRCR Spring Valley, NY 1300 WLIR KBOB-FM Geneseo, IL 104.9 KQLI
WTNM Water Valley, MS 105.5 WLPX WYHY Winnebago, IL 95.3 WKMQ

WNOU Indianapolis, IN 93.1 WNAP-FM
Changes WKWH-FM Rushville, IN 94.3 WRCR
New Call Location Freq. Old Call KBEA-FM Muscatine, IA 99.7 KBOB
KZAR Rogers, AR 1390 KREB KWCY Haysville, KS 105.3 KWSJ
KKGO Costa Mesa, CA 540 KNOB WNSX Winter Harbor, ME 97.7 WAKN
KHJ Los Angeles, CA 930 KKHJ KQRB Windom, MN 89.9 New
KMPC Los Angeles, CA 1540 KCTD KSXR Worthington, MN 90.1 New
KWKU Pomona, CA 1220 KWPA KBZI Deerfield, MO 100.7 New
WWRF Lake Worth, FL 1380 WLVS KBAZ Hamilton, MT 95.9 KBMG
WXJO Gordon, GA 1120 WBNM KRNO Reno, NV 106.9 KRNO-FM
KWSJ Kansas City, KS 1660 KBJC WFEX Peterborough, NH 92.1 WNHQ
WRKY Murray, KY 1130 WSJP WGBZ Cape May Ct. Hse., NJ 105.5 WZBZ
WPTX Lexington Park, MD 1690 WMDM WZBZ Pleasantville, NJ 99.3 WGBZ
WWLF Auburn, NY 1340 WKGJ WIBF Port Republic, NJ 88.7 New
KVTK Vermillion, SD 1570 KOSZ KMDZ Las Vegas, NM 96.7 New
WWGQ Memphis, TN 1030 WSFZ WTSS Buffalo, NY 102.5 WMJQ
KZQQ Abilene, TX 1560 KMPC WBDI Copenhagen, NY 106.7 WWLF-FM
WEUP-FM Moulton, AL 103.1 WXKI WAQZ Lebanon, OH 97.3 WYLX
WFNU Repton, AL 101.1 WYNI-FM KNOR Coalgate, OK 105.5 KCNR
WLAY-FM Tuscumbia, AL 100.3 WVNA-FM WQRD Sulphur, OK 89.3 New
WVNA-FM Muscle Shoals, AL 105.5 WLAY-FM KQRD Sulphur, OK 89.3 WQRD
KXZX El Dorado, AR 96.1 KBYB KIFS Ashland, OR 107.5 KKJJ
KDFO Delano, CA 98.5 KSMJ WZRI Middletown, RI 100.3 WHKK
KURQ Grover Beach, CA 107.3 KQJZ WZRA Wakefield, RI 99.7 WHCK
KCRI Indio, CA 89.3 KCRY KJBB Watertown, SD 89.1 New
KCRY Mojave, CA 88.1 KCRI WLVS-FM Clifton, TN 106.5 New
KMZT-FM Los Angeles, CA 105.1 KKGO-FM WEUZ Minor Hill, TN 92.1 WEUP-FM
WRAU Key Largo, FL 106.3 WZMQ KCKT Crockett, TX 88.5 New
WRLA Key West, FL 107.9 WVMQ KDDD-FM Dumas, TX 95.3 KMRE
WZRO Gulf Breeze, FL 106.1 New KORQ Winters, TX 96.1 KATX
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more like cable TV with hundreds of nar-
rowly defined choices.

LPFM Application Process
Under Fire

The FCC has determined by lottery the
order in which low -power FM (LPFM)
applications will be accepted. States and
U.S. possessions have been divided into
five groups. Each group will be given a
separate five-day filing period. In a pub-
lic notice, FCC Chairman William E.
Kennard said, "Today we begin a process
that offers access to the airwaves to many
Americans - such as members of
schools, churches, minority groups, pub-
lic safety agencies, volunteer fire depart-
ments, and other local community
groups. I look forward to the FCC's soon
receiving applications from many groups
that, through these short-range, low
power radio stations, will have a voice to
serve their local communities."

The new LPFM service will consist of
FM radio stations with powers of 10 and
100 -watts, initially licensed to local non-
commercial organizations. The service is
designed to give the airwaves back to the
public as the value of commercial stations
has skyrocketed in this era of corporate
takeovers and multiple station owner-
ships, thus limiting public access. The
American Library Association has
announced support for LPFM as an
opportunity to broadcast community or
educational programming such as story
hour or literacy tutorials. Many public

libraries are hoping to apply for LPFM
licenses. However, the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB),
National Public Radio (NPR), and
Congress oppose LPFM, citing the poten-
tial for increased interference. The FCC
relaxed first, second, and third adjacent
channel protection standards for LPFM to
just the first and second. The NAB has
been distributing a demo compact disc
containing examples of interference that
could be caused by competing stations on
third adjacent channels. The FCC has
called the NAB demo a simulation, not
an actual demonstration, and denied that
such interference would take place. "The
Radio Broadcasting Preservation Act of
2000" has been introduced by the Senate
to halt the LPFM application process, and
a similar bill is being drafted in the House
as HR 3439.

More Call Letter Confusion

Nlariacicna Murrell tiritcs. " \NAI.N
Miami Springs, Florida, at 1700 AM and
WAFN Arab, Alabama, at 92.7 FM have
the same calls. But how could the FCC
have allowed the Florida station to take
the call letters already being used by the
Alabama station?"

While it may appear that both stations
have the same call letters, technically they
don't. The Alabama call letters include
the FM suffix, or in other words their legal
ID is WAFN-FM. This is a common prac-
tice not only for AM and FM, but also for
TV. For example, in Boston, there's WBZ
on 1030 AM and WBZ-TV on channel 4.
The legal ID for channel 4 includes the
TV suffix. AM call letters are not required
to carry a suffix. Some call letters in this
month's list of changes include the FM
suffix which indicates that the calls are
already in use on AM or TV.

QSL Information

Can you say persistence? One DXer's
effort pays off with a rare verification in
this month's QSL reports.

670 WMAQ Chicago, Illinois, nice
QSL letter with lots of historical info and
station stickers in 20 days for report and
$1 (returned), signed Donald R.
Coleman, WA9DZS, CE. This was for a
reception under local KLTT 670 whose
tower lights are visible from my location.
Address: 455 N. Cityfront Plaza, 6th
Floor, Chicago, IL 60611. (Griffith, CO)

730 CKDM Dauphin, Manitoba,
large QSL postcard in 17 days, no signa-
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ture. Address: 27 3rd Avenue NE,
Dauphin MB R7N 0Y5. (Procop, OH)

870 WWL New Orleans, Louisiana,
QSL postcard in eight days, signed by
Steven Huerstel, no title. Address: 1450
Poydras Suite 440, New Orleans, LA
70112. (Procop, OH)

1070 KFDI Wichita, Kansas, two
stickers, KFDI writing paper, and a hand
written verification letter in eight days
after E-mail, signed by Ralph Cramm,
CE. E-mail address: <am @kfdi.com>
and <rcramm@kfdi.com>. The second
E-mail address was in the hand written
letter. (Procop, OH)

1200 KFNW West Fargo, North
Dakota, bumper sticker, schedule, veri-
fication letter in seven days, signed by
Gary Ellingson, CE. Address: P.O. Box
6008, Fargo, ND 58108. (Procop, OH)

1230 KXO El Centro, California,
QSL letter in 25 days from J. Carroll
Buckley -VP. Address: 420 Main Street or
P.O. Box 140, El Centro, CA 92244.
(Martin, CA)

1360 WGEE Green Bay, Wisconsin,
verification letter in 22 days signed by
Dave Edwards, Operations Manager.
Address: 115 S. Jefferson, Green Bay, WI
54301. (Procop, OH)

1660 WMIB Marco, Florida, nice
new QSL card apparently supplied by the
National Radio Club (NRC logo on it), in
11 days signed Phil Beckman -Op Mgr./
CE. Address: 601 Elkcam Circle #B,
Marco, FL 33937. (Martin, CA)

1670 WRNC Warner Robins,
Georgia, verification letter in 11 days, no
signature, names on bottom of letter were
Richard W. Hamilton, Transmitter
Engineer, and James K. Gay II, Studio
Engineer. Address: 7080 Industrial Hwy,
Macon, GA 31216. (Procop, OH)

1700 KQXX Brownsville, Texas, per-
haps the first and only verification from
this station; received signed homemade
QSL card only after a year of sending
more than eight separate reports includ-
ing tapes by certified mail and follow-up
phone calls, signed Sandra G. Conche. I
sent her a thank -you card and flowers in
return. (Jackson, CA) Address: P.O. Box
3407, Brownsville, TX 78520.

Broadcast Loggings

Here are this month's selected DX'cel-
lent loggings. All times are UTC.

570 KLAC Los Angeles, California,
at 0411 with Laker basketball, finally
snagged this 5 kW'er with KNRS nulled
out. (Kelly, AZ)

580 KMJ Fresno, California, at 0435

faint but clear with Dr. Dean program,
local KSAZ nulled. (Kelly, AZ)

620 KMKI Plano, Texas, at 0404 with
ID, "The station cooked up just for Dallas/
Fort Worth, AM 620, Radio Disney." It
was a surprise as I thought I was listen-
ing to KRDY in Grand Junction,
Colorado (which is also Disney) until I
heard several local inserts for Dallas/Ft.
Worth. No sign of KRDY on any loop
bearing. (Griffith, CO)

640 WWJZ Mount Holly, New
Jersey, at 1215 with Radio Disney, fair
under WHLO. (Procop, OH)

710 XEBL Culiacan, Mexico, with a
blaster signal at 0448, jingle ID,
Chihuahua business mention, and salsa
music. (Kelly, AZ)

780 WBBM Chicago, Illinois, caught
on a Walkman@ at 0516, dominating the
frequency long enough to hear O'Hare
weather and local news, proof that one
can DX with any old radio! (Kelly, AZ)

780 Ecos del Torbes, San Cristobal,
Venezuela, good at 0020 with Ecos
Ciclismo talk program about Italian and
Venezuelan cycling teams, parallel 4980
SW. (Conti, NH)

830 XEVQ Culiacan, Mexico, at 0520
ID as "La Grande de Sinaloa" and tradi-
tional Spanish pop music. (Kelly, AZ)

890 WLS Chicago, Illinois, at 0522
excellent skywave opening, otherwise in
a jumble with Utah's KDXU. (Kelly, AZ)

920 KARN Little Rock, Arkansas,
poor to fair, ID before Art Bell at 0606.
(Procop, OH)

1000 KOMO Seattle, Washington, at
0600 Art Bell, ABC news, and promo for
KOMOradio.com, "Send your mouse on
a mission..." (Kelly, AZ)

1110 KFAB Omaha, Nebraska, poor
to fair in very heavy splatter from WTAM,
ads, legal ID, news from 2358-0000. Not
an easy catch in my area. (Procop, OH)

1230 WNAW North Adams,
Massachusetts, poor at 0907 with a

sports report from a nationally syndicat-
ed broadcaster, followed by a female
announcer, "You're listening to music,
news and weather . . . You're listening to
WNAW." I was surprised to be able to
pick up WNAW, with WNEB, WLAT,
and WXNI on 1230 closer to me. (Walker,
CT) Skywave reception at distances of
hundreds of miles is often possible over
closer graveyard stations.

1260 XEL Mexico City, Mexico, at
0400 with a Spanish version of the
Beatles' "Let It Be" and a quickie ID.
(Kelly, AZ)

1350 XELBL San Luis, Sonora,
Mexico, fair at 0342 with ID, "Esta es la
musica romantica, esta Radio Centro"
and telephone service ad, Spanish bal-
lads. (Kelly, AZ)

1370 WFEA Manchester, New
Hampshire, at 0917 with a fairly clear
signal, big band music. WKFD Wickford,
Rhode Island on 1370 is off the air.
(Walker, CT)

1380 WSYB Rutland, Vermont, poor,
ID heard through mess at 0040. First log
from VT, state #37. (Procop, OH)

1500 KSTP St. Paul, Minnesota,
monitored at 0530 on the Walkman, "The
Talk Station, AM 1500, KSTP" ID and
Art Bell. (Kelly, AZ)

1510 KDKO Littleton, Colorado, at
0710 urban contemporary music mixing
with local KFNN. (Kelly, AZ)

1630 La Red 92, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, at 2245, a brand new station!
Man and woman with interviews, ads
and local announcements, short bits of
music, ID's as "La Red 92 AM, Buen
Aire," SIO 352 with heavy static.
(Burnell, NF)

Thanks to Jean Burnell, Patrick
Griffith, David Hunt, Gary Jackson, Nile
Kelly, Patrick Martin, Mariaelena
Murrell, Michael Procop, and Paul
Walker. 73 and good DX!
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What's Happening: International Shortwave Broadcasting Bands

How To Log Israeli Defence Forces Radio, And News Of A New
Guatemalan Station

your opportunity to log Galei
Zahal, (Israeli Defence Forces
Radio) the Israeli military broad-

caster, is still there. Normally this station
appears on shortwave only rarely, and
then only for a matter of a few days or
weeks, depending on the special need for
military broadcasts over a greater dis-
tance than usual in a particular situation.
Its current appearance has lasted a lot
longer than usual. If you haven't gotten
this fairly rare station yet, better go for it
while you can. Galei Zahal is currently
operating on 15785 upper sideband. We
don't have a specific schedule, but try the
19 -meter band frequency during the days
and 6895 upper sideband in the
evenings. They issue a QSL card for cor-
rect reports sent to Zahal Military Mail,
No. 01005, Israel.

InfoRadio, a domestic station in the
Netherlands, will be broadcasting on
shortwave for a few weeks this summer,
airing over the German government's
shortwave transmitters. It will be active
on Saturdays only between June 17 and
September 2, airing from 0800 to 0830
on 7285.

There may be a new Guatemalan
broadcaster on the air! Radio Verdad, in
the town of Chiquimula, is being heard
on the oddball frequency of 4052.5 from
sign -on sometime before 1130. We don't
yet know how far into the evening hours
the station runs, but if it's active into the
evenings that would be a better time for
most of us now that we're into the sum-
mer months. If you hear this one, reports
can be sent to Apartado Postal 5,
Chiquimula, Guatemala.

World Beacon is a new broadcast ser-
vice carried over transmitters operated by
England's Merlin Communications and
South African government transmitters at
Meyerton. Operated by the Affiliated
Media Group, the service features inde-
pendently produced programs by various
African ministries beamed to Africa. The
initial schedule is 0430-0630 on 6115
and 1600-1800 on 6145 and 1800-2200
on 9675. Send reports to Affiliated Media

Depictions of the sun god RA are a common subject of post cards and QSLs from Radio Cairo.
(Courtesy of Sue Wilden, IN)

Group, 2251 St. John's Bluff Rd.,
Jacksonville, FL 32246.

Here's the current schedule for the
National Voice of Cambodia on some-
what variable 11940: 0000-0115 with 15 -

minute segments in English, French,
Thai, Lao, and Vietnamese, in that order.
Also 1200-1300 with 15 -minute seg-
ments in English, French, Thai, and Lao.

As we mentioned last month, ELWA
has now resumed broadcasts from
Liberia. It's on 4760. Most North
American listeners won't hear it during
its late afternoon reception period until
the fall season returns. However, recep-
tion from their sign -on at around 0600
shouldn't be a problem for most listen-
ers, though you shouldn't count on its
being five -by -five.

Meantime, Star Radio, also in Liberia,
has had its license revoked. Star Radio is
supported by three or four international
agencies (including USAID) and exists
to try and encourage stability and democ-
racy in that country. The government,
however, feels its programming con-
tributes to instability. Still, odds are that

this station will be back on the air even-
tually, in one guise or another.

In Zimbabwe, station ZBC Radio
Four is on the air from 0300 to 0530 on
4828, 0530-1630 on 5975, and
1630-2200 on 4828.

Guess we aren't supposed to call the
Voice of Greece by that name any longer.
They've renamed their external service
"ERA Interprogramme." Don't sta-
tions (and sports teams) know how hard
it is to adapt to such changes? Not to men-
tion that most people wouldn't make any
connection between Greece and a name
like ERA Interprogramme.

Radio Exterior de Espana currently
has English to Africa and Europe from
2000-2100 (Monday to Friday) on 9595
and 9680; Saturdays and Sundays
2200-2300. To North America they're on
6055 from 0000-0200 and 0500-0600.

Croatian Radio, aired via Germany,
operates from 0000-0200 on 9925,
0200-0400 on 7280, 0400-0600 on
7285. 0600-0800 on 11880, 0800-1000
on 13820, and 2100-2200 on 9405.
Although the vast majority of the pro -

BY GERRY L. DEXTER
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Radio Norway's current frequency and target schedule.

gramming is in Croatian, there are some
brief English newscasts at the beginning
of some hours.

This month's "Listening Post"
reporter winner is Robert Montgomery
of Levittown, Pennsylvania, who has
checked in several times, submitting

AA
BC
CC
EE
FF
GG
ID
IS
JJ
mx
NA
nx
OM
pgm
PP
RR
rx
SA
SS
UTC

w/
W X
YL

Abbreviations Used in Listening Post

Arabic
Broadcasting
Chinese
English
French
German
Identification
Interval Signal
Japanese
Music
North America
News
Male
Program
Portuguese
Russian
Religion/ious
South America/n
Spanish
Coordinated Universal Time (ex -GMT)
Frequency varies
With
Weather
Female
Parallel Frequencies

some very nice catches in each instance.
Bob will receive a copy of the Shortwave
Listening Guidebook by Harry Helms
from Universal Radio. If you don't have
a copy of Universal's mammoth catalog
in your radio library, you should! There's
everything from high end receivers to
portables to antennas and endless line of
accessories, as well as a great selection
of useful books. You can get a copy by
calling Universal at 614-866-4267 or
writing them at 6830 Americana
Parkway, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068. Our
thanks to the good people at Universal
for their continued support of our month-
ly book giveaway.

Remember that your reception logs are
always welcome. Please be sure to list
your logs by country, provide at least a
double-space between each (so we can
navigate scissors more easily) and add
your last name and state abbreviation
after each. And also, be sure to use only
one side of the paper - otherwise some
of your logs won't make it into the col-
umn. Other things we can use in the col-
umn are spare QSL cards you don't need
returned (or good quality copies), station
photos and other items from stations,

including schedules, brochures, etc. And,
how about a photograph of you at your
listening post? As always, thanks for your
continued interest and cooperation!

Here are this month's logs. All times
are in UTC, which is five hours ahead of
EST, i.e.0000 UTC equals 7 p.m. EST, 6
p.m. CST, 5 p.m. MST, and 4 p.m. PST.
Double capital letters are language abbre-
viations (FF = French, AA = Arabic, SS
= Spanish, etc.). If no language abbrevi-
ation is included, the broadcast is
assumed to have been in English.

ALBANIA - Radio Tirana, 7160 at 0130
with news. (Gale, NC) 7270 at 0248 in FF with
national anthem at 0256, IS at 0259. Also at
0403 in EE. (Miller, WA)

ALGERIA - Radio Algiers Int'l, 11750
in FF monitored at 2135. (Brossell, WI) 15160
in EE at 2000 with news, music. (Gale, NC)

ANTIGUA - BBC relay, 5975 at 0300
with "The World Today." (Jeffery, NY)

ARMENIA - Voice of Armenia, 9965 at
2100 talking about Armenian genocide by the
Turks. (Ziegner, MA)

ASCENSION - Radio Telefis Eireann,
Ireland, relay on 21630 at 1835 with news and
weather. (Gale, NC)

AUSTRALIA -Radio Australia, 6020 at
1300. (Miller, WA) 15240 with news at 0010.
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17750 at 0505 with IS to past 0515. 17580 at
0535 with cricket updates, Olympic news.
21725 at 0435. (MacKenzie, CA) 15515 with
pops at 0430. (Brossell, WI) 0532 with an
interview. (Wilden, IN) 17750 at 0033.
(Jeffery, NY)

AUSTRIA - Radio Austria Int'I,7325 at
0030 in GG with ID, news. (Jeffery, NY)

BELGIUM - Radio Vlaanderen
11980 via Bonaire monitored at 0357 with
news. (Miller, WA)

BENIN - Radiodifusion Nationale,
7210.25 from 2100-2304 close. FF talk,
African folk and pop. Off with National
Anthem. Fair, with adjacent channel splatter.
(Alexander, PA)

BOTSWANA - Voice of America relay,
12080 at 2025 with African music. Man in FF
at 2028. (Foss, AK)

BRAZIL - Radio Nacional Amazonas,
tentative. 11780 heard at 0230 with rapid fire
announcer in PP. (Linonis, PA) Radio
Gaucha, Porto Alegre, 11915 in PP at 2355.
Music and conversation. (Miller, WA)

CANADA - CKZU, Vancouver, 6160 at
0548 discussion the flaws of globalizing the
economy. (Foss, AK) Radio Canada Int'l, 9755
at 0205 with stock market and Canadian weath-
er. (Wilden, IN)

CHILE - Voz Cristiana, 1550 at 1638
with religious broadcast in SS. (Miller, WA)

CHINA - Guangxi Broadcasting Station,

9820 in CC until Havana comes on at 2350.
(Hughes, MO) China People's Broadcasting
Station, Lingshi 15390 at 2330. Woman in CC
with music. (MacKenzie, CA) China Radio
lel via Xi'an, barely audible on 15100 in CC
at 0015 with music and talk. 15260 at 0026
with music briefly, then faded. (Jeffery, NY)
15400 at 2322 in CC. (MacKenzie, CA)

COSTA RICA - RFPI, 15050 at 2125.
(Brossell, WI) 0035. (MacKenzie. CA)

CROATIA - Croatian Radio, 9925, via
Germany, at 0213 with news, sports, "Topic
of the Day" editorial and into unidentified lan-
guage at 0224. (Alexander, PA) News at 0302
and Croatian pops at 0402. (Miller. WA) 0410
with news. (Brossell, WI)

CUBA -Radio Havana, 9820 at 0411 with
news, "Spotlight on the Americas," and fea-
ture about a South American crafts exhibition
in Havana. (Jeffery, NY)

CYPRUS- BBC relay, 15575 at 0435 with
a report on Muslim converts. (Brossell, WI)

CZECH REPUBLIC - Radio Liberty
(Azadi) 11910 monitored at 1600 in Tajik.
News of happenings in Kabul and Dushambe.
(Ziegner, MA)

DENMARK - Radio Denmark, via
Norway, 15705 at 2030 with news in DD. Off
at 1256. (Miller, WA)

ECUADOR -La Voz del Napo, tentative,
3279.6 in SS at 1024. Man with talks, children
singing religious songs. (Montgomery. PA)

HCJB, 9745 at 0147 with "Ham Radio
Today." Also at 0501 with "Saludos Amigos"
program. (Wilden. IN) 0211 with
"Adventures in Odyssey." Also 17660 at 2028
with music, ID, frequency info, "Inspirational
Classics." (Jeffery, NY)

EGYPT - Radio Cairo, 9990 in EE at
2130. In unidentified African dialect at 1910
on 15210. 15285 in AA at 0425, and 15335 in
FF at 2110. (Brossell, WI)

ENGLAND - BBC, 6195 (via Antigua)
at 1330. (Northrup, MO) 15400 at 2000.
(Jeffery, NY)

EQUATORIAL GUINEA - Radio
Africa, 15185, 2113 with religious program.
(Brossell, WI) 2158 with EE Bible broadcast,
2155 national anthem and sign -off with "Radio
Africa, Town Center, Cupertino, CA" and
addresses in Liberia, Nigeria, and Ghana.
(Miller, WA)

FINLAND - YLE Radio Finland, 9655 at
0251 with news, discussion. 15400 in Finnish
at 1540 and 15545 at 1630. (Miller, WA)
11665 at 0302 with work stoppages at Finnish
paper plants. customs bust on illegal ciga-
rettes. weather forecast. (Wilden, IN)

FRENCH GUIANA - Radio France Int' I
relay, 21645 at 2119 in SS with South
American news. (Miller, WA)

GABON - Africa Number One, 15475 at
1608 in FF with rap. (Miller, WA)

GERMANY - Deutsche Welle, 15275,

Radio Netherlands at -a -glance programme and frequency guide
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Here's where to look for Radio Netherlands at practically any time of day.
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via Rwanda, at 2311 with news analysis in
GG. (Miller, WA)

GREECE - Voice of Greece, 12105 mon-
itored at 2345 in Greek. (Brossell, WI) 17705
via Delano in Greek at 2142. Off at 2200.
(Jeffery, NY)

GUAM - KTWR - Trans World Radio,
15105 with EE religious broadcast at 1548.
(Miller, WA)

GUATEMALA - Radio Cultural, San
Sebastian, 4779 in Quechua at 1224. (Miller,
WA) Radio Buenas Nuevas, San Sebastian,
4799 in SS at 1228. (Miller, WA) Radio Mam,
Cabrican, 4825 in SS at 1234. (Miller, WA)
Radio Tezulutlan, Coban, 4835 at 1242 in
Quechua. (Miller, WA) Radio Kek'chi, San
Cristobal, 4845 at 1247 in SS. (Miller, WA)

HAWAII-WWVH,10000, mixing with
WWV at 0542. (Wilden, IN) KWHR, 9930
with religious song at 1247. (Brossell, WI)
17510 at 007 with religious music. (Jeffery,
NY) 0017 with southern gospel music.
(Foss, AK)

HUNGARY - Radio Budapest, 11990 at
2325 in unidentified language. Clear EE ID at
2330. (Brossell, WI) 15550 at 2310 in
Hungarian. (MacKenzie, CA)

INDIA - All India Radio, 10330 at 1714
in unidentified language. (Miller, WA) 11620
at 0130 in possible Hindi. 11735 at 0230 in
unidentified language. (Linonis, PA)

INDONESIA - Voice of Indonesia,
15149 in SS at 1731. (Ziegner, MA) RRI

Short Wave Band
19 - 22 - 25 - 31 -41 - 49 - 60 Meters

This QSL card marks the last transmission from Radio Lira International, the Adventist World
Radio station in Costa Rica.

Merauke, Irian Jaya, tentative, 3905 at 1131
with continuous Indian music. Man in local
language at 1134, back to music.
(Montgomery, PA)

IRAN - Voice of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, 7275 (variable 7272-7275) at 0145 in
either AA or Farsi; possible interview pro-

gram. The rhetoric on their EE broadcasts has
been toned down somewhat. (Linonis, PA)
15084 in AA at 0032. Koran. (MacKenzie,
CA) 1544 with discussion in Farsi. (Miller,
WA) 1620 in Farsi. (Ziegner, MA) 2120 in
unidentified language. (Brossell, WI)

ISRAEL - Kol Israel, 11585 at 0247 in
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English Service To North America EAST COAST)
P.O.BOX566. ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT

DAILY BROADCAST:
FREQUENCY:
DAILY ITEMS:

.1 DAY:

MONDAY:

TUESDAY:

WEDNESDAY:

THURSDAY:

FRIDAY:

SATURDAY:

22:00 TO 00:30 U.T.C.

9900 kHz -31 MB.
22:02 EGYPTIAN MUSIC.
22:15 NEWS I

23:00 ARABIC BY RADIO.
23:15 NEWS 2.

JANUARY TO JULY 2000

22:05 THE HOLY KORAN & ITS MEANINGS.
22:25 COMMENTARY.
22:35 TOURISM IN EGYPT.
22:50 EGYPTIAN ACHIEVEMENTS.
22:55 QUESTION & ANSWER.

22:05 THE LIGHTER SIDE OF THE NEWS.
22:25 THE EGYPTIAN WOMAN THROUGHOUT HISTORY.
22:35 SPORTS IN EGYPT.
22:45 LITERARY READINGS.
22:55 A MINUTE FOR EGYPT.

22:05 THE ARCHIVES OFA DEPARTING CENTURY.
22:25 SPOTLIGHTS ON THE MIDDLE EAST.
22:40 EGYPT & COOPERATION HORIZONS.
22:45 CONFERENCE NEWS & INTERVIEWS.
22:55 ADD TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE.

22:05 PROFILE.
22:25 COMMENTARY.
22:35 SANCTUARIES IN EGYPT.
22:45 PRISM OF ARTS IN EGYPT.

22:05 A PAGE FROM EGYPTIAN HISTORY.
22:25 LISTENER'S MAIL.
22:55 EGYPTIAN ACHIEVEMENTS.

22:05 THE HOLY KORAN & ITS MEANINGS.
22:25 A MESSAGE FROM EGYPT.
22:35 ISLAM IN INTELLECTUAL FOCUS.
22:45 MODERN ARABIC POETRY.

22:05 TOURISM NEWS.
22:25 LISTENER'S MAIL.
22:55 THE LIGHTER SIDE OF THE NEWS.

ENGLISH STAFF ( OMNEYA - MONA - DOAA - SALLY & SAMAR)

Radio Cairo's current program line-up.

presumed Hebrew. (Foss, AK) 2330. Also
11615 at 1603 with news in HH. (Miller, WA)
Reshet Bet home service, 17545 at 0645 in
presumed Hebrew. (Foss. AK)

IRAQ - Radio Iraq Int' I, 11785 at 0307
with music and political comment. Into GG at
0313. (Miller, WA)

ITALY - RAI. 11800 at 2310 with dis-
cussion in II. (Miller. WA) 17780 at 0445 with
"Noticia de Italia." (Brossell. WI)

JAPAN - NHK, Sapporo. 6005 moni-
tored at 1254 in .1.1. Also on 6020. (Miller, WA)
Radio Japan -NH K, 6145 with classical music
at 1250. (Northrup, MO) 13630 in FF at 0110.
(MacKenzie, CA) 17810 in JJ at 2352 with

music, ID, news. (Jeffery. NY)
JORDAN - Radio Jordan. 11810 at 1250

in AA. Also here and //15435 at 0400 sign -on
and into Holy Koran. (Brossell, WI)

KENYA - Kenya Broadcasting
Corporation. 4885 at 0430 with music and ID.
(Gale. NC) 7210 at 1019 with man in EE talk-
ing about Angola and recent problems. Weak
but audible, with rapid fades or jitter. 1022
with more talks, difficult copy and think not
in EE at this point. ID at 1031. Not heard on
//7125. (Montgomery, PA)

KUWAIT - Radio Kuwait, 11675 at 0215
in AA. (Linonis, PA) 15110 in AA at 1533.
(Miller, WA) 15495 in AA at 0430. (Brossell,

WI) 3213 in AA. (MacKenzie, CA) 15505 in
AA at 1600. (Miller, WA)

LIBERIA - ELWA, 4760 from 2150 to
2201 close. Local choral music, EE sign -off
announcements. Off with national anthem.
Also at 0737 with EE preacher. (Alexander,
PA) Radio Liberia Intl. 5100 at 2230 to
2400 close. EE/FF pops, Afropops. EE/ver-
nacular talk. Off with national anthem.
(Alexander, PA)

LIBYA - Radio Jamahiriya. 15435 at
1605 in AA. (Miller, WA) Radio
Jamahiriya's EE Voice of Africa program at
0115. (Gale, NC)

MADAGASCAR - Radio Netherlands
relay. 12090 at 1440 with EE to Asia. (Silvi,
OH) 15590 at 1609, with Dutch markets.
(Miller, WA)

MEXICO - Radio Mexico Intl, 6185 at
0208 in SS. (Miller, WA)

MONGOLIA - Voice of Mongolia,
12085 at 1204 with EE news. Talk of medical
school requirements, hospital requirements,
160 patient load but actually 3,000 patients.
use of acupuncture, and regular Western med-
icine. (Montgomery. PA)

MOROCCO - RTV Marocaine, 11920
monitored at 0405 in AA. (Brossell, WI)
15345 at 1830-2159 sign -off, all AA.
Sounded like a telephone call -in program from
2110 to 2145 or so. (Silvi, OH) 2315 in AA.
(Miller. WA) 2340. (Mackenzie, CA)

MYANMAR (Burma) - Radio Myanmar.
5985 at 1410 in unidentified language.
(Miller. WA)

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES - Radio
Netherlands via Bonaire, 6165 at 0010.
(Wilden, IN) 15315 at 2345 in SS.
(MacKenzie, CA)

NEW ZEALAND - Radio New Zealand
Int' 1. 17675 monitored at 0402 with news,
weather, "Viewpoint." (Jeffery, NY) 0435
with news from Kiribati. the Cook Islands and
Fiji. (Brossell, WI) 0515 with news.
(MacKenzie, CA)

NORTH KOREA - Radio Pyongyang,
11710 at 1910 in SS. Later EE ID. 13650 at
0105 in FF and 13760 at 0015 in SS. 15180 in
EE at 0021. (MacKenzie, CA) 13760 at 2009
with chorus. (Foss, AK)

OMAN - Radio Sultanate of Oman, 9735
in AA at 2247. (Miller, WA) 15355 at 0300
with news in EE. (Gale. NC) BBC relay.
15310 at 0425. (Brossell, WI)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA - Radio New
Ireland. Kavieng, 3905 at 1149. Continuous
pops. Weak, and gone by 1200. (Montgomery.
PA) National Broadcasting Commission,
4890 at 1248 with EE and local pops. (Miller,
WA) Radio Manus, Lorengau. 3315 at 0846
with South Seas type song. (Foss, AK)

PERU - Radio Huanta 2000. 4755 in SS
at 1215. (Miller, WA) Radio Altura, 6479.7 at
0255 in SS with announcements, folk music,
ID. (Alexander. PA) Radio Horizonte,
4534.15, 0245 to past 0435, in SS with talks,
Peruvian folk music. ID. On later than usual.
(Alexander, PA)

PHILIPPINES - Radio Pilipinas. 11730
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at 1731 in Tagalog. "Radyo Periodico." Also
11890. (Miller, WA) 15190 at 1927 in local
language. Off at 1930. (MacKenzie, CA)
Voice of America relay, 15185 at 0015 and
15235 at 1932. (MacKenzie, CA) 15290 at
0000 and 17735 at 0018. (Jeffery, NY) Far
East Broadcasting Corp., 15520 at 2354 in
unidentified language. Listed as intended for
Burma. (Foss, AK)

PORTUGAL - RDP Int'l, 17745 in PP at
1920. (Brossell, WI) 2036 in PP. (Jeffery, NY)

PUERTO RICO - Armed Forces Radio,
6458.5 USB with discussion on race relations,
disclaimer at 0058, frequencies, and address
for comments. (Wilden, IN)

ROMANIA - Radio Romania Int'', 11940
with EE at 2300-2355. //9570. (Silvi, OH)

RUSSIA - Voice of Russia, 15180 in EE
at 0020. (MacKenzie, CA) 15470 with news
at 0430. (Brossell, WI)

RWANDA - Deutsche Welle relay,
15275 at 2348 in GG. (MacKenzie, CA)
15410 at 2105 with GG music and soap opera.
(Brossell, WI)

SAUDI ARABIA - BSKSA, 9555 in AA
at 2135 with Koran reading, news, music.
(Gale, NC). 15345 in AA at 1622, mixing with
Morocco. (Miller, WA) 17760 at 0503 in AA
and 21495 in AA at 0445. (MacKenzie, CA)

SINGAPORE - Radio Singapore Intl,
6015 at 1257 mixing with Radio Korea Intl
(Miller, WA) 9590 at 1205 with news in EE.
(Gale, NC)

SLOVAKIA - Radio Slovakia Intl,
5930//9440//7300 at 0100-0126. 5930 had
terrible bleed from WWCR on 5935. (Silvi,
OH) 7300 at 0130 in presumed Slovak.
(Linonis, PA)

SOUTH AFRICA - Trans World Radio,
7215 monitored at 0329 sign -on. IS, EE ID
and into unidentified language with Afro
pops. (Alexander, PA) Channel Africa, 15215
at 0436 with news in FF. (Miller, WA)

SOUTH KOREA - Radio Korea Intl,
15575 at 0215 with EE to North America.
(Linonis, PA) 2300 sign -on by woman and
into news in KK. (MacKenzie, CA)

SPAIN - Radio Exterior de Espana, 6055
at 0108 with male -female tag -team news.
(Wilden, IN) 0140 with EE and '50s style rock.
(Linonis, PA) 21700 at 1646. (Miller, WA)

SRI LANKA - Sri Lanka Broadcasting
Corp., 15245 at 0150 in EE and local. Mention
of Sri Lanka and lots of U.S. pop Deutsche
Welle relay, 13690 at 0102 in GG.
(MacKenzie, CA) Voice of America relay,
15395 at 2326. (MacKenzie, CA)

SWAZILAND - Trans World Radio,
9704.2 with broadcast from Abidjan studio at
1825-2020 in FF and African languages.
(Ziegner, MA)

SWEDEN - Radio Sweden, 9495 at 0200
with techno pop, IS, announcements in EE and
Swedish. News in presumed Swedish.
(Wilden, IN)

TAIWAN - China Broadcasting Service,
15125 at 0020 in CC with talk by woman,
music, talk by man. Very weak. (Jeffery, NY)
Radio Taipei Int'1, 9675 (via WYFR) at 0457

This very stylish QSL, mostly in blue, is from RDP International, aka Radio Portugal.

in CC. (Wilden, IN) 15270 in CC at 2356.
(MacKenzie, CA)

THAILAND- BBC relay, 17790 at 0038.
(Jeffery, NY) 21660 at 0443. (MacKenzie,
CA) Radio Thailand, 9535 at 1900-2000 in
EE with news, features. (Alexander, PA)
13695 in EE at 0038. Off at 0055.
(MacKenzie, CA) 15395 at 0300 with news,
sports, weather for Bangkok and other Asian
cities. (Linonis, PA)

TUNISIA - Radio Tunis, 7475 at 2140 in
AA. (Brossell, WI)

TURKEY - Voice of Turkey, 9445 in 71'
at 0000, news by woman. (Wilden, IN) 15295
in 11' at 1240. (Brossell, WI) 15350 at 1625
in TT. (Miller, WA) 15355 in TT at 1645.
(Ziegner, MA)

TURKMENISTAN - Radio Mayak via
presumed site in Turkmenistan, 4930 at 0055
to past 0135. Light instrumental music, Mayak
IS at 0059 and 0129, RR talk and RR pops.
(Alexander, PA)

UGANDA - Radio Uganda, 4976 moni-
tored at 0420 with news and music in EE.
(Gale, NC)

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES - UAE
Radio, Dubai, 11950 in AA at 1905. (Brossell,
WI) 21700 at 0440 in AA. (MacKenzie, CA)
UAE Radio, Abu Dhabi, 11710 in AA at 2135
and 0410 on 11945. (Brossell, WI) 21735 in
AA at 0430. (MacKenzie, CA)

UKRAINE - Radio Ukraine Intl, 9560
at 0100-0200 with news, features, //6020
weak under QRM, //9610 barely audible. 9600
at 0400. //9610 weak, //11870 very strong,
//11825 very weak. (Alexander, PA)

UZBEKISTAN - Radio Tashkent, 7105
at 0100 sign -on with IS, ID, EE news and fea-
tures, local music with a Mideast flare. Strong
but audio somewhat muffled, //7285 which

was weak under co -channel QRM.
(Alexander, PA)

VANUATU - Radio Vanuatu, 4960 at
0857 with religious song. (Foss, AK)

VATICAN - Vatican Radio, 6205 at
2200-2245. Religious programming in listed
Mandarin, IS at 2242 to 2245 sign -off.
(Alexander, PA) 9660 at 0340 with EE to
North America. The Pope's weekly address.
(Linonis, PA) 15500 at 1243. EE ID at 1245.
(Brossell, WI) 1555. (Miller, WA)

VIETNAM - Voice of Vietnam, 5940
(via Russia) in EE at 0100 with talk on rela-
tions with Russia. (Linonis, PA) 12020 at
2335 with news. (Brossell, WI)

And that's the list. Sound a mighty roar
of approval for the following readers who
took the time to contribute this time:
Brian Alexander, Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania; Tricia Ziegner, Westford,
Massachusetts; Robert Brossell,
Pewaukee, Wisconsin; Marty Foss,
Talkeetna, Alaska; Dave Jeffery, Niagara
Falls, New York; Jack Linonis, West
Middlesex, Pennsylvania; Dave Gale,
Newland, North Carolina; Dave Hughes,
Kansas City, Missouri; Stewart
MacKenzie, Huntington Beach,
California; Mike Miller, Issaquah,
Washington; Mark Northrup, Gladstone,
Missouri; Sue Wilden, Nobelsville,
Indiana; Robert Montgomery, Levittown,
Pennsylvania, and Lee Silvi, Mentor,
Ohio.

Thanks to each one of you. Until next
month, good listening!
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your Link To Aviation Communications

How To Use Enroute Low And High -Altitude Aeronautical Charts
/n spite of the unusually cool weather
we're having here in Florida, the "air"
waves are starting to heat up. As I'm

writing this, one of the premier events in
aviation is being held just 45 miles north
east of me in Lakeland. It's called "Sun 'n
Fun." The only bigger event is the
Oshkosh fly -in in late summer. They're a
scanner enthusiast's dream. If you could
see it on radar, it looks like an anthill in
slow motion. This one week of the year
you can see virtually any and every type
of general aviation aircraft around - from
the small to the large, slow to the fast, old
to the new, inexpensive to the outrageous.
Those living in the Lakeland, Plant City,
Winter Haven, and Bartow areas of
Florida either love it or hate it. It's all there.

So far I've received a few comments
about the column. After reading them I
feel like Sally Fields at the Oscars a cou-
ple of years ago, "You like me. You real-
ly like me." At any rate, I feel that I may
be filling in the blanks for many scanner
enthusiasts. One E-mail from Ron H.
even gave an idea for an additional col-
umn for those of you who are "Lowfers"
in monitoring the LF/MF non -direction-
al radio beacons (NDBs) that are used in
air navigation. Thank you, Ron.

In addition to the IFR maps I'll be
describing, I will be adding two new fea-
tures to the column, one temporary, and
one permanent. For a few issues I'll be
giving the company names and IDs of
callsigns you may have heard. I will only
cover those from the U.S. and Canada.
This month is "A" callsigns from the U.S.
Also I will be putting in changes to fre-
quencies that are given between issues of
the A/FD I described in the May issue.
And I'll respond to an inquiry from one
of the readers.

Enroute Low -Altitude Charts

The "Aeronautical Information
Manual" or AIM describes them saying,
"These charts are designed to provide

A sample legend -11,-

L - 19
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l'f 16 ,Lti, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
FLIGHT INFORMATION PUBLICATION

IFR ENROUTE LOW ALTITUDE - U.S.
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AIG VOICE COMMUNICATION
Airports with approach and departure control services are listed below, alphabetically by airport name.
Airports with proper names are listed by last name. A five point star (*) preceding the ATIS frequency
indicates less -than -continuous or part-time operation frequencies transmit and receive unless otherwise
noted. An asterisk (') !allows the pan -time lower lreq (emoted to the collocated full-time FSS tot use as LAA during hours

the tower is closed. Radials defining sectors are outbound from facility. Chart panel identification letter is
shown to right of listing. (G) indicates Ground Communication Outlet available. For additional
communications data, refer to Airport/Facility Directory and/or DoD FLIP IFR/VFR Supplements.

PANEL

AIKEN MUNI. SC (AIK) AWOS-3 118.025
Augusta Appi(Dep Con -119.15 231.1
Columbia App/Dep Con -124.15 338.2
ALLENDALE CO, SC (88J)
lax Center App/Dep Con -1325 363.2
ANDALUSIA-OPP, Al. (71.1) A

Cairns App/Dep Con -133.45 237.5
Jacksonville App/Dep Con -120.2 3164
Twr-119 55 Gnd Con -121.9
CLASS 0 -Moe -Fri map holidays 1430223011
ANDERSON REGIONAL, SC (AND) ASOS 120.675
Greer App/Dep Con -118 8 385 4
Atlanta Center App/Dee Con -127.5 31605
ANDREWS -MURPHY, NC (6A31 AWOS-3 119.675
ANSON CO, NC (AFP)
Charlotte AppAbep Con -121105 288 15
APALACHICOLA MUNI, FL (AM) A

Tyndall App/Dep Con -124.15 341.7 (do 5000)
119 75 392 1 (abv 5000')
lax Center App/Dep Con -119.1 3791
ASHEBORO MUNI, NC (HBI) AWOS-3 119.275
Greensboro App/Dep Con -118.5 247.2
ASHEVILLE REGIONAL, NC (MIL) ATIS 120.2
App/Dep Con -125 8 226.8 (340,159) 124.65 351.8 (160,3391
Atlanta Center App/Dep Con -132.625 281.1
Twr-121 1 257 8 Gnd Con -121.9
CLASS C -41130-0400E1)
ATHENS/BEN EPPS, CA (AHN) ASOS 132.875
Atlanta Center App/Dep Con -127.5 316.05
Twr-126 3 336 2 God Cori -121.8
AUGUSTA REGIONAL AT BUSH FLD, GA (AGS) ATIS 132.75 A -I
Augusta App/Dep Coif -126.8 270 3 (170,3491 119.15 231.1
(350,169) Augusta Twr-118.7 239.3
Gnd Con -121.9 348.6 Atlanta Center App/Dep Con -128.1 323.0
CLASS 13-11145-040071)
AVON PARK MUNI, FL (AVD)
Miami Center App/Dep Con -134.55 257 7
BACON CO, GA (AMG) lax Center App/Dep Con -t32.3 290.4 A
BALDWIN CO, GA (MU) AWOS-A 380 A -E

Macon App/Dep Con -124.2 279 6 (5000' and below) 119 6 388 2
(Above 5000) Atlanta Center App/Dep Con -123.95 269.3
BARNWELL CO SC (8NLI _lax Center App/Dep Con -132.5 363.2 F

BARRON, W.H. 'BUD', GA (DON) AWOS-3 118 425 A -E

Macon App/Dep Con -124.2 279 6 (5000' and below) 119 6 388 2
(Above 50001 Atlanta Center AporGep Con -123.95 269.3 (6)

cBARTOW MUNI, FL (BOW)
Tampa App/Dep Con -120 65 119 9 290 3
Twr-121.2 121 58 Gnd Con --121 9
CLASS D-0230-223020 except (adv. Thanksgiving. Cm istnias and
other holidays by NOTAM
BAXLEY MUNI, CA (BHC) AWOS-A 376
lax Center ApprDep Coe -132.3 290.4
BEAUFORT CO, SC (73,1) Monition App/Dep Con -118.45 301 2 F

lax Center App/Dep Con -120.85 322.5
BEAUFORT MCAS/MERRITT RD, SC (NBC) ATIS .278 0
App/Dep Con -123 7 251 7 (3000' and bin) 118 45 301 2 (abv 30001
lax Center App/Dep Con -120.85 322.5 Beaufort Tat -11915 340.2
Gnd Con -128.15 336 4 Chic Del -128.15 336 4
CLASS D --Mon- Thu (1200-040021), Fri (1703-2300211
Sat (15013.23007)). Sun (1700-01001n 4w414 114144w
BERRIEN CO, GA (4J2) A

Valdosta App/Dep Con -126.6 2858 (do 80001 119 525 259.3
(8000' and above) lax Center App'De. Con -125.95 379.2
BERKELEY CO, SC (50J)
Charleston ApprDep Con -135.8 257.1
BLACKWELL FLD, AL (71.1) Cairns App/Dep Con -125.4 231.4 A

Jacksonville App/Dep Con -134 3 353S
BOCA RATON, FL (BO
Palm Beach App Con -125.2 343.6
Palm Beac13 pe Con -12735 343.6
BOGUE MCALF, NC (NJM)
Cherry Point App/Dep Con -124.1 268.7 Ter -119 5 3218
Gnd Con -262 6 Clnc Del -262.6
CLASS D--ileon.T1ru (1400-0000Z) and Fri 114013170011 except holidays;
alien dalgt swings home is in WWI Moe -The 41.1002001)

end Fri (13013-16002) =wit helidan
BREWTON MUNI, AL (12.1) A

lay Centex App/De Con -120.2 346.4
BRUNSWICK CO, NC (SUT)
Wilmington App/Dep Con -118.25 276.3
Washington Center App/Dep Can -135.5 272.75
BURKE CO, GA (BXG)
Augusta App/Dep Con -126.8 270.3
Atlanta Center Apo/Deo Con -128 1 323.0

DAVID FLD, TOM S. GA (CA.)
Atlanta Center App

11/Dep

Cori -133.8 353.7 Chic 01-118 55 PANiti
CLASS C-(Contivinees
DAWSON MUNI, GA (16J) A
lax Canter App/Dep Con -125.75 226 8
DAYTONA BEACH INTL. FL. (DAB) AM 120.05
App Con -125.72 379.95 (8000-11000) 118.85 3870
(N 4000-750131 125.8 385.5 (N 3500' and blo) 127.075 351.95
(S 4000-7500) 125 35 3221 (S 3500 and blo)
Twr-120.7 118.1 2571 Gnd Con -1219 3406
Oep Con -1231 381.5 Mc Del -1I9 3 VOT 111.0
DECATUR CO INDUSTRIAL AIRPARK, GA (BGE) AWOS-A 359 A

Tallahassee App/Dep Con -128.7 2541
lax Center App/Dep Con -135 325 343 8
DE KALB-PEACHTREE, GA (PDK) ATIS 1284
Atlanta App/Dep Con -119.3 381.65
Peachtree Tvit-120.9 1272 228.3 Gad Con -1216
Mc Del -125.2
CLASS 1)--4Axi-Fri (1130-040020. Sae -See (1200040012)
DELAND MUNI-SIDNEY H. TAYLOR RD, n. (DED)
Daytona Beach App/Sep Con -125.35 3223
DESTIN-FORT WALTON BEACH, R (DTS) ASOS 133.925 A

Eglin App/Dep Con -132 1 (ilia Ciec Del -127.7
lax Center App/Dep Con -132.1 3606
DILLON CO, SC (DLC) Florence Apprilep Con -118.6 347 7 6
lax Center App/Dep Con -11345 3061
DOBBINS AIR RESERVE BASE, GA (MGE) ATIS .271.6 E

Manta App/Dep Con -121.0 254.25 Twr-120.75 397.2
6nd Con -125 3 275.8
CLASS El -0200440021
JONAU1SON CENTER, SC (Gm) AWOS-3 127.325
Greer App/Dep Con -118.8 385.4
Atlanta Center App/Dep Coe -135.35 322.4 Chic Del -125.95
DONALSONVILLE MUNI, GA (17.1) A

Cairns App/Dep Con -125A 234.4
Jacksonville App/Dep Can -134.3 3535
DOTHAN REGIONAL, AL (DM) AM 135 72 A

Cairns App/Dep Con -125.4 234.4
Jacksonville App/Dep Con -134.3 353.5 TM' -118.4' 257.6
Gnd Con -121 7 348 6
CLASS D--Mon-Fii (1200-030021). Sal and See (1400-020021)
DOUGLAS MUNI, GA (DOH) AWOS-3 119.075 A

lax Center App/Dep Con -132.3 2904
DUNN AIR PARK, ARTHUR, FL (X21)
Daytona App/Dep Con -134 95 239.275
OUNNELLOWIAARION CO & PARK OF COMMERCE, FL (035)
Jacksonville App/Sep Con -134.95 239 275
OUPUN CO, NC (DPL) AWOS-3 120 675
Seymour Johnson App/Dep Con -119 7 338 6
Washington Center App/Dep Con -135.5 272 75
EAST COOPER SC (8S5) Charleston App/Dep Con -135 8
EGLIN AR, FL (VPS) ATIS 273.5 A

App/Sep Con -132 1 281 45 (090,2701 125 1 281.45 (271'-0891
lax Center App/Dep Con -132 1 360.6 Tim -1182 353 65
Gnd Con -121 8 335 8 Chic Del -127 7 377.2
CLASS D -(Continuous)
EGLIN M AUX NR 3 DUKE RD. FL (EGI) A

Con-132.1App 358 3 Duke Twr -133 2 290 425
Gad Con -251.125 Oep Con -120.9 290 5
CLASS 1)-(1500-060071) except holidays
ELBERT CO-PATZ FLD, GA (27A)
Atlanta Center Apollep Con -127.5 316.05
ELIZABETHTOWN, NC (4W1)
Fayetteville App/Dep Con -133.0 295.0
ELLIS, ALBERT I., NC (OAJ) AWOS-3 124.475
Wilmington App/Dep Con -121A 257.6
Washington Center App/Dep Con -135 5 272.75
EMANUEL CO, GA (SOO) AWOS-3 133.375 A4
Atlanta Center App/Dep Con -135.55 343.75
ENTERPRISE MUNI, Al. (EON) Cairns App/Dep Con -133.45 237.5 A
lacksonville App/Dep Con -120.2 346 4
EXECUTIVE, FL (ORL) ATIS 127.25
Orlando App/Dep Con -1241 307 0 (000,180' above 5000')
120.15 284.7 (181,359' above 5500) 121.1 3511 (311,060' 5500'
aozIblo) 1351 397.85 (061,180 5000' and blo) 119.4 259.1
(181,310 5500 and blo) Tun -118.7 2390 Gnd Con -1214 2390
Chic Del -12845 Charleston App/Dep Con --135 8
CLASS D-0101040021)
FAIRFIELD CO, SC (row) Columbia ApdDep Con -133.4 285.6 F

FAYETTEVILLE REGIONAUCRANNIS FLD, NC (FAY) ATIS 121.25 6
AppMep Con -133.0 295.0 (061,2301 127 8 340 7 (231,320')
119.175 393.0 (321,0601
Ten -118 3 269.2 Gad Con -121 7 348 6
CLASS C-(Esntlerees)

Sample air/ground voice comms section.

aeronautical information for enroute nav-
igation under IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) in the low altitude stratum. The
series also includes Enroute Area Charts,
which furnish terminal data at a large

scale in congested areas. Information
includes the portrayal of L/MF (Low and
Medium Frequency) and VHF airways,
(surface up to, but not including 18,000
feet above sea lever) limits of controlled

airspace, position, identification and fre-
quencies of radio aids, selected airports,
. . . special use airspace areas, military
training routes, and related information.
Charts are printed back to back and are
revised every 56 days." There are 26
charts found on 13 maps for the lower 48
with four charts on two maps for Alaska.
Unlike the visual charts I described last
month, few are the same scale, so you can-
not tape two or more together to get a larg-
er map. However, the routes do carry over
the other maps.

Many airways keep the same number
across the country. All low -altitude air-
ways that navigate off VORs and
VORTACs (I'll describe those in detail in
a later column) are printed in black, pre-
ceded by the letter "V" and are pro-
nounced "Victor" with the number; for
example: "V441" is pronounced "Victor
four -four -one" or "Victor four -forty-
one." Some airways are shown in a sin-
gle direction arrow box instead of a plain
black box. These are naturally one-way
airways. These maps show you the actu-
al route the aircraft is on. In the middle of
the legend page is the section which deals
with Navigational Aids (NAVAIDS) and
Communications. Most of this is self-
explanatory and is quite similar, for the
most part, with what was written about in
the last column.

"But what makes these (and the
Enroute High Altitude Charts)
special are the left and/or right
map edges when the maps are
open. There, for your use, is vir-
tually every VHF and UHF fre-
quency that is in use at the air-
ports found on the map."

But what makes these (and the Enroute
High Altitude Charts) special are the left
and/or right map edges when the maps are
open. There, for your use, is virtually
every VHF and UHF frequency that is in
use at the airports found on the map. For
example on the L -19/L-20 maps which
covers portions of Florida, Georgia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Tennessee, there are frequencies and mis-
cellaneous information for nearly 300
public, private, and military airfields.
Also included is a listing of all Restricted,
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Warning, and Alert Areas, military IR
(Instrument Routes) that are flown low
level by most military fighters, bombers
and cargo aircraft, and Military Operating
Areas (MOAs), their active times, and the
agency in control of the MOA. Unfortu-
nately, the frequencies used in these areas
are not published in this section and must
be randomly scanned.

"From the AIM, 'These charts
are designed to provide
aeronautical information for
enroute navigation under IFR
in the altitude stratum (from
18,000 to 60,000 feet above sea
level)."

Enroute High -Altitude Aero
Charts

a.

From the AIM, "These charts are
designed to provide aeronautical infor-
mation for enroute navigation under IFR
in the altitude stratum (from 18,000 to
60,000 feet above sea level). Information
includes the portrayal of jet routes.
position, identification and frequencies
of radio aids, selected airports, distances.
time zones, special use airspace areas,
and related information. Charts are
revised every 56 days effective with
the date of airspace changes." Unlike
the low altitude charts, five of the six
!naps are on the same scale and can
be taped together to form a completed
map of the jet routes of the U.S. Like the
sectionals, you must acquire two of the

Call

ABEX
ACADEMY
ACADEMY AIR
ACE AIR
ACK AIR
ACOM
ACTION AIR
ACTIVE AERO
AERIAL TRANZ
AFRO COACH
AFRO DYNAMIC
AERODYNE
AEROSUN
AFRICA EXPRESS
AGRICULTURE
AIR AM
AIR ARCTIC
AIR CAMAI
AIR ERIE
AIR EXPRESS
AIR FORCE
AIR FREIGHTER
AIR GUAM
AIR ILLINOIS
AIR INDIANA
AIR JOHNSON
AIR KITrYHAWK
AIR L -A
AIR MIDWEST
AIR MIKE
AIR NEVADA
AIR OHIO
AIR PARCEL
AIR PROFESSIONAL
AIR PROP

AIR RESORTS
AIR ROYAL
AIR SEATTLE
AIR SHUTTLE
AIR SPIRIT
AIR SPUR
AIR SUNSHINE
AIR TODAY
AIR TRANSPORT
AIR TRAVEL
AIR VEGAS

U.S. ASSIGNED CALLSIGNS
Company

Airborne Express. Inc. (Wilmington, OH)
Academy Airlines (Griffin. GA)
FAA Academy (Oklahoma City. OK)
Alaska Central Express Inc. (Fairbanks. AK)
Nantucket Airlines (Nantucket. MA)
Southern Jersey Airways Inc. (Atlantic City. NJ)
Action Airlines (Action Air Charter)
Active Aero Charter. Inc. (Belleville. MI)
Aerial Transit Company (Miami. H.
Aero Coach Aviation Intl. Inc. IFt. Lauderdale. FL(
Aero Dynamics. Inc. (Dallas. TX)
Aerodyne (Milwaukee. WI)
Aerosun International Inc.
USAfrica Airways. Inc. (Reston, VA)
Dept. of Agriculture (Hyattsville, MD)
Air Specialties Corporation D/B/A Air America/
Arctic Circle Air Service Inc. (Fairbanks. AK)
Village Aviation. Inc. D/B/A Camai-Air (Bethel. AK)
Erie Airways. Inc. (Erie. PA)
U.S. Express (Plymouth. MA)
U.S. Air Force
Aeron International Airlines. Inc. (Newburgh. NY)
Air Guam framuning. GU)
Air Illinois. Inc. (Carbondale. IL)
National Jet Service (Indianapolis. IN)
Johnson Air. Inc. (Batavia. NY)
Kitty Hawk Aircargo. Inc. (Dallas -Ft. Worth, TX)
Air L.A., Inc. (Los Angeles. CA)
Air Midwest. Inc. (Wichita. KS)
Continental Micronesia Inc. (Tamuning. GU)
Air Nevada Airlines. Inc. (Las Vegas. NV)
North Coast Aviation. Inc. (Cleveland. OH)
Parcel Express (Denver. CO)

Professional Express Courier Service Inc. (Seattle WA)
Propheter Construction Co.. Inc.. D/B/A
Propheter Aviation (Sterling. II-)
Air Resorts (Carlsbad. CA)

Royal Air Freight. Inc. (Waterford. MI)
Spurling Aviation (Seattle. WA)
Mesa Aviation Services. Inc. (Farmington. NM)
Air Spirit Inc. (Dallas, TX)
Corporate Air (Billings. MT)
Air Sunshine Inc. (Ft. Lauderdale, FL)
Air Today. Inc. (Denver, CO)
Air Transport International (Tulsa, OK)
Air Travel Corp (Worcester. MA)
Air Vegas Airlines. Inc. (Las Vegas. NV)

ID

ABX
ACD
AYA
AER
ACK
ALC
AXQ
AVR
AEZ
DFA
DYN
ADY
ASI
USF
AGR

AMR
CIR
CAM
ERE
USX
A

AXI
AGM
AIL
AND
JHN
KHA
UED
AMW
CMI
ANV
AOH
APE
PAD

PPA

ARZ
RAX
ASL
ASH
SIP

CPT
RSI

TDY
ATN
ATH
VGA

New/Changed/Deleted Frequencies

NEW
Berrien Springs, MI (C20)
Lansing FSS Remote Comm Outlet - 121.625 MHz
Cape Romanzof, AK (CZF)
NDB - 275 kHz
Dansville Municipal Airport, NY (DSV)
ASOS - 118.325 MHz
John Day - Grant County Regional Airport, OR (5J0)
AWOS-3 - 118.375
Northway Airport, AK (ORT)
ASOS - 135.4MHz
Stockton, CA (ECA)
Oakland AFSS - 122.0 MHz

DELETED
Salt Lake City International, UT (SLC) Ground Control -
121.65 MHz

CHANGED
Del Rio International Airport, TX (DRT)
Del Rio Approach - was 264.8 MHz - now 298.875 MHz
Laughlin AFB, TX (DLF)
Del Rio Departure - was 264.8 MHz - now 298.875 MHz
New Castle Municipal Airport, PA (UCP)
Youngstown Approach - was 128.25 MHz - now 118.9 MHz
Rocksprings Edwards County Airport, TX (69R)
Del Rio Approach - was 264.8 MHz - now 298.875 MHz
Youngstown Lansdowne Airport, OH (04G)
Youngstown Approach - was 128.25 MHz - now 118.9 MHz
Youngstown Warren Regional Airport, OH (YNG)
Youngstown Approach - was 118.9 MHz - now 118.25 MHz
and 128.25 MHz is now 118.9 MHz
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Call

AIR VIRGINIA
AIR WISCONSIN
AIRE HAMPTON
AIREX
AIRFED
AIRFLIGHT
AIRGO
AIRLIFT
AIRLOG
AIRNAT
AIRPAC
AIRVANTAGE
ALASKA
ALASKA ISLAND
ALASKA PACIFIC
ALCOA SHUTTLE
ALL STAR
ALLEGHENY
ALLEGIANT
ALLIANCE
ALOHA
ALPHA AIR
ALPINE AIR
ALTUS
ALYESKA
AM CORP
AMERICAN
AMERICAN CHECK
AMERIJET
AMERISTAR
AMFLIGHT
AMP-INC
AMTRAN
ANDAX
APPALACHIAN
AQUILINE
ARCTIC TRANSPORT
ARIZAIR
ARIZONA
ARIZONA PACIFIC
ARROWHEAD
ASPEN
ATLANTIC GULF
ATLANTIS AIR
ATLAS -AIR
AUDI AIR
AVALON
AVCO

Company

Cardinal/Air Virginia (Lynchburg. VA)
Air Wisconsin Airlines Corp. (Appleton. WI)
East Hampton Aire (East Hampton, NY)
Air Xpress. Inc. (Greensboro. NC)

Panorama Flight Service (White Plains, NY)
Alpha Aviation. Inc. (Dallas. TX)
Universal Airlines. Inc. (Detroit. MI)
Airlift International Inc.
Air Logistics (LaFayette, LA)
Airways International. Inc. (Miami Springs. FL)
Airpac (Seattle. WA)
Airvantage Inc. (St. Paul. MN)
Alaska Airlines
Alaska Island Air. Inc. (Anchorage. AK)
Airpac Inc. (Anchorage. AK)
Aluminum Company of America (West Mifflin, PA)
All Star Airlines, Inc. (Woburn. MA)
Pennsylvania Commuter Airlines Inc. (Middletown, PA)
Allegiant Air. Inc. (Fresno. CA)
AMR Services Corp. (Dallas. TX)
Aloha Airlines
Alpha Air (Van Nuys, CA)
Alpine Aviation. Inc. (Provo. UT)
Altus Airlines (Altus. OK)
Alyeska Air Service (Anchorage. AK)
Aviation Management Corp. (Lansing. MI)
American Airlines. Inc.
Flight Line. Inc. (Denver. CO)
Amerijet International (Ft. Lauderdale. FL)
Ameristar Jet Charter. Inc. (Dallas. TX)
Ameriflight. Inc. (Burbank. CA)
Amp Inc. (Harrisburg. PA)
American Trans Air. Inc.
Anderson Aviation. Inc. (Anderson. IN)
Appalachian Flying Service Inc. (Blountville, TN)
Aviation Services. Inc. (Hartford. CT)
Ryan Air Service. Inc. (Anchorage, AK)
Arizona Airways, Inc. (Tucson. AZ)
Arizona Air (Phoenix. AZ)
Arizona Pacific Airways (Prescott. AZ)
Arrowhead Airways (Minneapolis, MN)
Aspen Helicopters. Inc. (Oxnard. CA)
Atlantic Gulf Airlines. Inc. (Clearwater. FL)
Atlantis Airlines (Myrtle Beach. SC)
Atlas Airlines (Muncie. IN)
Audi Air. Inc. I Kaktovik, AK)
Merlin Express. Inc. (San Antonia. TX)
Airway Express. Inc. (Mesa. AZ)
Averitt Air Charter (Nashville. TN)

ID

FVA
AWI
EHA
ARX
AFD
APH
WEC
AIR
ALG
AWB
APC
AVV
ASA
AAK
APM
AQO
ASR
ALO
AAY
XAM
AAH
ALH
AIP
AXS

ALY
AAM
AAL
ACT
AJT
All
AMF
MMP
AMT
ADX
APL
AVQ
RCI
AZN

AAE
AZP
ARH
AHF
AGI
AAO
ATR
AUD
MEI
AEX
VRT

same map in order to complete the pic-
ture, but you need not buy a copy of
each and every Enroute Low and High
altitude charts.

Next month will be the first of four
installments on air traffic control facili-
ties. There are four types of facilities:
Flight Service Stations (FSS), Airport
Traffic Control Towers (ATCT),
Approach Controls (TRACON, RAP -
CON, and conventional), and Air Route
Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC). You'll
see who pilots communicate with and
how they fly the Country's National
Aerospace System.

Keep the letters, questions, and E -mails
coming. See you next month.

tC) Doolo
"f7Coy on Antennas
by Lew McCoy,
W1 ICP
This is truly
a unique
antenna book that's
a must read for
every amateur.
Unlike many tech-
nical publications.
Lew presents his invaluable
antenna information in a casual, non -
intimidating way for anyone!

Order No. MCCOY ....$15.95

W6SAI HF Antenna
Handbook
by Bill Orr, W6SAI
Nearly 200 pages Lf/
filled with dozens
of inexpensive,

Hanclb

Iff

practical antenna
projects that
work! This
invaluable
resource will
guide you
through the
construction of wire, loop, yagi and
vertical antennas.

Order No. HFANT $19.95

The Quad Antenna
by Bob Haviland, W4MB
Second Printing
You'll enjoy this
authoritative
book on the
design,
construction,
characteristics
and applica-
tions of quad
antennas.

Order No. QUAD

=II VISA

$15.95

esAir=
Please add S4 shipping & handling

Free shipping & handling for orders $50 and over

CQ Communications, Inc.
25 Newbridge Road
Hicksville, NY 11801
Phone: 516-681-2922

Fax: 516-681-2926

or call toll -free
800-853-9797
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CC Actions Affecting Communications

Congress "Steals" Another Base, And
Anti -Scanner Legislation Is Reincarnated!

Though Congress is expressing
grave doubts about the viability of
Low Power FM broadcasting, there

is little doubt about congressional senti-
ment toward Class A Low Power
Television (LPTV). Much like LPFM
radio, these stations are to provide local-
ly originated programming in localities
with limited or no access to this sort of
information and entertainment. These sta-
tions are likewise expected to provide
programming to specialized niche audi-
ences such as ethnic communities. Last
fall, the FCC already had a proceeding
underway to consider giving "Class A"
protection status to LPTV stations. Class
A stations will enjoy primary status,
thereby having some interference protec-
tion from full power TV stations. Before
the Commission could get through its pro-
ceeding, Congress jumped the gun and
passed the Community Broadcasters
Protection Act of 1999 (CBPA, PL 106-
113, 47 USC §336(f)). Since the FCC had
been following due process in advancing
Class A LPTV, one can speculate that
Congress' motive in hastily passing the
CBPA was to take the accolades of being
the good guy, for themselves.

The CBPA directs the FCC, within 120
days of enactment, to establish regula-

tions to confer Class A status to qualify-
ing LPTV stations. The act requires
Class A licensees to be subject to the

same license terms and renewal
standards as full power

TV stations. Addi-
tionally, CBPA
provides guide-
lines for inter-
ference protec-
tion that Class
A licensees
must afford
to full power
NTSC TV sta-
tions as well
as to digital

ATSC stations. Toward that end, the
Commission, on March 28, adopted
Report and Order FCC 00-115 (MM
Docket 00-10), "Establishing a Class A
Television Service." This new television
service class is intended for existing
LPTV stations that have met certain cri-
teria during the 90 days preceding the
enactment of the CBPA. Class A stations
must broadcast a minimum of 18 hours
per day. These stations must broadcast an
average of at least three hours per week
of specified local programming. And,
these stations must be in compliance with
the FCC's LPTV rules, transitioning to
compliance with rules for full power TV
stations from the date of Class A appli-
cation. Unspecified limited exemptions
to these requirements are also provided.
The FCC had not yet released the full text
of the docket at press time.

H.R. 514 Is Reincarnated -
Again!

Will the Congressional follies never
end? This time, the familiar anti -scanner
and anti -consumer legislation lives as S.
2326, the Wireless Eavesdropping
Protection Act of 2000. Barring minor

editorial differences, the text of this new
bill reads the same as H.R. 3489, report-
ed in last month's "Washington Beat."
The language is nearly identical to H.R.
514, as well. As of deadline, the bill has
been referred to the Senate Commerce
Committee, where it awaits action. If the
committee gives S. 2326 the same recep-
tion it gave H.R. 514, the newer bill could
languish indefinitely, perhaps never see-
ing a full Senate floor vote.

The Cellular Telephone Industry
Association "strongly supports" the new
bill, according to a CTIA news release.
Perhaps digital encryption "enhanced
privacy" services aren't selling as well as
the industry would like. The Pop'Comm
legislative affairs desk will continue
closely watching these three bills.

Software Defined Radio

The FCC is studying the future of
Software Defined Radio. And the future
may be here before you know it. The
Commission has issued a Notice of
Inquiry, OET Docket 00-47 (FCC 00-
103) to solicit input on SDR. The Notice
describes Software Defined Radio as
using software that controls high-speed
signal processors to perform functions
conventionally performed in hardware.
Such functions include signal generation,
tuning, and receiver signal detection.
According to the FCC, SDR equipment
can be quickly reprogrammed to transmit
and receive on any frequency utilizing
nearly any transmission format. This fre-
quency -hopping ability, the Commission
contends, could enable a software -
defined transceiver to operate in various
cellular, PCS, and other radio communi-
cations bands. The FCC's vision appar-
ently anticipates that such frequency
agility would facilitate more efficient use
of the spectrum by diverting radio traffic
from busier bands to less busy bands.

BY ALAN DIXON, N3HOE/KST8678 <n3hoe@juno.com> .11M
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The goal of Software Defined Radio is
indeed to adapt a radio's function to any
of a number of possible transmission and
signaling modes. For example, a given
transceiver will not care if it is to transmit
and receive in TDMA, CDMA, IDEN,
GSM, TETRA, FM, SSB, or other modes.
It will, depending on design, adapt manu-
ally, or automatically by sense or by soft-
ware direction, to the necessary mode. No
specific rulemaking by the FCC is neces-
sary to implement this basic concept, other
than to possibly allow specific transmis-
sion modes that may be currently prohib-
ited in a given radio service.

Unfortunately, the FCC is already con-
fusing the issue of Software Defined
Radio. In OET 00-47, the Commission
vaguely describes some form of frequen-
cy hopping scheme, utilizing various
widespread portions of the spectrum
across "traditional" radio services. Good
or bad as that concept may be, it is not
within the de facto industry definition of
Software Defined Radio. As known with-
in the telecommunications industry,
Software Defined Radio does not neces-
sarily include any sort of frequency hop-
ping ability.

Nonetheless, some limited frequency
agility would be useful for interoperabil-
ity among dissimilar communications
systems and bands within a given radio
service. One example of this would be
crossband, multimode communications
between neighboring public safety juris-
dictions. The FCC is taking into consid-
eration issues regarding hardware and
software equipment authorization and
interference control. Time will tell how,
not if, Software Defined Radio will
advance. We will watch for future SDR
direction from the Commission and its
Technological Advisory Council.

Getting To The "Core" Of
The Matter

Frustrated by the FCC's new Universal
Licensing System (ULS)? Don't worry
about ULS. Here comes CORES - we
think. In early spring, the FCC announced
its intention to implement the Commis-
sion Registration System (CORES) along
with the FCC Registration Number
(FRN), in Public Notice DA 00-407.
Presumably, CORES would replace the
ULS system. A major difference between
these two registration programs would be
that ULS is solely for the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau, while
CORES would involve the entire agency.

According to the Commission, most enti-
ties already registered with the ULS
would automatically be registered in
CORES. The ten -digit FRN would be
required for anyone doing business with
the FCC. Though not required for peti-
tioners or complainants, the Commission
was urging all to obtain an FRN for iden-
tification purposes.

However, less than a week after
announcing the CORES program, the

FCC issued DA 00-644, rescinding the
entire CORES/FRN Public Notice. The
new program was to have been phased in
by January 2, 2001. Now CORES is in
limbo. This latest Public Notice advises
that the Commission will soon issue yet
another Public Notice, re -implementing
the program at a later, undetermined date.

Keep cool this summer, and let me have
your questions and comments at n3hoe@
juno.com. See you next month!

When seconds count,

REACT
needs you....

4 p

...to summon for help for an injured motorist. an elderly woman trapped in a fire. a trucker stranded in a
blizzard. a drowning child!

As a REACT volunteer radio monitor, you may be the only

communication life -line for someone in serious trouble. You

relay messages from those desperate for help to police, fire,

or emergency services.

Your REACT team may also use CB. GMRS. Amateur, and other
radio services to provide safety communications for events like parades, marathons, and even balloon races.

The fellowship with other REACT members at team meetings and annual conventions is an added bonus, as is

help with licensing, equipment advice, and radio training.

"The mission of REACT International is to provide public
safety communications to individuals, organizations, and government
agencies to save lives, prevent injuries, and give assistance wherever

and whenever needed. We will strive to establish a monitoring
network of trained volunteer citizen -based communicators using

any and all available means to deliver the message."

Add a new, exciting challenge to your life.
Volunteer. Help save lives and property,

JOIN TODAY!

REACT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Phone (301) 316-2900

Fax (301) 316-2903
Web: www.reactintl.org

5210 Auth Road, Suite 403
Suitland, MD 20746

 PROUD RECIPIENT OF THE PRESIDENT'S VOLUNTEER ACTION AWARD

RADIO EMERGENCY ASSOCIATED COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

CIRCLE 68 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Pop Comm P.O. (from page 6)

A Chief Engineer Weighs In

Dear Editor:
I've been a Popular Communications

reader for 10 years, and have enjoyed the
banter back and forth about the amateur
license Morse code requirements. I'm
normally a live -and -let -live person, but
Ray Yakeshs' comments really were the
last straw for me. As one of those dread-
ed no -code techs, I'm glad you let him
have it like you did, and I'd like to add a
few comments of my own.

To begin with, the Morse code require-
ment is unprecedented in any of the other
types of operation allowed by hams. You
don't have to demonstrate a knowledge
of foreign languages in case you want to
run phone and happen to talk to a person
who speaks one of the many other lan-
guages in this world other than English.
You don't have to demonstrate a knowl-
edge of ASCII code or computer pro-
gramming in case you want to run pack-
et. You don't have to demonstrate a
knowledge of TV camera tubes in case
you want to run amateur TV. If you want
to operate in any of these modes and they
interest you, you will be inspired to learn
about them and improve your knowledge
base, but intimate knowledge of them is
not required to get an amateur license. So,
then, why Morse code?

I am the Chief Engineer of a TV sta-
tion, and have spent over 20 years main-
taining every class of broadcast transmit-
ter there is. I daresay I have spent many
more hours than Mr. Yakesh has sending
radio waves out into the ether. I was
appalled at how easy the written test was
for the no -code license. On my test, there
were no questions about modulation,
power output, frequency tolerance, or
many other topics that have to do with pre-
venting interference to other services. I
understand to some degree the desire to
keep amateur radio an "exclusive" hobby,
but a much easier and productive way
would be to make the written test harder!
At least then we are requiring people to
learn something and acquire knowledge
that would be useful, instead of something
useless (to most hams) like Morse code.

I resent the implication that I am lazy
or stupid because I don't want to waste
my time learning code. I am of average
intelligence, and I could learn Morse code
if I so desired. I enjoy gaining new knowl-
edge and learning new techniques. By the

same token, I am a busy person and I don't
have time to burden myself learning
something I will never use.

I understand and wholeheartedly agree
with the pursuit of "nostalgia." If you
want to set aside parts of the bands for
CW, if you want to form CW clubs and
use that mode of communication for your
own enjoyment, to remember those tech-
niques from the early days of radio, fine.
I collect and restore antique tractors, and
enjoy revisiting the machinery and tech-
niques of farming from 60 years ago.
However, I would never insist that all new
farmers demonstrate a working knowl-
edge of a 1940 Farmall "M" just because
that was the state of the art 60 years ago
it makes about as much sense as the
Morse code requirement for today's ama-
teurs.

Sincerely,
Brian L. Hoover
South Bend, IN

Another Message For Ray

Dear Editor:
Bravo on your reply to Ray in the April

issue! You hit the nail on the head. I am
getting very tired of these people that just
can't give up on the CW issue. Outsiders
see this as a very ridiculous issue for us
hams to be fighting over.

I welcome new hams, CW or no CW.
In this day and age there is no point in
forcing CW upon many who would make
very good hams even if they don't know
the code. Yes, the code can be fun and
helpful at times but it certainly has very
little relevance in this day and age. Yes, I
had to take a code test when I got my tick-
et, but I didn't have to know anything
about digital communications because
when I got my ticket there weere no dig-
ital communications. Maybe we should
retest all of the older hams and make them
pass a test in digital communications! I
am just kidding of course, but let's get
with it folks. Times change and we need
to get a lot more people into this radio
hobby or ham radio or it may not exist in
15 or 20 years. Just look at the electron-
ics industries in the U.S. Where is all of
our gear coming from? Most is from over-
seas manufacturers. There is a desperate
need for electronic engineers and techs
right here in the U.S. and we are supposed
to be providing a service to our country
as hams. One of those services is to pro-
vide people skilled in the electronics field.

Thank you for such a great magazine!
Larry Shaunce, WDOAKX

Tuning In (from page 4)

are typically overworked because of high
call volume?

Have you seen these bozos driving
down the highway? They're easy to spot
rolling through stop signs, running red
lights, making sudden turns without sig-
naling, crossing over into oncoming traf-
fic, braking unnecessarily, and usually
driving too slowly (or fast). Why not defer
the call for a few minutes? And why not
let your voice messaging take the call?

Obviously, the cell phone is a great busi-
ness tool. Many people tell me they
couldn't live without it, and frankly when
I was playing with that Nextel phone my
life was indeed a bit more organized. And
as a lifesaving device, it's superb. So are
our CBs and ham radios. Our radios don't
get overloaded, and the airtime is free. But
as states and municipalities look serious-
ly at making mobile use of cellular phones
illegal, it could impact our mobile use of
radio. Fact is, like mobile cellular users,
we should also be aware of the safety
aspect when driving and playing the radio.
Proper mobile radio installation, familiar-
izing yourself with the radio's simpler
keypresses and, yes, even pulling to the
side of road to make a call could save your
life. Either we exercise caution with our
hobby or sadly Uncle Sam will do it for
us.

My third wish is that perhaps we
shouldn't be so quick to wish for laws
restricting mobile cell phone use. Keying
the microphone on that brand new mobile
ham or CB rig could run you afoul of the
law if we're not careful what we wish for.
And we don't want that, do we?

And if you still think it's still OK to dial
up Grandma or order a pizza while zipping
down the highway, see if you can pass my
"This is America and We The People
should be allowed to use our cell phone
anywhere we want to" test. It's simple,
really. Some early morning, just give your
cell phone to your kid's school bus driver
and instruct him to call you as he begins
driving the kids down the rain -slicked
highway. Or better yet, when your 747 is
in the last minute of final approach ask the
pilot to call your wife and ask what's for
dinner. He should tell her you might be late
- very, very late. The obvious answer to
using cell phones on the road is not to
answer - or make - the call unless it's
an emergency.

And while you're mobiling this sum-
mer - with that cell phone or radio -
don't forget to call 9-1-1 to report that
drunk drier.
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CB Tricks Books, Tricks I, II, or III. $19.95 each.
Repairs, tune-ups, amplifiers. Send Money Order
to: Medicine Man, POB 37, Clarksville, AR 72830.

GROUND IT Ham Station Grounding
Accessories. J. Martin Systems 35 Hilltop
Avenue, Stamford, CT 06907. Voicemail/Fax
203-461-8768 http:// www.jmsystem.com

CB MODIFICATION SECRETS, big new
200 -page guide by Kevin Ross, author of "CB
Radio Hacker's Guide." More great easy -to-do
AM/SSB CB equipment upgrades and enhance-
ments applicable to Cobra, Realistic, Uniden,
President, etc. Freq. expansion, VFO, clarifier
unlock, VOX, Roger Beep, anti -theft device,
receive signal preamp, much more. Only $21.95,
plus $5 s/h ($6 to Canada) from CRB Research
Books, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725. NY
residents add $2.22 tax. VISA/MC orders call:
(631) 543-9169.

SCANNER CRYSTALS FOR SALE. Send a long
SASE for list and price to G.E. Jones, P.O. Box
467, Buckeye Lake, OH 43008.

LEARN CODE BY HYPNOSIS -
<http://www. qth.com/cweasy/>; or call 1(800)
425-2552.

WANTED: 6502 -based Hardware/Software/
Literature, whatever. KIM's; SYM's; AIM's;
OSI, anything & everything! John Rawley, 1923
Susquehanna Road, Abington, PA 19001, Phone:
215-884-9220, johnr750@aol.com

CB MODIFICATIONS! 10M, frequencies,
sliders, amplifiers, FM, books, plans, kits, high-
performance accessories. The best since 1976.
Find out why! Catalog $3. CBCI, BOX 1898A,
MONTEREY, CA 93942. <www.cbcintl.com>.

ANSWER THE DOOR FROM ANY PHONE
- ONLY $140.00 (U.S.) SIMPLE TO USE -
EASY TO INSTALL - 2 wire design allows
easy retrofit to door chime wire. When a visitor
presses the door button, all your phones ring. Pick
up any phone to connect to the door. VISCOUNT
1-800-476-3774. www.enterphonesolo.com

CB MODIFICATIONS, REPAIRS, NEW PROD-
UCTS, CB RADIOS, EXPORTS, SCANNERS,
POWER SUPPLYS, MIRCOPHONES, AMPS,
ANTENNAS, MORE!! 15 yrs SAME LOCA-
TION!! 6 PAGE PICTURE PRICE SHEETS $1.00
(REFUNDABLE) GALAXY, BOX -1202.
AKRON, OHIO 44309. HTTP://MEMBERS.
AOL.COM/GALAXYELC

Tubes f/s - M/p of ge 6jb6a or 6146w & driver
38.00. M/p 6js6c & driver 70.00. Other amateur
related tubes are available. Web site
http://www.jorsm.com/-n9tew. E-mail: n9tew@
jorsm.com. Bob Bieker 219-924-0945.

WANTED: X -BAND RADAR AND
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT. CIVILIAN,
MILITARY - ALSO PARTS TM'S ETC.
RADAR BOX 10215, PITTSBURGH, PA 15232.

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS. Over
100, 30 minute programs per computer CD
(in MP3 or RealAudio) WWW.SCANCAT.COM
1-888-722-6228

Rick Mish/Miltronix R-390/R-390A/R-392
SERVICE Precision Alignment $125.00.
Repair, Lube, Align $250.00. I.F. Strip
Alignment $25.00. Flat -rate + U.P.S. Don't set-
tle for 3rd World performance any longer!
Call/Fax: (419) 255-6220 today.

PRO 2006 excellent condition, built-in tunable
voice invert. decode, $450.00. Williamsport, PA,
570-370-8904 (Pager)

Antenna - 2 meter backpackable $20.00 plus
$5.00 shipping & handling. (219) 456-3794. HIR
&R, 1231 Nuttman, Ft. Wayne, IN 46807.

Name Your Own Reasonable Tube Price. * Are
NOS. 807/5933, 307A/883A*, 866A, 8008, 813,
4CX250B, 829A/B*, 100TH*, 4-65A*, 3E29,
446*, 954*, 801A, 4X150A*, HY69, TZ40,
GL446*, 8020, 815, 955, 803, 311CH, 872A.
183, 59, 307A, 816, 2A3/6A3. W2JAC, 3154
Ward Lane, Wantagh, NY 11793, 516-731-7406.
advsys4@hoflink.com
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Radio Communications Humor

Our Top -30: You Can Tell You're A Radio Nut If . . .

You can see it in our eyes at ham-
fests and hear it in our voices;
we're different than folks in most

other hobbies. Now, I know that there's a
great crossover - lots of hams are
hunters, bikers, and golfers, and scanner
nuts are also interested in those things,
plus all kinds of sports, parachuting, and
fishing. But our radio hobby itself just
seems to me to have such a diverse spec-
trum of folks that we'd do practically any-
thing short of selling our home to play
with our gear. So we've come up with a
special Top -30 list of what really goes on
inside the radio person's mind. We'd like
to hear from you - are any of these you,
and what would you add to our list?

You know you're knee-deep in radio if -

1. You remember the exact date and
time that lightning hit "the tower." And
- the whole radio room was burned to a
crisp, but you tell friends, "at least my
wife wasn't home when it happened."

2. You'll spend hundreds of dollars on
a new rig, and then wander the hamfest
pausing each time you pass the booth sell-
ing those $7 embroidered hats."I wonder
if they'll take $6?"

3. You're a CBer who buys a new $300
five -watt, perfectly operating rig, opens
the cabinet to "tweak" it to 20 watts,
knowing full well it'll end up being sent
back to the company for repair. The radio
comes back, and a few weeks later you
repeat the process - by watching your
CBer friend from across town do surgery
on your radio.

4. When shopping for a new vehicle,
you somehow end up sitting in the front
seat staring blankly at the dashboard area,
feeling underneath seats, and poking
around the backseat for ways to mount the
radio and route the coax. If caught look-
ing under the hood for holes in the fire -
wall for your power cables, you tell your
wife, "Nothing honey, just checking the
connections under here."

5. Your family has a special annual
garage sale just to get rid of the boxes of
wire, coax and power adapters - but you

pay your friends to "buy" the stuff and get
them to return it to you the following
weekend.

6. You absolutely need a radio with
thousands of channels - even though
you live in a town with three cops and a
volunteer fire department and the airport
is 350 miles away.

7. In your determination to get that new
vertical antenna up, or longwire strung in
the backyard, you tell family and neigh-
bors that "it's only temporary - I'm test-
ing it for this guy."

9. The $10 bargain you got at the flea -
market that smoked up the whole house
when you turned it on is one of your prized
radio possessions.

10. You'd rather sell your family's TV
and VCR than give up the box of vacuum
tubes you got at a "bargain" even though
90% of them are dead.

11. It still doesn't matter to you if the
antique radio you brought home was an
apartment for mice.

12. You're not speaking to your elder-
ly neighbor because last week just as you
tuned Radio Kiribati, he turned on his
power drill.

13. Your wife has called you three times
for dinner - the FOURTH could be a call
from her lawyer.

14. You're the only one in your family
that understands the real meaning of CW.

And you get stressed out if someone's
CW transmission rate varies from one
wpm to 75 with no warning.

15. When going on a vacation, the first
thing you think about packing is your
scanner and frequency book.

16. You take your scanner to work dis-
guised as a cell phone.

17. You acknowledge conversations
with your family and friends by saying
10-4 -- and they think it's normal.

18. The total number of radio related
books in your home are five times the
number of other books and magazines.

19. You store extra "emergency" AA
batteries in the refrigerator.

20. You're immediately recognized
and spoken to by name at your favorite
radio dealer.

21. You think a good time is "breaking
in" a new part-time RadioShack employ-
ee with your radio wisdom.

22. Your spouse goes to the supermar-
ket while you "look around" in
RadioShack.

23. You visually check your outdoor
antennas and coax once a week, regard-
less of the weather.

24. People ask you to turn down the
volume on the radios when they call you.

25. The total number of antennas on
your house is greater than six other hous-
es on your block - counting the ham
down the street.

26. You've considered contacting
NOAA offering your voice as a substitute
for that awful sounding mechanical com-
puter -generated voice.

27. People keep asking your family
about the "light that's always on" in the
back room where your radio shack is
located.

28. More than 95% of the photos in
your family album show you with a radio
strapped to your belt or a microphone in
your hand.

29. You have more certificates and
licenses on the wall than your local vet-
erinarian or dentist.

30. Your cat or dog instinctively knows
not to bother you when you're in your
radio shack.

BY BILL PRICE. N3AVY
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MAKING BROADCAST
HISTORY ... AGAIN

411 Introducing the New Sangean ATS505
A Lot More For A Lot Less!

 Continuous All Band SW Coverage
 Exceptional SSB
 z-5 Memory Channels/

with Auto Memory Preset
 9/10 kHz Switch
 AM/FM Stereo thru Headphones
 Dual Time Clock with Alarm
 Lighted LCD Display
 Carrying Case & Earbuds
 Size: 8-1'2" W x 5-1'4" H x 1-3/8" D

S12995 Includes U.S. Shipping

Sangean ATS909
The Last Shortwave Receiver r,

You'll Ever Need to Buyi I\
 306 Memory Presets, 29 Separate Pages',
 True Upper and Lowe' SSE
 5 Tuning Methods
 42 World City Times
 RDS Reception
 AM/FM Stereo thru Headphones
 Built-in SW Antenna Jack
 Dual Time Clock with Alarm
 Lighted LCD Display
 Carrying Case. SW Ant.. Earbuds

S25995 Ircludes U.S. Shipping

SANGEAN
AMERICA, INC.

-
I  11,

I

CCRadio 'Platinum Edition'
The Best AM Radio Made Today

& Now A Perpetual Radio!*
 AM, FM, TV Audio, Weather Band + Alert

4tst  Built-in 6V DC Input Jack & Charging Circuit
 Built-in LED Light Jack
 Audio Tuned for Human Voice
 5 Memory Buttons Per Band
 Rotary Tuning Knob with 1 KHz Fine Tuning
 Lighted Digital Display

$15995 Includes U S Shipping

*Optional Solar Kit Includes Saler Panel, LED Light,
4 (4,000 mAh) Nicad Batteries and AC Charging Adapter

$129.95 with purchase

www.sangean.com Broadcast Tower
St. Petersburg, Russ a

CIRCLE 162 ON I.

C. CRANE
COMPADNY,,,

800-522-8863
ccrane.c.,om
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POWER

MODEL CD100

SELECT

S Antenna Included

Pat. No. 5.471,402

Optoelectronics presents the NEW

Multicounter CD100 Counter / Decoder. The

Multicounter combines a frequency counter and

tone decoder in one handheld package. As the

Multicounter locks onto a nearby RF signal, the

frequency along with either CTCSS, DCS, LTR,

or DTMF is instantly shown on the two-line LCD

display. Like the popular Optoelectronics Scout, the

ORDER
NOW

Multicounter also

Reaction Tunes many

radios for instant monitoring of the frequency captured.

The Multicounter is so easy to operate that it is ideal for quick radio

checks by a two-way radio technician or the hobbyist looking for

unknown frequencies and tones.

!MATURE.
10MHz - IGHz Frequency Range
*Measures frequency and tone in < 1 second
*Decodes CTCSS, DCS, LTR, and DTMF
LTR displays Area code, Go to Repeater. Home Repeater, ID, and Free repeater
*Built-in .5ppm TCXO for accurate frequency measurement
*Reaction Tune the ICOM RIO, R7000, R7I00, 88500, R9000, AOR AR8000, AR8200,
0S456/Lite, 0S535, Optoelectronics R II, and Optocom.

Two Line LCD Display'with EL backlight
*Internal memory fOr frequency / tone measurement
*Download memory le PC -with optional Optolinx PC interface
*Patented Digital Auto Filter

OPTODIRECIF 8On-327-5912
rikrigir.r°0 Im/TrIMPVIIMO"V
1160/0  Nii./11..111mimNrI

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD
5821 NE 14th Avenue  Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334  Visa  MasterCard  C.O.D. 

Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation
Tel: 954-771-2050 Fax: 954-771-2052 Email: sales@optoelectronics.com Internet: www.optoelectronics.com

Reaction Tune
Scanner Not Included


